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1) Stellar-mass black holes
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Introduction: the black holes we observe

2) Supermassive 
black holes at 
the centre of 
Galaxies.  

• Observed up to z 
~ 7 when universe 
was less than 1 
Gyr old. Seeds? Quasar J1342+0928 

redshift of z = 7.54

3) IMBH? 100 < M < 106 MSun Hypothetical link 
between stellar-mass and SMBHs and the 
possible seeds from which SMBHs in the early 
Universe grew.  

• Originated by direct collapse of low-metallicity 
gas clouds? Primordial origin? 

• Recent detection by LIGO /Virgo 
arXiv:2009.01190

uncertainty is greater for the minimal-assumption
reconstruction due to greater flexibility in its waveform
model. The agreement between the reconstructed wave-
forms using the two models can be quantified through the
noise-weighted inner product that enters Eq. (5), and it is
found to be 94!2

!3%, consistent with expectations for the
SNR at which GW150914 was observed.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have presented measurements of the heaviest stellar-
mass BHs known to date, and the first stellar-mass BBH.
The system merges into a BH of "60M!. So far, stellar-
mass BHs of masses "10M! have been claimed using
dynamical measurement of Galactic x-ray binaries [123].
Masses as high as 16–20M! and 21–35M! have been
reported for IC10 X-1 [124,125] and NGC300 X-1 [126],
respectively; however, these measurements may have been
contaminated by stellar winds as discussed in Ref. [127]
and references therein. Our results attest that BBHs do form
and merge within a Hubble time. We have constrained the
spin of the primary BH of the binary to be a1 < 0.7 and
we have inferred the spin of the remnant BH to be af " 0.7.
Up to now, spin estimates of BH candidates have relied on
modeling of accretion disks to interpret spectra of x-ray
binaries [128]. In contrast, GW measurements rely only on

the predictions of general relativity for vacuum spacetime.
Astrophysical implications of our results on the rate of
BBH mergers are discussed in Ref. [129] and implications
for our understanding of the formation and evolution of
BBHs are discussed in Ref. [97].
The statistical uncertainties with which we have char-

acterized the source properties and parameters reflect the
finite SNR of the observation of GW150914 and the error
budget of the strain calibration process. The latter degrades
primarily the estimate of the source location. If we assume
that the strain was perfectly calibrated, i.e., hM " h, see
Eqs. (1) and (4), the 50% and 90% credible regions for sky
location would become 48 deg2 and 150 deg2, compared to
the actual results of 150 deg2 and 610 deg2, respectively.
The physical parameters show only small changes with the
marginalization over calibration uncertainty, for example,
the final mass Msource

f changes from 62!4
!4M! including

calibration uncertainty to 62!4
!3M! assuming perfect cali-

bration, and the final spin af changes from 0.67!0.05
!0.07 to

0.67!0.04
!0.05 . The effect of calibration uncertainty is to increase

the overall parameter range at a given probability, but the
medians of the PDFs remain largely unchanged. For
GW150914, the dominant source of statistical uncertainty
is the finite SNR. More accurate calibration techniques are
currently being tested, and one can expect that in future

FIG. 6. Time-domain data (sampled at 2048 Hz) and reconstructed waveforms of GW150914, whitened by the noise power spectral
density (in Fig. 1 of Ref. [1] the data are band passed and notched filtered), for the H1 (top) and L1 (bottom) detectors. Times are shown
relative to September 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC. The ordinate axes on the right are in units of noise standard deviations from zero—i.e.,
the peak alone is an #4-! excursion relative to the instrument noise at that time—and on the left are normalized in order to preserve the
strain amplitude at 200 Hz. The waveforms are plotted as bands representing the uncertainty in the reconstruction. Shaded regions
correspond to the 90% credible regions for the reconstructed waveforms. The broadest (dark blue) shaded region is obtained with the
model that does not assume a particular waveform morphology, but instead uses a linear combination of sine-Gaussian wavelets.
The lighter, narrower shaded region (cyan) is the result from the modeled analyses using IMRPhenom and EOBNR template waveforms.
The thin grey lines are the data. The agreement between the reconstructed waveforms using the two models is found to be 94!2

!3%.
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10-22 eV 1 eV 1 TeV1 GeV 1019 GeV
(10-5 g)

1057 GeV
(1033 g)

“Fuzzy” Dark 
Matter
λdB ~ 1 kpc ~ size of a 
dSph Galaxy

[Hui, Ostriker, 
Tremaine, Witten 
2016] 

Axion-like particles

Primordial black holes 
(PBHs)Weakly interacting massive 

particles (WIMPS)
e.g. lightest neutralino state in 
MSSM

Introduction: Black holes as dark matter candidates

Proposed more than 40 
years ago [Zeld’ovich and 
Novikov 1966, Hawking 
1971]

1st wave of popularity 
following microlensing 
hints by MACHO 
collaboration [Alcock et al. 
1997]

Recently reconsidered in 
the DM community
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PBH mass ~ horizon mass at the time of formation 
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Primordial Black Holes: sirens of the early
Universe

Anne M. Green

Abstract Primordial Black Holes (PBHs) are, typically light, black holes which
can form in the early Universe. There are a number of formation mechanisms, in-
cluding the collapse of large density perturbations, cosmic string loops and bubble
collisions. The number of PBHs formed is tightly constrained by the consequences
of their evaporation and their lensing and dynamical effects. Therefore PBHs are a
powerful probe of the physics of the early Universe, in particular models of inflation.
They are also a potential cold dark matter candidate.

1 Introduction

Primordial Black Holes (PBHs) are black holes which may form in the early Uni-
verse [139, 53]. There are various formation mechanisms: the collapse of large
density fluctuations (Sec. 2.1), cosmic string loops [55] (Sec. 2.2) or bubble col-
lisions [38, 56] (Sec. 2.3). In most cases the PBH mass, MPBH, is roughly equal to
the horizon mass, MH, at the formation epoch (e.g. Ref. [29]):

MPBH !MH !
c3t
G

! 1015
! t

10"23 s

"

g . (1)

For instance PBHs formed at the QCD phase transition at t ! 10"6 s would have
mass of order a solar mass, MPBH !M# = 2$ 1030 kg.

As famously realised by Hawking [54], PBHs radiate thermally and hence evap-
orate on a timescale, τ(MPBH), (e.g. Ref. [29]):

Anne M. Green
School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Nottingham, University Park, Nottingham, NG7
2RD, UK e-mail: anne.green@nottingham.ac.uk
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Introduction: Black holes of primordial origin?

BHs formed in the early Universe (before BBN), out of small-scale, large-amplitude 
density fluctuations possibly originated during inflation 

[S. Hawking, MNRAS 152 (1971); Carr and Hawking, MNRAS 168 (1974)]

“…it is tempting to 
suppose that the 
major part of the 
mass of the 
Universe is in the 
form of collapsed 
objects. This extra 
density could 
stabilize clusters of 
galaxies which, 
otherwise, appear 
mostly not to be 
gravitationally 
bound.” 

Wide mass range for PBHs as DM candidates

M ~ 1016 g (10-17 M⊙) — 1039 g (105 M⊙)

5.1.2 Flatness Problem Revisited

Recall the Friedmann Equation (41) for a non-flat universe

|1 � ⌦(a)| =
1

(aH)2
. (49)

If the comoving Hubble radius decreases this drives the universe toward flatness (rather than away

from it). This solves the flatness problem! The solution ⌦ = 1 is an attractor during inflation.

5.1.3 Horizon Problem Revisited

A decreasing comoving horizon means that large scales entering the present universe were inside the

horizon before inflation (see Figure 2). Causal physics before inflation therefore established spatial

homogeneity. With a period of inflation, the uniformity of the CMB is not a mystery.

‘comoving’

smooth patch

now end

Hubble length
start

Comoving 
 Horizon

Time [log(a)]

Inflation Hot Big Bang

Comoving Scales  

horizon exit horizon re-entry

density fluctuation

Figure 7: Left: Evolution of the comoving Hubble radius, (aH)�1, in the inflationary universe. The

comoving Hubble sphere shrinks during inflation and expands after inflation. Inflation is

therefore a mechanism to ‘zoom-in’ on a smooth sub-horizon patch. Right: Solution of

the horizon problem. All scales that are relevant to cosmological observations today were

larger than the Hubble radius until a ⇠ 10�5. However, at su�ciently early times, these

scales were smaller than the Hubble radius and therefore causally connected. Similarly,

the scales of cosmological interest came back within the Hubble radius at relatively recent

times.

5.2 Conditions for Inflation

Via the Friedmann Equations a shrinking comoving Hubble radius can be related to the acceleration

and the the pressure of the universe

d

dt

✓
H

�1

a

◆
< 0 ) d

2
a

dt2
> 0 ) ⇢ + 3p < 0 . (50)

The three equivalent conditions for inflation therefore are:

27
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Introduction: Scientific questions

- Can black holes of primordial origin be part (or all) of the 
dark matter that permeates the Universe? 

- What are the consequences of the potential discovery of 
PBHs on fundamental physics? 

- Can we detect PBHs by observing the radiation emitted 
by the gas accreted onto them? (“shiny dress”)? 

- Can we detect over-densities of dark matter (“dark 
dress”) around intermediate-mass black holes by 
analyzing GW emission?

2

Compact 
Object

 Intermediate Mass
Black Hole

Dark Matter 'spike'

FIG. 1. Intermediate mass-ratio inspiral (IMRI) sys-
tem with a dark matter “spike.” A central intermediate-
mass black hole (IMBH) of mass m1 is orbited by a lighter
compact object m2 < m1 at an orbital radius r2. The IMBH
is also surrounded by a “spike” of dark matter with density
profile ⇢DM(r).

both the vacuum inspiral, and to the unphysical case of
a static DM halo. We demonstrate that the dephasing
of the gravitational waveform induced by dark matter is
smaller than previously assumed, but is still potentially
detectable by the LISA mission, which will have a peak
sensitivity at frequencies between 10�3 and 10�2 Hz [41].
It could thus provide a powerful diagnostic of the particle
nature of dark matter.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we demon-
strate that the standard approach to the dephasing signal
induced by DM minispikes is likely to violate energy con-
servation; in Sec. III, we present N -body simulations to
validate our model for dynamical friction; in Sec. IV, we
present our prescription for evolving the phase space dis-
tribution of DM; in Sec. V, we use this prescription to
follow the evolution of the binary and the DM spike self-
consistently; finally, in Sec. VI, we discuss some caveats
of this work and possible implications for the detection of
such a DM spike in intermediate mass-ratio inspirals in
the future. We conclude in Sec. VII, and we have several
supplementary results in four appendices.

II. ENERGY BALANCE CONSIDERATIONS
FOR STATIC DARK MATTER HALOS

In this section, we describe the evolution of a system
composed of a central IMBH with a surrounding DM
spike and a lighter compact object (e.g. a neutron star)
orbiting around the IMBH and through its DM cloud.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1. We model the evolution of
this system using Newtonian gravity, and we include dis-

sipative e↵ects arising from dynamical friction and grav-
itational radiation. Following Eda et al. [26, 27], we ne-
glect any feedback on the DM halo in this section, and
we consider only circular orbits.

A. Notation for IMBH system and DM
distribution

We first define several notions of masses for the binary
and the DM distribution. We will denote the mass of
the IMBH by m1 and the mass of the small compact
object by m2. Other definitions of masses we will need
are M = m1 + m2, the total mass; q = m2/m1  1,
the mass ratio; µ = m1m2/M , the reduced mass; and
Mc = µ3/5M2/5, the chirp mass.

We assume that the IMBH is surrounded by a DM
spike, formed as the adiabatic growth of the black hole
enhances the central density of the host halo [18, 20, 42–
44]. The dark-matter distribution will be given by

⇢DM(r) =

⇢
⇢sp

� rsp
r

��sp rin  r  rsp
0. r < rin

, (2.1)

where r is the distance from the center of the IMBH. We
define the inner radius of the spike to be rin = 4Gm1/c2

following the results in [42]. We will not treat the DM
distribution at distances r > rsp. We also will not treat
rsp as a free parameter, but as determined by m1, ⇢sp
and �sp via

rsp ⇡


(3 � �sp)0.23��spm1

2⇡⇢sp

�1/3

. (2.2)

This assumes that rsp ⇡ 0.2rh, where rh is defined from

Z rh

rin

⇢DM(r)4⇡r2 dr = 2m1 , (2.3)

as in [27]. We can now compute the DM mass within a
distance r. The result is

menc(r) =

⇢
mDM(r) � mDM(rin) rin  r  rsp
0. r < rin

,

(2.4)
where

mDM(r) =
4⇡⇢spr

�sp
sp

3 � �sp
r3��sp . (2.5)

With this notation set, we can now more easily discuss
issues related to energy balance.

B. Gravitational potential energy of the DM
distribution

To compute the total potential energy in the distribu-
tion of DM, we determine the amount of work required
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Introduction: The quest for PBHs: current limits
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https://github.com/bradkav/PBHbounds
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Part I: The “Shiny dress”
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• PBHs heavier than 1 solar mass could amount to a significant 
fraction of the DM 

• Up to 1012 objects in the Milky way! 

• When they cross a molecular cloud, they are expected to accrete 
gas (shiny dress) and emit non-thermal radiation

• Detectable in radio (GHz band) and X-ray (1-100 keV) bands  

The Astrophysical Journal, 767:163 (12pp), 2013 April 20 Park & Ricotti

Figure 3. Top: density (top half of the panel) and ionization fraction (bottom half of the panel) for simulations of a BH of mass Mbh = 100 M!, gas density
nH," = 105 cm#3, and temperature T" = 104 K moving at M = 1, 2, and 4 (from left to right). Each panel shows a large-scale view of the cometary-shaped
H ii region and the dense shell in the upstream direction for simulation with different Mach numbers. The size of the Strömgren sphere in the downstream direction
increases roughly linearly with increasing Mach number but remains roughly constant as a function of Mach number in the upstream direction. With increasing Mach
number, the density of the shell in the upstream direction increases ((nH,sh/nH,") $ M2) and the density behind the dense shell also increases nH,in/nH," $ M2 for
1 < M < MR . Bottom: the same simulations as in the top panel but showing the gas density field and gas velocity vectors adopting logarithmic scale in the radial
direction to emphasize the gas flow at small scales.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

discussed in Paper I and Paper II. This implies that introduc-
ing small systematic subsonic velocity to spherically symmetric
accretion does not significantly alter the oscillatory behavior
of the accretion. However, the average accretion rate %!rad& de-
creases steeply as a function of Mach number in this Mach
number range, and %!rad& at M ' 1 is roughly one order of
magnitude smaller than for non-moving BHs (including radia-
tion feedback), and three orders of magnitude smaller compared
to stationary BHs with no radiative feedback, when all the other
parameters are held constant. This decrease of the accretion rate
with increasing velocity found for subsonic BH velocities is
only qualitatively similar to Bondi–Hoyle–Lyttleton accretion,
but does not have the same scaling with BH velocity.

The spherically symmetric accretion model fails for super-
sonic BH motion (M ! 1). The shape of the H ii region makes
a transition to a well-defined axis-symmetric geometry, elon-
gated along the direction of the gas flow in the downstream
direction, while a bow-shaped dense shell develops in front of
the H ii region in the upstream direction, significantly affecting
the velocity field of the gas inflow. In most simulations, steady-
state accretion is achieved for supersonic BH motion, since gas
is continuously supplied to the BH without interruption.

Interestingly, as the BH motion becomes supersonic and a
bow-shock and dense shell form, %!rad& increases as a function
of Mach number. This is clearly at odds with the results
expected from the classical Bondi–Hoyle–Lyttleton model. A
Mach number of M ' 1 is roughly the turning point where
%!rad& has a minimum, while there is a maximum value of the

Mach number M = MR (MR ' 4 for T" = 104 K), at which
%!rad& reaches a maximum value, before starting to decrease with
increasing BH velocity. An instability of the dense shell that
leads to bursts of accretion rate is observed in some simulations
in this Mach number range. This result will be discussed in
Section 4.3. At higher Mach numbers (M > MR), a steady-
state solution is achieved once again since the dense shell does
not form due to the high velocity of the gas inflow (as shown
in Section 4.1, the I-front transitions from D-type to R-type).
For M > MR , %!rad& decreases monotonically as a function
of Mach number and converges to the Bondi–Hoyle–Lyttleton
solution (with no radiative feedback) shown as a dashed line
in Figure 2. In this high velocity regime, the I-front becomes
R-type and the gas flow is weakly affected by radiative feedback.

3.2. Structure of the Gas Flow and H ii Region

For Mach numbers 1 < M < MR , a dense bow shock forms
in front of the H ii region in the upstream direction, followed by a
D-type I-front (see Figure 3). Most of the gas inflow propagates
through the bow shock without changing direction, while a
small fraction of the gas inflow in the outer parts of the bow
shock is re-directed farther from the axis of symmetry. The
formation of a bow shock in the upstream direction changes
the gas density and velocity behind the shock, while the gas
temperature remains relatively unaffected (isothermal shock).
Note that the H ii region has a cometary shape, with overall
length increasing linearly with increasing Mach number. The
size of the H ii region in the upstream direction is not sensitive to

4
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Accretion physics: textbook approach
Continuity equation for steady-state flow

4. ACCRETION PHYSICS OF ISOLATED BLACK HOLES

2) Temperature-limited case: Object at rest, cloud spherically accreting

r
~v

Figure 5: Schematic of the
temperature-limited case. A cloud
of gas accretes spherically onto an
object represented by the black dot.
The shading gives an indication for the
density of the gas: darker is denser. The
dotted ring at radial distance r from the
object gives an intuition for equation
10. For this, also the velocity ~v and the
inward flux (gray arrows) of the gas have
been indicated.

The second case considered is that the object is at rest and an infinite cloud of gas
accretes steadily and spherically symmetric onto the object. This scenario is depicted in
figure 5 and has first been considered by [78]. Following [79], the accretion rate can be
derived as follows. Starting from the continuity equation and making the assumption of
a steady flow (@⇢/@t = 0) and spherical symmetry (~v = vr̂), we get:

@⇢

@t
+ ~r · (⇢~v) = 0 !

1

r2
@

@r

�
r2⇢v

�
= 0. (9)

This implies that the combination r2⇢v is constant as a function of the radial distance,
and thus the same everywhere. Integrating the right side of equation 9 over a sphere of
radius r we obtain the accretion rate Ṁ ,

Ṁ = 4⇡r2⇢(�v), (10)

where we included a minus sign in the definition of Ṁ to make it positive, since we have
v < 0 for accreting gas. Similar to the accretion rate of last paragraph, this equation
simply states that the accretion rate is the inward flux of mass ⇢(�v) through the surface
4⇡r2 of a sphere with radius r. Since Ṁ is independent of r, we can relate it to the
ambient values of the density and sound speed by evaluating Ṁ at the sonic radius rs.
For this we first need to relate the density and sound speed of the gas at the sonic radius
to their ambient values.

To this end, starting with the Euler equation and again using the assumptions of
steady flow (@~v/@t = 0) and spherical symmetry (~v = vr̂) we have:

⇢
@~v

@t
+ ⇢

⇣
~v · ~r

⌘
~v = �~rP + ~f ! ⇢v

dv

dr
= �

dP

dr
�

GM⇢

r2
(11)

where we used gravity for the force density term, ~f = �(GM⇢/r2)r̂, and consequently
only considered the radial component. With some algebraic manipulation and the def-

inition of the sound speed, cs = (dP/d⇢)1/2
0

, this equation can be rewritten in a more
convenient form:

✓
1 �

c2s
v2

◆
d(v2)

dr
= �

2GM

r2

✓
1 �

2c2sr

GM

◆
. (12)
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4. ACCRETION PHYSICS OF ISOLATED BLACK HOLES

(dP/d⇢)1/2
0

, and the polytropic equation P = K⇢� , we know that c2s = K�⇢��1. Plugging
this back into the right-hand side of equation 15 gives

⇢(rs) = ⇢(1)

✓
2

5 � 3�

◆ 1

��1

.

Turning back to Ṁ in equation 10, evaluating it at the sonic radius and substituting
in the above expressions for rs, cs(rs) and ⇢(rs), we get the accretion rate

Ṁ = 4⇡r2s⇢(rs)cs(rs) = ⇡
(GM)2⇢(1)

c3s(1)

✓
2

5 � 3�

◆ 5�3�
2(��1)

. (16)

The last factor is of order unity and ranges from 1 to 4.5. For a typical value of the
adiabatic index � = 1.4 the prefactor is 2.5. This concludes the calculation of steady
spherically symmetric accretion, known as Bondi accretion. Note that the di↵erence to
the previous case, apart from a numerical factor, is that the accretion is suppresed by
the sound speed instead of the velocity. Since cs / T 1/2 from the ideal gas law, this case
is also termed the temperature-limited case.

Both cases are equally valid, but their relative contribution depends on the velocity
and the sound speed. To arrive at the accretion rate for intermediate cases, where cs ⇠ v,
Bondi conjectured equation 4, which clearly holds for both limits cs � v and cs ⌧ v.
Later numerical calculations [80] actually showed there should be an extra factor of two
in this equation, allowing for a numerical agreement with the velocity-limited case [81].

To recap, the main assumptions going into Bondi accretion are a steady flow and
spherical symmetry. Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion then takes into account the possibility of
a relative velocity between the object and the accreting gas. Therefore, the Bondi-Hoyle-
Lyttleton accretion rate would be a good approximation for the realistic scenario of an
isolated object accreting from interstellar gas. For this scenario to remain spherically
symmetric it is also important that the object has a negligible angular momentum and
magnetic field strength [79].

Besides these crucial assumptions, there are some more issues worth considering
when applying the Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion rate to this scenario. One, a drag
force due to dynamical friction of the object moving relative to the gas slows down
the object, eventually reducing Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion to just the spherically
symmetric Bondi accretion. Two, the wake of gas piling up behind the object would
form an unstable column with shock fronts altering the flow of accretion onto the object.
Three, a non-uniform density or velocity of the gas has a non-zero angular momentum
around the object and could therefore transfer this angular momentum to the object,
breaking down the assumption of spherical symmetry. Four, accretion onto the object
inevitably gives rise to radiative feedback, which might alter the accretion rate in a
significant way. And five, when considering accretion onto a black hole or neutron star,
relativistic e↵ects will become important and needs to be taken into account. See [81]
and references therein for a general discussion on these issues.

Concluding this section, the Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion rate is the first attempt
at tackling the accretion problem. Equation 4 seems to capture the main dependences
of the accretion rate: a square dependence on the mass, a linear dependence on the gas
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2) Temperature-limited case: Object at rest, cloud spherically accreting

r
~v

Figure 5: Schematic of the
temperature-limited case. A cloud
of gas accretes spherically onto an
object represented by the black dot.
The shading gives an indication for the
density of the gas: darker is denser. The
dotted ring at radial distance r from the
object gives an intuition for equation
10. For this, also the velocity ~v and the
inward flux (gray arrows) of the gas have
been indicated.

The second case considered is that the object is at rest and an infinite cloud of gas
accretes steadily and spherically symmetric onto the object. This scenario is depicted in
figure 5 and has first been considered by [78]. Following [79], the accretion rate can be
derived as follows. Starting from the continuity equation and making the assumption of
a steady flow (@⇢/@t = 0) and spherical symmetry (~v = vr̂), we get:

@⇢

@t
+ ~r · (⇢~v) = 0 !

1

r2
@

@r

�
r2⇢v

�
= 0. (9)

This implies that the combination r2⇢v is constant as a function of the radial distance,
and thus the same everywhere. Integrating the right side of equation 9 over a sphere of
radius r we obtain the accretion rate Ṁ ,

Ṁ = 4⇡r2⇢(�v), (10)

where we included a minus sign in the definition of Ṁ to make it positive, since we have
v < 0 for accreting gas. Similar to the accretion rate of last paragraph, this equation
simply states that the accretion rate is the inward flux of mass ⇢(�v) through the surface
4⇡r2 of a sphere with radius r. Since Ṁ is independent of r, we can relate it to the
ambient values of the density and sound speed by evaluating Ṁ at the sonic radius rs.
For this we first need to relate the density and sound speed of the gas at the sonic radius
to their ambient values.

To this end, starting with the Euler equation and again using the assumptions of
steady flow (@~v/@t = 0) and spherical symmetry (~v = vr̂) we have:

⇢
@~v

@t
+ ⇢

⇣
~v · ~r

⌘
~v = �~rP + ~f ! ⇢v

dv

dr
= �

dP
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�

GM⇢

r2
(11)

where we used gravity for the force density term, ~f = �(GM⇢/r2)r̂, and consequently
only considered the radial component. With some algebraic manipulation and the def-

inition of the sound speed, cs = (dP/d⇢)1/2
0

, this equation can be rewritten in a more
convenient form:
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4 Accretion Physics of Isolated Black Holes

For testing PBHs as a dark matter candidate through their radio and X-ray emission,
the accretion physics of black holes play a vital role. Therefore, a basic understanding
of the relevant concepts is required before moving on. This section will be dedicated
to give a brief picture of the accretion physics of isolated black holes accreting from a
constant gas density. To this end, this section is structured in the following way.

First, the concept of Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion will be described and derived
in section 4.1. Then in section 4.2 the concept of radiative e�ciency will be introduced.
Next, in section 4.3, the radiative feedback and in particular the idea of a Strömgren
sphere will be discussed. This is followed by a brief discussion in section 4.4 on disk
accretion scenarios accurate for observed accreting systems. The last subsection, section
4.5, will introduce the empirical fundamental plane relating the X-ray luminosity, radio
luminosity and mass of black holes.

4.1 Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton Accretion

The first attempt at describing the accretion of gas onto an object was done by Bondi,
Hoyle and Lyttleton in three consecutive works [76, 77, 78]. This resulted in the famous
Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion rate:

ṀBHL = 4⇡
(GM)2⇢1

(v2 + c21)3/2
(4)

Here Ṁ is the accretion rate, G is the gravitational constant, M and v are respectively
the mass and velocity of the accreting object, and c1 and ⇢1 are respectively the sound
speed and density of the accreting gas at infinity.

Equation 4 is actually a composition of two equations, each considering the accretion
rate in a specific case. The two cases considered are 1) a gas cloud is at rest and an
object moves through the cloud with a constant velocity [76, 77], and 2) an object is at
rest and the gas accretes steadily and spherically symmetric onto the object [78]. In the
following two parts of this section the accretion rate for both cases will be derived.

1) Velocity-limited case: Cloud at rest, object moving through cloud

O
�

~v

dC

Figure 4: Schematic of the velocity-limited case. An object O moves with constant velocity ~v
through a cloud of gas. The gas particles with impact parameter � follow hyperbolic trajectories
(solid lines) colliding at point C, a distance d from the object. These particles will eventually
accrete if their velocities are insu�cient to escape the gravitational attraction of the object.
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the mass and velocity of the accreting object, and c1 and ⇢1 are respectively the sound
speed and density of the accreting gas at infinity.

Equation 4 is actually a composition of two equations, each considering the accretion
rate in a specific case. The two cases considered are 1) a gas cloud is at rest and an
object moves through the cloud with a constant velocity [76, 77], and 2) an object is at
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the shock and the I-front. The I-front becomes D-type be-
cause the gas slows down to below vD as a result of the
following two e↵ects. Firstly, the isothermal shock decreases
the velocity by (v1/cI)2, while increasing the density by the
same factor. Secondly, the tangentially diverging motion de-
celerates the gas in the shell (we will discuss this process in
detail in Sec. 2.2). In PR13, they further assumed that the
I-front is critical D-type (i.e., vI = vD), and thus the velocity
inside the HII region is given by

vII,D = cII . (6)

Here, the total pressure Ptot = ⇢(v2 + c
2
s ), defined as the sum

of the ram pressure Pram = ⇢v2 and the thermal pressure
Pth = ⇢c

2
s , is conserved across the shock and the I-front. It

is also conserved inside the shocked shell, where the flow is
subsonic, because Ptot ⇡ Pth and Pth is conserved due to the
approximate pressure equilibrium. From Eq. (6) and Ptot =

⇢1(v2
1 + c

2

I
), the density inside the HII region is given by

⇢II,D =
⇢1(v2

1 + c
2

I
)

2c
2

II

. (7)

Hereafter, we name this type of flows as the D-type flows.
Using the density and velocity inside the HII region ob-

tained above, the accretion rate can be estimated with the
Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton (BHL) formula as

€M =
4⇡G2

M
2

BH
⇢II

(v2

II
+ c

2

II
) 3

2

=

(
€MD cI < v1 < vR

€MR v1 > vR

, (8)

where the accretion rate for the D-type flows

€MD =
⇡G2

M
2

BH
⇢1 (v2

1 + c
2

I
)

p
2c

5

II

(9)

and that for the R-type flows

€MR =
4⇡G2

M
2

BH
⇢1�(�)(v1, cI, cII)✓

c
2

II
+

⇣
v1

�(�)(v1,cI,cII)

⌘2
◆ 3

2

⇡
4⇡G2

M
2

BH
⇢1⇣

c
2

II
+ v2

1
⌘ 3

2

(v1 � vR) .

(10)

Here, we have used ⇢II and vII given by Eqs. (4) and (5) for
€MR and those given by Eqs. (6) and (7) for €MD. In Fig. 1, we
plot the accretion rate given by Eq. (8), with the tempera-
ture of the neutral gas TI = 10

4
K (cI = 8.1 km/s) and that

of the ionized gas TII = 4 ⇥ 10
4

K (cII = 23 km/s). We use the
same TI and TII for the Park & Ricotti model in the rest of
the paper unless otherwise stated. As pointed out in PR13,
€M takes its maximum value at v1 = vR in Figure 1.

For €M obtained above, the luminosity of the X-ray emis-
sion from the BH accretion disk can be calculated as

L = ⌘ €M c
2 . (11)

with radiative e�ciency ⌘. Here, we assume an €M-dependent
e�ciency modeled as

⌘ = ⌘0 ⇥ min

✓
1,

€Mc
2

LEdd

◆
, (12)

with the normalization factor ⌘0 = 0.1. The Eddington lu-
minosity is defined as LEdd ⌘ 4⇡GMBHcmp/�T, where mp is

the proton mass and �T = 6.65 ⇥ 10
�25

cm
2 is the Thomson

cross-section. This form of ⌘ is motivated by the fact that
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II
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Stable
D-type

Region II:
Unstable
D-type

Region III:
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?

Figure 1. The analytical accretion rate from Park & Ricotti
model. We plot the accretion rate given by Eq. (8) for a BH
moving at velocity v1, with TI = 10

4
K and TII = 4 ⇥ 10

4
K.

The accretion rate is normalized by the Bondi accretion rate
€MBondi = 4⇡�BG

2M2

BH
/c3

1 with �B = 1, and thus the dependence
on MBH and ⇢1 is completely canceled out. There are three re-
gions demarcated by the vertical dashed lines: the stable D-type
flows (left), the unstable D-type flows (center), and the R-type
flows (right). While the transition from the stable D-type to the
unstable D-type was seen in the simulations of PR13, the condi-
tion for the instability was not clear in PR13.

the radiative e�ciency becomes lower with lower €M in the
in the low accretion rate RIAF regime (Narayan & Yi 1994).

In order to better understand the stability of the I-front,
we estimate its size RIF, using the luminosity and density
modeled above. As pointed out in PR13, RIF is either de-
termined by the balance of the ionization and recombina-
tion rates inside the ionized region, or by the balance of the
ionization rate and the flow rate of neutral gas across the
I-front. In the former case, RIF is well approximated by the
Strömgren radius,

rStrm ⌘
 

3 €Nion

4⇡n
2

II
↵B

! 1

3

, (13)

where €Nion = L/hh⌫i is the ionizing photon emission rate,
with average energy of ionizing photons hh⌫i, nII ⇡ ⇢II/mp is

the ionized gas number density, and ↵B ⇡ 8.3⇥ 10
�14 (TII/4⇥

10
4
K)�1

cm
3

s
�1 is the Case-B recombination coe�cient (Fer-

land et al. 1992). Alternatively, in the latter case, RIF is ap-
proximated by

rneutral�flow ⌘
✓ €Nion

4⇡nIIvII

◆ 1

2

, (14)

where we have used the particle number conservation nIvI =

nIIvII across the I-front. The size RIF is determined by the
smaller between rStrm and rneutral�flow. For the cases explored
in our simulations, generally we have rStrm  rneutral�flow, and
thus RIF ⇠ rStrm.

In the RIAF regime ( €M < LEdd/c
2; see Eq. 12), with

Eqs. (5), (11), (13), and (14), we can show that the condition
rStrm > rneutral�flow is satisfied if

v1 & (80 km/s)
✓

n1 MBH

106 M� cm�3

◆1/3
. (15)
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Figure 3. The snapshots of the steady-state flow in the run with
n1 = 10

5
cm

�3, MBH = 10
2 M�, T1 = 10

4
K, and v1/c1 = 2. The

bottom panel is a zoom-in view of the top panel where the entire
HII bubble is displayed. In each panel, we show the xy-slice of
the density (upper) and the temperature (lower), together with
the velocity streamlines. The outer and inner white contours cor-
respond to the surfaces of the neutral fraction xHI = 0.9 and 0.1,
respectively. The gas is moving from the right side to the left, with
the BH located at the center of the sink region (white circle).

we see that a stable, dense shell forms between the D-type
I-front and the preceding shock, alike a bow shock around
a blunt body (see, e.g., Yalinewich & Sari 2016; Keshet &
Naor 2016, for recent studies).

Let us investigate the structure of the flow in detail. In
the HII region, the gas is heated to the equilibrium tem-
perature TII ⇡ 4 – 5 ⇥ 10

4
K, determined by the balance of

the photo-ionization heating and the Ly↵ and free-free cool-
ing. The shock is isothermal due to the e�cient Ly↵ cool-
ing in the neutral gas, and the density jump in the shell
is (v1/c1)2 ⇡ 4 of the ambient value. As considered in the
analytical model in Sec. 2, the gas motion is approximately
plane-parallel except for inside the shell, where the tangen-
tially diverging motion has a significant e↵ect on the stream-
lines. The shell is rather thick (�Rshell/RIF ⇠ 0.1) and stable.
The size of the I-front, RIF ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10

4
au, agrees with the

analytic Strömgren radius in Eq. (13). In general, the flow
structure is consistent with previous 2D simulations in PR13
and agrees with the analytical model.

To understand the properties of the shell and its stabil-
ity, we investigate the dependence of the shell thickness on
the BH velocity, by performing runs with various BH veloc-
ities v1/c1 = 1.5 – 3 for n1 = 10

5
cm

�3 and MBH = 10
2

M�.
We observe stable D-type flows for the velocity range men-
tioned above, but the shell becomes unstable or disappears
(the I-front becomes R-type) for velocities v1/c1 > 3, as we
will see in the next section.

Figure 4 summarizes the main results found in this pa-
per with regard to the stability of the I-front. The points in
the figure show the ratio of the shell thickness to the size
of the I-front, �Rshell/RIF, as a function of v1/c1 for a large
set of simulations, as shown in the legend. We see that the
ratio becomes smaller, i.e., the shell becomes thinner, with
increasing v1/c1. The filled symbols refer to simulations in
which the shell is stable, while open symbols refer to simu-
lations with unstable shells.

The solid lines in the figure show �Rshell/RIF from the
analytical model described by Eq. (24) in Sec. 2.2, for sev-
eral values of TII, together with the arrows indicating the
values of vR, at which the thickness becomes zero accord-
ing to the model. For the moment, we focus on the curve
for TII = 6 ⇥ 10

4
K because the temperature inside the

HII region has approximately this value in the runs with
n1 = 10

5
cm

�3 and MBH = 10
2

M� (see Figure 3). With
the numerical factor set to ↵ = 0.5, the analytical curve
for TII = 4⇥10

4
K shows good agreement with the simulation

results for n1 = 10
5

cm
�3 and MBH = 10

2
M�. The agree-

ment is good also for all the other simulations in the figure,
justifying the validity of our analytical model, as well as the
choice of ↵ = 0.5. The analytical model predicts that the
thickness approaches zero as v1 approaches vR. In the runs
with n1 = 10

5
cm

�3 and MBH = 10
2

M�, however, the shell
becomes unstable before the velocity reaches vR, as indicated
by the open symbols.

We also investigate the dependence of shell thick-
ness on n1 and MBH, in addition to the dependence
on v1. We performed runs with various v1, assuming
(n1, MBH) = (10

4
cm

�3, 10
2

M�), (10
3

cm
�3, 10

2
M�), and

(10
3

cm
�3, 10

3
M�), and plot �Rshell/RIF of the stable D-type

flows in Figure 4. We see that �Rshell/RIF becomes smaller
when decreasing n1 or MBH. It appears that �Rshell/RIF is
proportional to the parameter combination MBH n1.

According to our model, the shell thickness depends on
parameters other than v1 only because of changes of the
sound speed inside the HII region, cII. We will show below
that cII depends on MBH n1, and that this dependence can
be attributed to changes in the temperature profile inside
the ionized region. In Fig. 5, we plot the upstream tem-
perature profiles along the axis of BH motion in the runs
with v1/c1 = 2 and di↵erent n1 and MBH. We normal-
ize the radius by the size of the I-front to directly compare
the temperature profiles. We see in Fig. 5 that the steep-
ness of the temperature rise inside the HII region has signif-
icant di↵erences among the runs. For the run with BH mass
MBH = 10

2
M� and n1 = 10

5
cm

�3, the temperature rapidly
reaches the almost constant value 5 – 6 ⇥ 10

4
K inside the

HII region, while the rise in temperature becomes slower
as n1 decreases. Therefore, in the lower-density case with
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2) Temperature-limited case: Object at rest, cloud spherically accreting

r
~v

Figure 5: Schematic of the
temperature-limited case. A cloud
of gas accretes spherically onto an
object represented by the black dot.
The shading gives an indication for the
density of the gas: darker is denser. The
dotted ring at radial distance r from the
object gives an intuition for equation
10. For this, also the velocity ~v and the
inward flux (gray arrows) of the gas have
been indicated.

The second case considered is that the object is at rest and an infinite cloud of gas
accretes steadily and spherically symmetric onto the object. This scenario is depicted in
figure 5 and has first been considered by [78]. Following [79], the accretion rate can be
derived as follows. Starting from the continuity equation and making the assumption of
a steady flow (@⇢/@t = 0) and spherical symmetry (~v = vr̂), we get:

@⇢

@t
+ ~r · (⇢~v) = 0 !

1

r2
@

@r

�
r2⇢v

�
= 0. (9)

This implies that the combination r2⇢v is constant as a function of the radial distance,
and thus the same everywhere. Integrating the right side of equation 9 over a sphere of
radius r we obtain the accretion rate Ṁ ,

Ṁ = 4⇡r2⇢(�v), (10)

where we included a minus sign in the definition of Ṁ to make it positive, since we have
v < 0 for accreting gas. Similar to the accretion rate of last paragraph, this equation
simply states that the accretion rate is the inward flux of mass ⇢(�v) through the surface
4⇡r2 of a sphere with radius r. Since Ṁ is independent of r, we can relate it to the
ambient values of the density and sound speed by evaluating Ṁ at the sonic radius rs.
For this we first need to relate the density and sound speed of the gas at the sonic radius
to their ambient values.

To this end, starting with the Euler equation and again using the assumptions of
steady flow (@~v/@t = 0) and spherical symmetry (~v = vr̂) we have:

⇢
@~v

@t
+ ⇢

⇣
~v · ~r

⌘
~v = �~rP + ~f ! ⇢v

dv

dr
= �

dP

dr
�

GM⇢

r2
(11)

where we used gravity for the force density term, ~f = �(GM⇢/r2)r̂, and consequently
only considered the radial component. With some algebraic manipulation and the def-

inition of the sound speed, cs = (dP/d⇢)1/2
0

, this equation can be rewritten in a more
convenient form:

✓
1 �

c2s
v2
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d(v2)

dr
= �

2GM
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The accretion rate can be modeled as a mini-Bondi problem inside the ionized 
region 
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the shock and the I-front. The I-front becomes D-type be-
cause the gas slows down to below vD as a result of the
following two e↵ects. Firstly, the isothermal shock decreases
the velocity by (v1/cI)2, while increasing the density by the
same factor. Secondly, the tangentially diverging motion de-
celerates the gas in the shell (we will discuss this process in
detail in Sec. 2.2). In PR13, they further assumed that the
I-front is critical D-type (i.e., vI = vD), and thus the velocity
inside the HII region is given by

vII,D = cII . (6)

Here, the total pressure Ptot = ⇢(v2 + c
2
s ), defined as the sum

of the ram pressure Pram = ⇢v2 and the thermal pressure
Pth = ⇢c

2
s , is conserved across the shock and the I-front. It

is also conserved inside the shocked shell, where the flow is
subsonic, because Ptot ⇡ Pth and Pth is conserved due to the
approximate pressure equilibrium. From Eq. (6) and Ptot =

⇢1(v2
1 + c

2

I
), the density inside the HII region is given by

⇢II,D =
⇢1(v2

1 + c
2

I
)

2c
2

II

. (7)

Hereafter, we name this type of flows as the D-type flows.
Using the density and velocity inside the HII region ob-

tained above, the accretion rate can be estimated with the
Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton (BHL) formula as

€M =
4⇡G2

M
2

BH
⇢II

(v2

II
+ c

2

II
) 3

2

=

(
€MD cI < v1 < vR

€MR v1 > vR

, (8)

where the accretion rate for the D-type flows

€MD =
⇡G2

M
2
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⇢1 (v2

1 + c
2

I
)

p
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5

II

(9)

and that for the R-type flows

€MR =
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M
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⇢1�(�)(v1, cI, cII)✓
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2

II
+

⇣
v1
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⇢1⇣
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2

II
+ v2

1
⌘ 3

2

(v1 � vR) .

(10)

Here, we have used ⇢II and vII given by Eqs. (4) and (5) for
€MR and those given by Eqs. (6) and (7) for €MD. In Fig. 1, we
plot the accretion rate given by Eq. (8), with the tempera-
ture of the neutral gas TI = 10

4
K (cI = 8.1 km/s) and that

of the ionized gas TII = 4 ⇥ 10
4

K (cII = 23 km/s). We use the
same TI and TII for the Park & Ricotti model in the rest of
the paper unless otherwise stated. As pointed out in PR13,
€M takes its maximum value at v1 = vR in Figure 1.

For €M obtained above, the luminosity of the X-ray emis-
sion from the BH accretion disk can be calculated as

L = ⌘ €M c
2 . (11)

with radiative e�ciency ⌘. Here, we assume an €M-dependent
e�ciency modeled as

⌘ = ⌘0 ⇥ min

✓
1,

€Mc
2

LEdd

◆
, (12)

with the normalization factor ⌘0 = 0.1. The Eddington lu-
minosity is defined as LEdd ⌘ 4⇡GMBHcmp/�T, where mp is

the proton mass and �T = 6.65 ⇥ 10
�25

cm
2 is the Thomson

cross-section. This form of ⌘ is motivated by the fact that
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Figure 1. The analytical accretion rate from Park & Ricotti
model. We plot the accretion rate given by Eq. (8) for a BH
moving at velocity v1, with TI = 10

4
K and TII = 4 ⇥ 10

4
K.

The accretion rate is normalized by the Bondi accretion rate
€MBondi = 4⇡�BG

2M2

BH
/c3

1 with �B = 1, and thus the dependence
on MBH and ⇢1 is completely canceled out. There are three re-
gions demarcated by the vertical dashed lines: the stable D-type
flows (left), the unstable D-type flows (center), and the R-type
flows (right). While the transition from the stable D-type to the
unstable D-type was seen in the simulations of PR13, the condi-
tion for the instability was not clear in PR13.

the radiative e�ciency becomes lower with lower €M in the
in the low accretion rate RIAF regime (Narayan & Yi 1994).

In order to better understand the stability of the I-front,
we estimate its size RIF, using the luminosity and density
modeled above. As pointed out in PR13, RIF is either de-
termined by the balance of the ionization and recombina-
tion rates inside the ionized region, or by the balance of the
ionization rate and the flow rate of neutral gas across the
I-front. In the former case, RIF is well approximated by the
Strömgren radius,

rStrm ⌘
 

3 €Nion

4⇡n
2

II
↵B

! 1

3

, (13)

where €Nion = L/hh⌫i is the ionizing photon emission rate,
with average energy of ionizing photons hh⌫i, nII ⇡ ⇢II/mp is

the ionized gas number density, and ↵B ⇡ 8.3⇥ 10
�14 (TII/4⇥

10
4
K)�1

cm
3

s
�1 is the Case-B recombination coe�cient (Fer-

land et al. 1992). Alternatively, in the latter case, RIF is ap-
proximated by

rneutral�flow ⌘
✓ €Nion

4⇡nIIvII

◆ 1

2

, (14)

where we have used the particle number conservation nIvI =

nIIvII across the I-front. The size RIF is determined by the
smaller between rStrm and rneutral�flow. For the cases explored
in our simulations, generally we have rStrm  rneutral�flow, and
thus RIF ⇠ rStrm.

In the RIAF regime ( €M < LEdd/c
2; see Eq. 12), with

Eqs. (5), (11), (13), and (14), we can show that the condition
rStrm > rneutral�flow is satisfied if

v1 & (80 km/s)
✓

n1 MBH

106 M� cm�3

◆1/3
. (15)
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Figure 3. The snapshots of the steady-state flow in the run with
n1 = 10

5
cm

�3, MBH = 10
2 M�, T1 = 10

4
K, and v1/c1 = 2. The

bottom panel is a zoom-in view of the top panel where the entire
HII bubble is displayed. In each panel, we show the xy-slice of
the density (upper) and the temperature (lower), together with
the velocity streamlines. The outer and inner white contours cor-
respond to the surfaces of the neutral fraction xHI = 0.9 and 0.1,
respectively. The gas is moving from the right side to the left, with
the BH located at the center of the sink region (white circle).

we see that a stable, dense shell forms between the D-type
I-front and the preceding shock, alike a bow shock around
a blunt body (see, e.g., Yalinewich & Sari 2016; Keshet &
Naor 2016, for recent studies).

Let us investigate the structure of the flow in detail. In
the HII region, the gas is heated to the equilibrium tem-
perature TII ⇡ 4 – 5 ⇥ 10

4
K, determined by the balance of

the photo-ionization heating and the Ly↵ and free-free cool-
ing. The shock is isothermal due to the e�cient Ly↵ cool-
ing in the neutral gas, and the density jump in the shell
is (v1/c1)2 ⇡ 4 of the ambient value. As considered in the
analytical model in Sec. 2, the gas motion is approximately
plane-parallel except for inside the shell, where the tangen-
tially diverging motion has a significant e↵ect on the stream-
lines. The shell is rather thick (�Rshell/RIF ⇠ 0.1) and stable.
The size of the I-front, RIF ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10

4
au, agrees with the

analytic Strömgren radius in Eq. (13). In general, the flow
structure is consistent with previous 2D simulations in PR13
and agrees with the analytical model.

To understand the properties of the shell and its stabil-
ity, we investigate the dependence of the shell thickness on
the BH velocity, by performing runs with various BH veloc-
ities v1/c1 = 1.5 – 3 for n1 = 10

5
cm

�3 and MBH = 10
2

M�.
We observe stable D-type flows for the velocity range men-
tioned above, but the shell becomes unstable or disappears
(the I-front becomes R-type) for velocities v1/c1 > 3, as we
will see in the next section.

Figure 4 summarizes the main results found in this pa-
per with regard to the stability of the I-front. The points in
the figure show the ratio of the shell thickness to the size
of the I-front, �Rshell/RIF, as a function of v1/c1 for a large
set of simulations, as shown in the legend. We see that the
ratio becomes smaller, i.e., the shell becomes thinner, with
increasing v1/c1. The filled symbols refer to simulations in
which the shell is stable, while open symbols refer to simu-
lations with unstable shells.

The solid lines in the figure show �Rshell/RIF from the
analytical model described by Eq. (24) in Sec. 2.2, for sev-
eral values of TII, together with the arrows indicating the
values of vR, at which the thickness becomes zero accord-
ing to the model. For the moment, we focus on the curve
for TII = 6 ⇥ 10

4
K because the temperature inside the

HII region has approximately this value in the runs with
n1 = 10

5
cm

�3 and MBH = 10
2

M� (see Figure 3). With
the numerical factor set to ↵ = 0.5, the analytical curve
for TII = 4⇥10

4
K shows good agreement with the simulation

results for n1 = 10
5

cm
�3 and MBH = 10

2
M�. The agree-

ment is good also for all the other simulations in the figure,
justifying the validity of our analytical model, as well as the
choice of ↵ = 0.5. The analytical model predicts that the
thickness approaches zero as v1 approaches vR. In the runs
with n1 = 10

5
cm

�3 and MBH = 10
2

M�, however, the shell
becomes unstable before the velocity reaches vR, as indicated
by the open symbols.

We also investigate the dependence of shell thick-
ness on n1 and MBH, in addition to the dependence
on v1. We performed runs with various v1, assuming
(n1, MBH) = (10

4
cm

�3, 10
2

M�), (10
3

cm
�3, 10

2
M�), and

(10
3

cm
�3, 10

3
M�), and plot �Rshell/RIF of the stable D-type

flows in Figure 4. We see that �Rshell/RIF becomes smaller
when decreasing n1 or MBH. It appears that �Rshell/RIF is
proportional to the parameter combination MBH n1.

According to our model, the shell thickness depends on
parameters other than v1 only because of changes of the
sound speed inside the HII region, cII. We will show below
that cII depends on MBH n1, and that this dependence can
be attributed to changes in the temperature profile inside
the ionized region. In Fig. 5, we plot the upstream tem-
perature profiles along the axis of BH motion in the runs
with v1/c1 = 2 and di↵erent n1 and MBH. We normal-
ize the radius by the size of the I-front to directly compare
the temperature profiles. We see in Fig. 5 that the steep-
ness of the temperature rise inside the HII region has signif-
icant di↵erences among the runs. For the run with BH mass
MBH = 10

2
M� and n1 = 10

5
cm

�3, the temperature rapidly
reaches the almost constant value 5 – 6 ⇥ 10

4
K inside the

HII region, while the rise in temperature becomes slower
as n1 decreases. Therefore, in the lower-density case with
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4. ACCRETION PHYSICS OF ISOLATED BLACK HOLES

2) Temperature-limited case: Object at rest, cloud spherically accreting

r
~v

Figure 5: Schematic of the
temperature-limited case. A cloud
of gas accretes spherically onto an
object represented by the black dot.
The shading gives an indication for the
density of the gas: darker is denser. The
dotted ring at radial distance r from the
object gives an intuition for equation
10. For this, also the velocity ~v and the
inward flux (gray arrows) of the gas have
been indicated.

The second case considered is that the object is at rest and an infinite cloud of gas
accretes steadily and spherically symmetric onto the object. This scenario is depicted in
figure 5 and has first been considered by [78]. Following [79], the accretion rate can be
derived as follows. Starting from the continuity equation and making the assumption of
a steady flow (@⇢/@t = 0) and spherical symmetry (~v = vr̂), we get:

@⇢

@t
+ ~r · (⇢~v) = 0 !

1

r2
@

@r

�
r2⇢v

�
= 0. (9)

This implies that the combination r2⇢v is constant as a function of the radial distance,
and thus the same everywhere. Integrating the right side of equation 9 over a sphere of
radius r we obtain the accretion rate Ṁ ,

Ṁ = 4⇡r2⇢(�v), (10)

where we included a minus sign in the definition of Ṁ to make it positive, since we have
v < 0 for accreting gas. Similar to the accretion rate of last paragraph, this equation
simply states that the accretion rate is the inward flux of mass ⇢(�v) through the surface
4⇡r2 of a sphere with radius r. Since Ṁ is independent of r, we can relate it to the
ambient values of the density and sound speed by evaluating Ṁ at the sonic radius rs.
For this we first need to relate the density and sound speed of the gas at the sonic radius
to their ambient values.

To this end, starting with the Euler equation and again using the assumptions of
steady flow (@~v/@t = 0) and spherical symmetry (~v = vr̂) we have:

⇢
@~v

@t
+ ⇢

⇣
~v · ~r

⌘
~v = �~rP + ~f ! ⇢v

dv

dr
= �

dP

dr
�

GM⇢

r2
(11)

where we used gravity for the force density term, ~f = �(GM⇢/r2)r̂, and consequently
only considered the radial component. With some algebraic manipulation and the def-

inition of the sound speed, cs = (dP/d⇢)1/2
0

, this equation can be rewritten in a more
convenient form:

✓
1 �

c2s
v2

◆
d(v2)

dr
= �

2GM

r2

✓
1 �

2c2sr

GM

◆
. (12)
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is vin ⇡ cs,in. This relation, promoted to an equality, can be used together with Eq. 2.4 to
compute the density ⇢in. This way, for vD  vBH  vR, we obtain:

⇢in = ⇢0in ⌘ ⇢
v2
BH

+ c2s
2 c2

s,in

,

vin = cs,in.

(2.7)

Plugging the relevant expressions for ⇢in and vin back into Eq. 2.2 gives the accretion rate
expressed in terms of the BH speed, the sound speed of the ionized region, and the properties
of the medium the BH is moving through. For intermediate velocities vD  vBH  vR we
thus get:

ṀPR = ⇡
(GM)2⇢(v2

BH
+ c2s )

c5
s,in

, (2.8)

which increases approximately quadratically with velocity, and for high velocities vBH � vR
we retrieve the velocity-dependence of the BHL rate:

ṀPR = 4⇡
(GM)2⇢

(v2
BH

+ c2
s,in)

3/2
. (2.9)

The complete velocity-dependence of the PR rate is shown in Fig. 1, for varied gas
densities, BH masses, and sound speeds of the ionized region as well as the neutral medium.
For reference, also the BHL rate with �B = 1 is shown.

In Fig.1 we show the Park-Ricotti accretion rate ṀPR as a function of the BH speed
(vout). The BHL rate is also shown for comparison (�B = 1). The PR rate peaks at v =
vR = 2 cs,in. For v � vR, ṀPR decreases as ⇠ v�3 and converges to the BHL rate. For
vD < v < vR, the behavior changes and the accretion rate decreases rapidly. This is in sharp
contrast with the BHL rate, which increases monotonically as the velocity lowers. This can
be physically understood since the presence of a bow shock will deflect part of the medium
gas away from the BH. For v < vD, ˙MPR increases again. However, notice that, for the choice
of values shown in this plot, vD = 0.02 km/s. In general, this very low velocity range will
not be relevant for our study.

The di↵erent behaviour of the PR rate compared to the BHL rate with BH speed has
consequences when applied to studying a BH population. According to the BHL prescription,
the low velocity tail of the population is the easiest to detect. Following PR, the highest
emissions are instead associated to BHs of intermediate velocities. This also means the
results obtained with PR will be more stable, since results don’t depend on the tail of the
velocity distribution. Furthermore, BHL can predict very high accretion rates if the speeds
are low enough, easily overshooting experimental bounds, while the highest rates predicted
by PR are orders of magnitude smaller. In this latter picture, the expected number of sources
becomes becomes a discontinuous function of the experimental sensitivity, as we will further
discuss below.

We also show in Fig.1 how the accretion rate depends on the relevant variables, in
particular: BH speed, BH mass, medium density, medium sound speed, and the sound speed
inside the ionized region. Notice in particular how this last variable controls the position of
the peak in velocity. On the other hand, changing the sound speed of the neutral gas has
little to no influence on the accretion rate (except for very low BH speeds).
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2.2 The Park-Ricotti model

The Park-Ricotti model [11, 17] is an analytical model based on a set of hydrodynamic
simulations performed by the authors, which included radiative feedback. The model takes
into account the fact that, as shown by the simulations, an ionization front is formed upstream
of the accreting BH. The Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion model is applied to the ionized
region surrounding the BH, so that the Park-Ricotti accretion rate can be expressed as:

ṀPR = 4⇡
(GM)2⇢in

(v2
in
+ c2

s,in)
3/2

, (2.2)

where cs,in and ⇢in are the sound speed and gas density inside the ionized region, respectively,
and vin is the corresponding relative BH speed. The sound speed cs,in is a free parameter of
the model, while ⇢in and vin are constrained by boundary conditions with the region outside
of the ionization front, and can thus be expressed in terms of the corresponding quantities
outside: cs, ⇢, and the BH speed relative to the neutral medium vBH.

We briefly discuss here the derivation of these expressions. Consider a one dimensional
steady flux, then the jump conditions obtained from Euler’s equations for mass and momen-
tum conservation are:

⇢invin = ⇢ vBH , (2.3)

⇢in(v
2

in + c2s,in) = ⇢(v2BH + c2s ) , (2.4)

where for the second equation we have further assumed an ideal gas. These conditions are
satisfied by:

⇢in = ⇢±
in
⌘ ⇢

v2
BH

+ c2s ±
p
�

2 c2
s,in

, � ⌘ (v2BH + c2s )
2
� 4 v2BH c2s,in

vin =
⇢

⇢in
vBH ,

(2.5)

which are real only for the cases vBH  vD or vBH � vR. with vD and vR the roots of �:

vR = cs,in +
q
c2
s,in � c2s ⇡ 2cs,in ,

vD = cs,in �
q
c2
s,in � c2s ⇡

c2s
2cs,in

⌧ 1km/s.
(2.6)

The approximations follow from having cs,in ⇠ O (10) km/s while cs,out ⇠ O (1) km/s.
In the high velocity range, vBH � vR, the correct solution is given by ⇢�

in
, while for

vBH  vD, the front is best described by by ⇢+
in
[11]. In the intermediate velocity range, vD <

vBH < vR, no real common solution can be obtained for Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4. Correspondingly,
as velocity lowers below vR, the pressure wave building behind the ionization front detaches
from it as a shock into the neutral material [reference]. Part of the flux of matter is deviated
and the velocity of the gas beyond the shock is reduced to below vD. This implies on the one
hand that Eq. 2.3, stating the mass conservation along the direction of displacement of the
BH, is no longer valid. On the other hand, since the velocity past the shock is lower than
vD, a solution for the jump conditions at the ionization front can be found. One should now
consider, however, two sets of jump conditions associated to the two fronts. Park and Ricotti
instead observed with simulations that in this regime, the velocity inside the ionized region
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of most of the VLA antennas (24), and then averaged to produce a
consistent set of ‘‘best’’ values.2

2.2. 5 GHz

As we assembled our catalog, we also conducted 5 GHz ob-
servations to assess whether various sources were viable pulsar
candidates and, if so, whether they might be bright enough to be
observable at higher frequencies for a periodicity search.

We have assembled a list of 23 candidate GC radio pulsars.
These were selected on the basis of their angular diameters and
radio spectra. The majority have angular diameters less than 500

at 1.4 GHz. Although the nominal angular diameter of a com-
pact GC source is 0B8 at 1.4 GHz, more distant sources will have
larger diameters. A diameter of 500 corresponds to a source about
0.5–1 kpc more distant than Sgr A!, assuming that the scattering
material covers the GC uniformly (without ‘‘gaps’’ or ‘‘holes’’
through it). We also included a small number of sources whose
angular sizes are larger than our nominal threshold, but which
have steep spectra and suggestive morphologies, e.g., shell-like
or cometary.

3. SOURCE CATALOG

Table 2 presents the 1.4 GHz source catalog, and Figure 2
shows the location of the sources detected. Table 3 tabulates the
sources observed in our 5 GHz observations. The format of
Table 3 is similar to that of Table 2 except that we tabulate a
spectral index between 1.4 and 5 GHz (S! / !") and do not tab-
ulate the offset from the phase center. The latter quantity is un-
important as the sources were placed at or near the phase center.

Because our fields overlap, we can use sources identified in
multiple fields to assess the internal consistency of the flux den-
sities and angular diameters in the survey. A total of 69 sources
were observed inmultiple fields. Figures 3 and 4 compare the flux
densities and angular diameters, respectively, determined for these
sources.

Both the flux densities and the angular diameters are consis-
tent with these quantities being reasonably well determined re-
gardless of distance from the phase center of a field. We have
examined all of the outliers in both plots, where we have defined
an ‘‘outlier’’ as a source for which the flux density or angular

diameter varies by more than a factor of 2 from one field to
another. The outliers result from sources at large distances from
the phase center of one field (k300), extended sources, or a com-
bination of both. As we remarked above, our observations were
optimized for searching for compact sources. Extended sources
are unlikely to be imaged well given our u-v coverage.
Specifically for the angular diameter, Figure 4 shows the mul-

tiply observed sources with measured angular diameters less than
2000. There are a small number of sourceswhose angular diameters
are measured to be larger than this value. However, given our
limited u-v coverage, we do not believe that the spatial dynamic
range is better than about a factor of 10, or that the largest angular
size measurable is more than about a factor of 10 larger than our
angular resolution. If we further exclude outliers, the correlation
becomes quite strong (correlation coefficient " 0:92).
For the sources whose flux densities or angular diameters are

in good agreement, close examination of Figures 3 and 4 shows
a slight bias, in the sense that when a source is farther from the

TABLE 2—Continued

Name

(2LC)

(1)

R.A.

(J2000.0)

(2)

Decl.

(J2000.0)

(3)

I

(mJy beam#1)

(4)

S

(mJy)

(5)

#
(arcsec)

(6)

Offset

(arcmin)

(7)

359.781+0.523 ........... 17 43 03.38 #28 50 56.6 5.5 25.4 6.1 12.7

359.830#0.523 .......... 17 47 15.62 #29 21 13.1 1.9 1.0 1.5 5.9

359.872+0.178 ........... 17 44 37.06 #28 57 09.4 68.0 176.2 1.8 14.1

359.874+0.164 ........... 17 44 40.63 #28 57 28.1 6.5 597.6 26.0 20.5

359.930#0.875 .......... 17 48 52.95 #29 26 57.6 6.3 22.5 2.5 22.6

359.955#0.550 .......... 17 47 39.81 #29 15 36.3 3.9 27.1 7.3 3.4

359.970#0.456 .......... 17 47 19.85 #29 11 54.4 3.5 9.6 4.0 3.8

359.982#0.076 .......... 17 45 52.25 #28 59 28.0 15.2 160.2 6.6 2.9

359.985+0.027 ........... 17 45 28.66 #28 56 04.7 22.7 437.6 11.0 22.9

359.986+0.027 ........... 17 45 28.70 #28 56 02.5 24.5 207.5 6.0 25.7

359.988#0.394 .......... 17 47 07.82 #29 09 06.0 1.4 1.0 1.7 7.3

Notes.—Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds.
Col. (4): I is the peak intensity of source in mJy beam#1. Col. (5): S is the flux density of source in mJy. Col. (6): # is the angular
diameter of source in arcseconds. Col. (7): Offset is the angular offset of source from phase center of field in arcminutes.

Fig. 2.—Locations of the sources detected at 1.4 GHz. The size of the symbol
is proportional to the angular diameter of the source. The gray scale is from the
0.33 GHz image by LaRosa et al. (2000).

2 The AIPS task PBCOR has additional explanation and a listing of the
coefficients used.
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Figure 3. Trial maps of the GC region in the 3–10 (top) and 10–40 keV (bottom) bands using source cells of 20% PSF enclosures,
overplotted with the Chandra counterparts of the NuSTAR detections (green: group 1 and yellow: group 2, §3.4). The colors are scaled
with the logarithmic values (X) of trial numbers (10X), and the maximum is set at X=32 to make faint sources stand out more clearly.
A few large blobs of high significance include the Sgr A di↵use complex, GRS 1741.9–2853 (§5.2), 1E 1743.1–2843 (§5.1) and the Arches
cluster (§9.2). The large streaks in the 3–10 keV band are (GR) backgrounds from bright sources near the region.

Source search routines such as wavdetect (Freeman et
al. 2002) and wvdecomp27 have been very successful in
finding point sources from X-ray images taken by Chan-
dra, XMM-Newton and other X-ray telescopes. These
techniques rely on the correlation between the wavelet
kernels and the local count distribution of X-ray images.
As researchers lower the detection thresholds of these
techniques in hopes of finding fainter sources, it becomes
essential to independently validate faint sources detected
near the thresholds (e.g. M09; Hong 2012). An indepen-
dent validation also alleviates a somewhat unavoidable
subjectivity inherent in threshold setting (Townsley et
al. 2011). In short, negative values used in wavelet anal-
yses, although enabling e�cient source detection, intro-
duce in essence a “subtraction” procedure, which can be
inadequate in characterizing the detection significance of
X-ray sources from non-negative counts following Pois-

27 By A. Vikhlinin; http://hea-www.harvard.edu/RD/zhtools/.

son statistics.
The relative size of the NuSTAR FoV to the point

spread function (PSF) is much smaller than those of
Chandra or XMM-Newton. The ratio of the FoV (⇠130)
to the Half-Power Diameter (HPD, 5800) and FWHM
(1800) of the PSF in NuSTAR is only about 13 and 40,
respectively, whereas in Chandra the ratio exceeds 1000
(FoV⇠17.50 and HPD <100 at the aimpoint) for near on-
axis sources. Each NuSTAR observation often misses a
large portion of the PSF of many sources. A point source
in the mosaicked data often comprises a number of neigh-
boring observations with partial PSF coverage, varying
exposures and di↵erent vignetting e↵ects. This, com-
bined with relatively large NuSTAR backgrounds with
complex patterns, further limits the utility of the conven-
tional techniques for source search in the mosaicked NuS-
TAR data. Except for several self-evident bright sources,
all other sources detected by the conventional techniques

NuSTAR Hard X-Ray Survey of the Galactic 
Centre 
70 hard (3-79 keV) X-ray point sources in a 
0.6 deg2 region around Sgr A* with a total 
exposure of 1.7 Ms [1605.03882]

VLA survey for compact radio sources in the 
Galactic centre 
A catalogue of 170 sources at 1.4 GHz in the 
inner 2 deg of the GC region (59 sources 
have infrared counterparts and are likely to 
be HII regions)

Can these data constrain the PBH abundance?
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• Monte-Carlo simulations 
of the emission from BHs in 
the inner Galaxy 
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• State-of-the-art model for the 
3D gas distribution in the 
inner Galaxy 

• Simulated maps of the 
expected radio and X-ray 
sources near the GC region 
associated to the PBH 
population  

• Conservative upper limits on 
the DM fraction in PBHs
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Searching for Primordial Black Holes in the radio and X-ray sky
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We model the accretion of gas onto a population of massive primordial black holes in the Milky
Way, and compare the predicted radio and X-ray emission with observational data. We show that
under conservative assumptions on the accretion process, the possibility that O(10)M� primordial
black holes can account for all of the dark matter in the Milky Way is excluded at 5� by a comparison
with a VLA radio catalog at 1.4 GHz, and at ' 40� by a comparison with a Chandra X-ray catalog
(0.5 � 8 keV). We argue that this method can be used to identify such a population of primordial
black holes with more sensitive future radio and X-ray surveys.

Introduction: The first direct detection of a gravita-
tional wave signal, announced by the LIGO collaboration
earlier this year [1] demonstrated the existence of ⇠ 30M�
black holes (BHs), prompting the suggestion [2, 3] that
these objects are primordial black holes (PBHs) that may
account for all of the dark matter (DM) [4–6] in the Uni-
verse. The connection between PBHs and DM has been
extensively studied in the past (see e.g. [7–12]), and a
number of constraints exist on the cosmic abundance of
PBHs over a very wide mass range (see the discussion
below, and e.g. Ref. [13] for a recent review).

In this Letter, we consider for the first time, in the
context of PBH searches, the X-ray and radio emission
from the Galactic Ridge region produced by the accretion
of interstellar gas onto a population of O(10)M� PBHs in
the Milky Way. Given current estimates of the bulge mass
[14], if PBHs constitute all of the DM, there should be
O(109) such objects within 2 kpc from the Galactic center
(GC). Since the inner part of the bulge contains high
gas densities [15], a significant fraction would inevitably
form an accretion disk and emit a broad-band spectrum
of radiation. We show (fig. 1) that radio and X-ray
data in the Galactic Ridge region rule out, at 5 and 40�
respectively, the possibility that PBHs constitute all of the
DM in the Galaxy, even under conservative assumptions
on the physics of accretion.

Our limits arise from a realistic modeling of the ac-
cretion process, based on the observational evidence for
ine�cient accretion in the Milky Way today [16, 17], and
corroborate, with a completely independent approach, the
exclusion of massive PBHs as DM candidates.

Accretion on black holes: We should expect the
accretion rates, Ṁ , of a Galactic population of PBHs ac-
creting from interstellar gas to be well below the Edding-
ton limit ṀEdd. Even under the unrealistic assumption of
Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion [18, 19], and typical ve-
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Radio constraint (2�, 3�, 5�); � = 0.02

X-ray constraint (2�, 3�, 5�); � = 0.02

FIG. 1. Upper limits on the fraction of DM in PBHs of a
given mass M , arising from the non observation of bright
X-ray (blue shaded regions) and radio (red) BHs candidates at
the GC. We assume a conservative value of �, regulating the
departure from Bondi accretion rate: � = 0.02. The dotted
grey line corresponds to 30M� PBH, the hatched grey region
is unphysical (fDM > 1).

locities as low as ⇠ 10 km/s, the accretion rate would def-
initely be sub-Eddington: Ṁ ⇠ 10�5

�
ngas/cm�3

�
ṀEdd.

BHs accreting at Ṁ < 0.01 ṀEdd ⌘ Ṁcrit are ra-
diatively ine�cient, such that the luminosity scales non-
linearly with Ṁ [20]. The prevailing physical pictures
adopted to explain the weak emission properties are
advection-dominated accretion in which the gas cooling
timescales greatly exceed the dynamical timescales [21],
and mass loss from the disk or internal convective flows,
such that the accretion rate itself has decreased once gas
reaches the inner edge of the disk [22, 23]. It is likely that
both mechanisms are at play, a view supported by both
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We model the accretion of gas onto a population of massive primordial black holes in the Milky
Way, and compare the predicted radio and X-ray emission with observational data. We show that
under conservative assumptions on the accretion process, the possibility that O(10)M� primordial
black holes can account for all of the dark matter in the Milky Way is excluded at 5� by a comparison
with a VLA radio catalog at 1.4 GHz, and at ' 40� by a comparison with a Chandra X-ray catalog
(0.5 � 8 keV). We argue that this method can be used to identify such a population of primordial
black holes with more sensitive future radio and X-ray surveys.

Introduction: The first direct detection of a gravita-
tional wave signal, announced by the LIGO collaboration
earlier this year [1] demonstrated the existence of ⇠ 30M�
black holes (BHs), prompting the suggestion [2, 3] that
these objects are primordial black holes (PBHs) that may
account for all of the dark matter (DM) [4–6] in the Uni-
verse. The connection between PBHs and DM has been
extensively studied in the past (see e.g. [7–12]), and a
number of constraints exist on the cosmic abundance of
PBHs over a very wide mass range (see the discussion
below, and e.g. Ref. [13] for a recent review).

In this Letter, we consider for the first time, in the
context of PBH searches, the X-ray and radio emission
from the Galactic Ridge region produced by the accretion
of interstellar gas onto a population of O(10)M� PBHs in
the Milky Way. Given current estimates of the bulge mass
[14], if PBHs constitute all of the DM, there should be
O(109) such objects within 2 kpc from the Galactic center
(GC). Since the inner part of the bulge contains high
gas densities [15], a significant fraction would inevitably
form an accretion disk and emit a broad-band spectrum
of radiation. We show (fig. 1) that radio and X-ray
data in the Galactic Ridge region rule out, at 5 and 40�
respectively, the possibility that PBHs constitute all of the
DM in the Galaxy, even under conservative assumptions
on the physics of accretion.

Our limits arise from a realistic modeling of the ac-
cretion process, based on the observational evidence for
ine�cient accretion in the Milky Way today [16, 17], and
corroborate, with a completely independent approach, the
exclusion of massive PBHs as DM candidates.

Accretion on black holes: We should expect the
accretion rates, Ṁ , of a Galactic population of PBHs ac-
creting from interstellar gas to be well below the Edding-
ton limit ṀEdd. Even under the unrealistic assumption of
Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion [18, 19], and typical ve-
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FIG. 1. Upper limits on the fraction of DM in PBHs of a
given mass M , arising from the non observation of bright
X-ray (blue shaded regions) and radio (red) BHs candidates at
the GC. We assume a conservative value of �, regulating the
departure from Bondi accretion rate: � = 0.02. The dotted
grey line corresponds to 30M� PBH, the hatched grey region
is unphysical (fDM > 1).

locities as low as ⇠ 10 km/s, the accretion rate would def-
initely be sub-Eddington: Ṁ ⇠ 10�5

�
ngas/cm�3

�
ṀEdd.

BHs accreting at Ṁ < 0.01 ṀEdd ⌘ Ṁcrit are ra-
diatively ine�cient, such that the luminosity scales non-
linearly with Ṁ [20]. The prevailing physical pictures
adopted to explain the weak emission properties are
advection-dominated accretion in which the gas cooling
timescales greatly exceed the dynamical timescales [21],
and mass loss from the disk or internal convective flows,
such that the accretion rate itself has decreased once gas
reaches the inner edge of the disk [22, 23]. It is likely that
both mechanisms are at play, a view supported by both
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Figure 2. The mass spectrum of PBHs [see Eq. (4)] with spec-
tral index ñs = 0.965 (red, dashed), 0.97 (blue, solid), 0.975
(green, dotted). The grey vertical lines corresponds to the
EW and QCD phase transitions and e+e� annihilation. The
vertical coloured lines indicate the masses of the two recent
LIGO-Virgo events. Also shown (grey curves) are constraints
from microlensing (M) with the assumptions of Table I (fourth
line), ultra-faint dwarf galaxies and Eridanus II (E) [23], X-
ray/radio counts (X) [24], and halo wide binaries (W) [25].
The accretion constraint (A) [26] is shown dashed because it
relies on uncertain astrophysical assumptions (see Table I).

generated by PBH accretion. The limits are summarised
in Ref. [27] and numerous other papers. Most of these
constraints assume a monochromatic PBH mass function
(i.e. one with width �M ⇠ M). In the present scenario
we predict an extended mass function and cannot sim-
ply compare this with the monochromatic constraints.
In order to assess the situation, we adopt the approach
advocated in Ref. [28]. Assuming that the mass distribu-
tion scales linearly with f tot

PBH
, each probe p sets an upper

limit

fmax

PBH
=

✓Z
dlnM

fPBH(M)

fmon
p (M)

◆�1

, (5)

where fmon

p (M) is the limit from the probe p for a
monochromatic function of mass M . We have calcu-
lated the value of fmax

PBH
associated with each probe for

ñs = 0.97 but di↵erent astrophysical assumptions. These
are shown in Table I and discussed in more detail in the
appendices material.

Observational Conundra — Besides passing the cur-
rent observational constraints on the form of the CDM,
the PBH mass function with ñs ' 0.97 predicted from the
known thermal history of the Universe provides a unified
explanation for several other puzzling conundra. We dis-
cuss these in order of increasing PBH mass. The status
of some of the conundra is still unclear but we include all
of them to convey the breadth of predictions.

1. Planetary-Mass Microlenses. Recently Niikura et
al. have reported two interesting microlensing results.
The first [34] comes from observations of M31 using the
Subaru telescope, which include one possible detection
and place strong constraints on PBHs in the mass range
10�10 and 10�6 M�. The constraints are roughly com-
patible with our model and even the single candidate
could be. The second [9] uses data from the five-year
OGLE survey of 2622 microlensing events in the Galac-
tic bulge [35] and has revealed six ultra-short ones at-
tributable to planetary-mass objects between 10�6 and
10�4 M�. These would contribute about 1% of the CDM,
which is more than expected for free-floating planets [36].
This corresponds to the first bump in our predicted PBH
mass function and the abundance, when integrated over
the mass range probed by OGLE, coincides with our best-
fit model with ñs ' 0.97.

2. Quasar Microlensing. The detection of 24 mi-
crolensed quasars [10] suggests that up to 25% of galac-
tic haloes could be in PBHs with mass between 0.05 and
0.45M� (somewhat below our main peak). These events
could also be explained by intervening stars, but in sev-
eral cases the stellar region of the lensing galaxy is not
aligned with the quasar, which suggests a population of
subsolar halo objects with fPBH > 0.01. Hawkins has
recently argued that the most plausible microlensers are
PBHs, either in galactic halos or distributed along the
lines of sight to the quasars [37]. For a PBH mass func-
tion with ñs = 0.97, one expects fPBH ' 0.05 in this mass
range. This is also consistent with claimed detections of
microlensing of stars in M31 by halo objects with M be-
tween 0.5 and 1M� and fPBH between 15% and 30%
[38]. In principle, Ref. [10] excludes all the DM being
in the main peak at 2M� but that conclusion can be
circumvented if the PBHs are in clusters. Indeed, we ar-
gue in the appendices that only 10% of the PBHs should
be uniformly distributed. Note that Hawkins has claimed
for many years that quasar microlensing data suggest the
existence of PBH dark matter [39]. He originally argued
for Jupiter-mass PBHs but later increased the minimum
mass estimate to 0.4M� [40].

3. OGLE/GAIA Excess of Dark Lenses in the Galac-
tic Bulge. OGLE has detected around 60 long-duration
microlensing events, of which around 20 have GAIA par-
allax measurements which break the mass-distance de-
generacy and imply that they are probably black holes
[11]. The event distribution from the posterior likelihood
of their masses peaks between 0.8 and 5M�, which over-
laps the gap from 2 to 5M� in which black holes are
not expected to form as the endpoint of stellar evolution
[12]. Although most of the DM is not in the mass gap,
this is consistent with the main peak in the PBH mass
distribution if 0.6 . � . 1.

4. Cosmic Infrared/X-ray Backgrounds. As shown by
Kashlinsky [13, 41], the spatial coherence of the X-ray

Caveats: 

1) Role of clustering? 

2)  Impact of multi-peaked mass 
functions (e.g. 1906.08217)? 

Prospects for future experiments (in 
particular SKA) ? 

To be addressed soon!
Carr et al. 1906.08217
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Looking for isolated astrophysical black holes in the 
Galactic Center
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Paper III: F. Scarcella, DG, J. 
Manshanden, R. Connors, G. 
Bertone, M.Ricotti, 
arXiv:20xx.xxxx

BHs accreting from a 
companion star: X-ray 
binaries. 

- O(100) observed in the 
Galaxy.  

- 103 - 105 expected 
[Cooper+ 2002.01477] 

Isolated astrophysical BHs 
accreting from a dense molecular 
cloud.  

- 0 observed in the Galaxy so far.  
- ~108 expected 

[Fender+ 1301.1341]
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Radio prospects for ABHs: science case for SKA in 2020s
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F. Scarcella, DG, J. Manshanden, 
R. Connors, G. Bertone, M.Ricotti, 
in preparation arXiv:20xx.xxxx
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Figure 9: Left: prediction for radio fluxes in the CMZ compared with VLA and SKA
(future) sensitivities. Right: prediction for the number of sources visible with SKA.

Figure 10: Contour lines for the number of sources detected by SKA as a function of cloud
density and N of BHs. In red region excluded by Nustar.

7 Multi-wavelength prospects for future experiments

SKA forecasts for local region and CMZ.

Number of potentially detectable radio sources.

8 Discussion

The reference scenario we discussed here, based on the PR13 accretion model and our best
estimate of the number of BHs in the Galaxy, naturally implies a large number of detectable
X-ray and radio sources, for any reasonable choice of the other free parameters involved in the
problem. This relevant result is highly suggestive that a clear identification of a population
of isolated, accreting BHs in the Galactic Center region — by means of the current or
forthcoming generation of X-ray experiments — may be round the corner.

In order to clearly associate an X-ray source to an isolated BH accreting from a MC, a
careful multi-wavelength study is needed...

– 15 –

Figure 9: Left: prediction for radio fluxes in the CMZ compared with VLA and SKA
(future) sensitivities. Right: prediction for the number of sources visible with SKA.
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Figure 10: Contour lines for the number of sources detected by SKA as a function of cloud
density and N of BHs. In red region excluded by Nustar.

7 Multi-wavelength prospects for future experiments

SKA forecasts for local region and CMZ.

Number of potentially detectable radio sources.

8 Discussion

The reference scenario we discussed here, based on the PR13 accretion model and our best
estimate of the number of BHs in the Galaxy, naturally implies a large number of detectable
X-ray and radio sources, for any reasonable choice of the other free parameters involved in the
problem. This relevant result is highly suggestive that a clear identification of a population
of isolated, accreting BHs in the Galactic Center region — by means of the current or
forthcoming generation of X-ray experiments — may be round the corner.

In order to clearly associate an X-ray source to an isolated BH accreting from a MC, a
careful multi-wavelength study is needed...
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- Around PBHs from early in the 
radiation era to z ~ 30 [Mack+ 
0608642, Eroshenko 1607.00612, 
Adamek+ 1901.08528]    

4

In the general case of a PBH growing in the matter era,
the mass increase from zeq to zf is

mh,matter

mBH
! 100

!

31

1 + zf

"

. (13)

6. GENERAL CASE

In addition to approximate calculations specific to the
matter and radiation eras, we also present the general
result, which spans both eras and includes (for complete-
ness) consideration of the cosmological constant.
We start with the radial infall equation for a shell of

matter:

d2r

dt2
=

"4!Gr

3
("m + 2"r) +

!c2r

3
. (14)

For computational convenience, we recast this equation
in terms of derivatives with respect to redshift, and we
switch to comoving coordinates. After some algebra, we
are left with two di"erential equations, one for the co-
moving radial coordinate x(z) and one for the peculiar
velocity of a shell v(x, z) defined by

v=
dr

dt
"Hr (15)

=
d(ax)

dt
"Hax, (16)

where a = 1/(1 + z). The integration equations take on
a simple form in the new coordinates:

dx

dz
=

"v

H
(17)

dv

dz
=av +

G(Macc(x) +mBH)

Hax2
, (18)

where Macc(x) is defined as the excess matter over the
background-density matter within the comoving radius x
(i.e., the matter previously accreted into the halo region
around the black hole).

7. RESULTS

7.1. Mass Accretion

Our results from the combined calculation are consis-
tent with those we obtained treating the matter and ra-
diation eras separately. A PBH can grow by two orders
of magnitude through the accumulation of a dark mat-
ter halo from early in the radiation era to z # 30, with
the halo mass increasing proportional to the cosmic scale
parameter a = 1/(1 + z):

mh(z) = #i

!

1000

1 + z

"

mBH , (19)

where the proportionality constant #i ! 3. Figure 2
summarizes our mass accretion result.

7.2. Halo Profile

In a previous study, Bertschinger (1985) performed an-
alytical calculations of radial infall onto a central over-
density and onto a black hole; the di"erence in the two
calculations was that in the former case, the particles
could oscillate through the center, whereas in the latter
case they were absorbed by the black hole (as is the case
in our simulation). Bertschinger obtained a "(r) # r!2.25

Fig. 2.— Accreted halo mass vs. redshift. The halo radius is
defined at an overdensity ! = 2.We include a line to indicate the
redshift of matter-radiation equality.

Fig. 3.— Dark matter halo profile. Top panel: halo overdensity
vs. comoving radius from PBH; bottom panel: halo mass vs. co-
moving radius from PBH. In the inner parts of the halo, the density
falls o! as r!3, and the profile flattens in the outer regions.

profile for the extended overdensity and a "(r) # r!1.5

profile for the black hole case. Our simulation resulted in
a profile of "(r) # r!3, di"ering from either of the above
cases. Our profile is illustrated in Figure 3.
Since a powerlaw profile has no sharp cut-o" in radius,

we must choose a criterion by which to define the matter
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We expect over-densities of DM with power-law density profile around black holes 
formed in the early Universe

- Around hypothetical IMBHs and 
SMBHs [Bertone+ 0509565, 
Zhao&Silk 0501625, Hannuksela+ 
1906.11845]
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FIG. 1. Fraction of PBHs that belong to some binary
system formed in the early Universe. This quantity
is plotted as a function of the fraction of DM in PBHs (for
di↵erent values of the PBH mass). As mentioned in the text,
if PBHs make all the DM, most of them belong to pairs that
have a chance to decouple from the Hubble flow before matter-
radiation equality and form a binary system.

With these prescriptions, the integral of the PDF over
the full (a, j) parameter space provides the fraction of
PBHs that form a decoupled binary system in the early
Universe, as shown in Fig. 1 for di↵erent values of the
PBH mass and DM fraction in PBHs.

The full PDF P (a, j) is displayed in Fig. 2. In the
same figure we also show the contours referring to the
expected merger time of the binary due to the emission
of gravitational radiation, which is given by [34]:

tmerge =
3 c5

170G3
N

a
4
j
7

M
3
PBH

. (11)

We remark that either a very small semi-major axis or an
extreme eccentricity is required to get a merger time com-
parable with the age of the Universe (tuniv ⇠ 13.7 Gyr):
wider, more circular binaries tend to merge on much
longer timescales.

B. Accretion of dark matter mini-halos before
binary decoupling

Let us now add another relevant piece of information
to our model.

Given the PDF described above, the authors of [17]
derived the merger rate at present time, and found that
it would exceed the one observed by the LIGO and Virgo
collaborations. Thus, PBHs can only be a small fraction
of the DM in the Universe.

Motivated by these results, we consider a scenario char-
acterized by a sub-dominant population of PBHs, im-

FIG. 2. Probability distribution of PBH binaries that
decouple in the early Universe. The PDF, derived in [17],
is given by Eq. 5. We plot it as a function of the semi-major
axis a and dimensionless angular momentum j =

p
1� e2.

The red solid lines show contours of constant merger time (in
Gyr).

mersed in a high-density DM-dominated environment,
rapidly expanding and diluting. In this context, the rel-
evant e↵ect we want to model is the progressive growth
of a DM mini-halo around each PBH, governed by the
competition between the gravitational pull of the PBH
and the expanding Hubble flow.
The accretion of the DM halo deep in the radiation

era can be computed numerically [22, 23] by solving the
following equation (similar to Eq. 7), describing radial
infall of matter in an expanding universe:

d2r

dt2
= �

GMPBH

r2
+ (Ḣ +H

2)r , (12)

where H(t) = 1/(2t). Evolving the above equation for
each shell, starting from very high redshift with the initial
conditions r = ri and ṙ = Hiri = ri/(2ti), one finds that
the PBH can accrete a DM halo with M

eq
halo = MPBH at

the end of the radiation era (z = zeq).
The density profile of such a halo was first determined

analytically in [35] as a power law

⇢(r) / r
�3/2

. (13)

We note that the same dependence on r has been ob-
tained in recent, realistic numerical simulations [36]
that follow the evolution of ultra-compact mini halos
(UCMHs)2. There is however evidence that UCMHs may

2 Such halos can form out of small-scale large-amplitude density
fluctuations that are too small to form PBHs, but still large
enough to originate collapsed structures. The ⇢(r) / r�3/2 pro-
file can develop if the UCMHs originate from a pronounced spike
in the power spectrum at some given reference scale.

• Accretion of DM mini-halos around PBHs governed by balance between 
gravitational pull and expansion of the universe [Mack, Ostriker, Ricotti 
arXiv:0608642; Ricotti arXiv:0706.0864] 

• DM density can reach very high values, up to 26 orders of 
magnitude above the local DM density
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Depending on the formation mechanism of the IMBH,  
expect an over-density of DM:

IMBH

DM

For BH forming in an NFW halo, 
from adiabatic growth expect: 

          �sp = 7/3 � 2.333
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• DM in the dark dress can impact two 
different observables: 

• PBH merger rate 
• IMRI gravitational waveform

• Accretion of DM mini-halos around IMBHs is due to an enhancement 
of a pre-existing DM “cusp” due to the adiabatic growth of the BH.
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IMBHs, GWs and dark matter: the “dark dress”

• gravitational pull  

• dynamical friction from the DM 

• back-reaction from GW emission

Bradley J. Kavanagh (GRAPPA, Amsterdam) Black Holes’ Dark Dress: Dark Matter & Merging Black Holes

Dark Matter de-phasing
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[Eda et al., 1408.3534]

MIMBH = 1000 M�

µ = 1 M�
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A Unique Multi-Messenger Signal of QCD Axion Dark Matter

Thomas D. P. Edwards,⇤ Marco Chianese,† Bradley J. Kavanagh,‡ Samaya M. Nissanke,§ and Christoph Weniger¶

Gravitation Astroparticle Physics Amsterdam (GRAPPA),
Institute for Theoretical Physics Amsterdam and Delta Institute for Theoretical Physics,
University of Amsterdam, Science Park 904, 1090 GL Amsterdam, The Netherlands

(Dated: May 14, 2019)

We propose a multi-messenger probe of the natural parameter space of QCD axion dark matter
based on observations of black hole-neutron star binary inspirals. It is suggested that a dense dark
matter spike may grow around intermediate mass black holes. The presence of such a spike produces
two unique e↵ects: a distinct phase shift in the gravitational wave strain during the inspiraling period
and an enhancement of the radio emission due to the resonant axion-photon conversion occurring in
the neutron star magnetosphere. Remarkably, the observation of the gravitational wave signal can
be used to infer the dark matter density and, consequently, to predict the radio emission. We study
the projected sensitivity to the axion-photon coupling in the light of the LISA interferometer and
next-generation radio telescopes such as the Square Kilometre Array. Given a su�ciently nearby
detection, such observations will explore the QCD axion in the mass range 10�7 eV to 10�5 eV.

Introduction — The particle nature of Dark Mat-
ter (DM) remains a mystery to physicists [1, 2] despite
numerous experimental e↵orts to observe its e↵ects in
lab-based experiments and indirectly through astrophys-
ical observations [3–6]. Another fundamental indication
of New Physics comes from the strong CP problem of
quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [7]. CP violation in
the QCD sector could generically be large but instead
appears to be fine-tuned below observable limits. The
most popular solution to this issue is the Peccei-Quinn
mechanism, which predicts the existence of the axion [8–
11]. Axion-like particles are also predicted in several ex-
tensions of the Standard Model and they are expected to
appear in string theory [12]. However, only in the case of
the QCD axion is there a tight relation between its mass
and its couplings with ordinary matter [13–17].

These two fundamental issues can be addressed simul-
taneously by treating the QCD axion as a DM candi-
date [18]. The DM axion may be produced with the
correct relic abundance through the misalignment mech-
anism [19] (though see e.g. Refs. [20, 21] for alternatives).
So far, only a small part of the axion parameter space
has been explored [22, 23]. However, new experimen-
tal techniques to search for axions have been recently
proposed [24–33] (see Ref. [34] for a comprehensive re-
view). Furthermore, it has recently been noted that the
Primakov e↵ect can e�ciently convert axions to photons
in the magnetic fields of Neutron Stars (NSs). These
photons are potentially observable with current and fu-
ture radio telescopes, provided the axion-photon coupling
strength is large enough [35, 36].

The recent discovery of Gravitational Waves (GWs)
has provided a new observational portal into extreme as-
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the IMBH-DM-NS system. The
presence of an axion DM halo around the intermediate mass
black hole (IMBH) produces a phase shift in the strain of
the GW signal and radio emission due to its conversion into
photons in the neutron star (NS) magnetosphere.

trophysical environments [37]. The detection of the bi-
nary NS merger GW170817 and follow up electromag-
netic counterparts further revolutionised astrophysics
and truly defined the beginning of the multi-messenger
era [38, 39]. GWs have recently been shown to also
provide a new probe of beyond the standard model
(BSM) physics through a process known as superradi-
ance [40, 41]. References [42, 43] have shown that the
presence of a DM mini-spike around an intermediate mass
black hole (IMBH) can dramatically a↵ect the GW wave-
form through dynamical friction, providing yet another
direct probe of BSM physics.

In this Letter, we explore the possibility of probing the
natural range of QCD axion DM parameters with multi-
messenger astronomy. To make this possible we utilise
the combined signal of GWs and radio emission from a
NS inspiraling towards an IMBH surrounded by a dense
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1 Intermediate mass ratio inspirals in presence of Dark Matter: A simpli-
fied treatment

We consider the following system:

• An IMBH with mass MIMBH = 1000 M� surrounded by a DM spike characterized by
a density profile

⇢(r) = ⇢0

✓
r

r0

◆��

(1.1)

with ⇢0 = 226M�/pc3 and � = 7/3

• A black hole with mass Mtest = 1 M� orbiting around the IMBH and inside the DM
spike with

r0 = 226
GMIMBH

c2

. No initial eccentricity.

We define the total mass and symmetric mass ratio as follows:

Mtot = MIMBH +Mtest (1.2)

⌫ =
MIMBH Mtest

M2
(1.3)

We follow the motion of the solar-mass black hole around the IMBH (which is kept
fixed at r = 0) by integrating the equation of motion:

Mtest r̈ = Fgrav(r, v) + Fdyn(r, v) + Frad(r, v) (1.4)

The forces we take into account are:

- The gravitational pull of the IMBH + DM halo

Fgrav(r, v) = �Mtest

G(MIMBH +Mhalo,enclosed)

r3
r (1.5)

– 1 –

(a) Orbit (b) Velocity evolution

(c) Time evolution of the energy of the binary system

Figure 1: Time evolution of the system with radiation reaction and dynamical friction taken
into account.

- The dynamical friction due to the gravitational interactions with the particles making
up the DM spike. We write Chandrasekhar formula as follows (See for instance [2]):

Fdyn(r, v) = �Mtest

4⇡ ln(⇤)G2Mtest ⇢(r)

v3
v, (1.6)

where, in our case, ln(⇤) = 3

– 2 –

clarify this point...

- The radiation reaction due to GW emission, modeled at 3.5PN order as in [1] (eq. 226):

Frad(r, v) = �32

5
Mtest

G3M3
tot ⌫

c5r4

✓
1 + �

✓
�743

336
� 11

4
⌫

◆◆
v (1.7)

The initial conditions are:

(x0, y0) =

✓
0, 226

GMIMBH

c2

◆

(vx0, vy0) =

 r
G(MIMBH +Mhalo,enclosed)

r
, 0

!

We get r(t) and v(t) by integrating the equation of motion.
We define the total energy of the black-hole-binary system as

Ebin(t) = �1

2

GMIMBHMtest

r(r)
(1.8)

We want to monitor the evolution of Ebin with time while the small black hole inpirals
towards the IMBH (part of the energy is lost because of gravitational friction (and eventually
heats up the DM halo), part of the energy is lost to gravitational waves).

The results of the numerical integration of the equation of motion can be seen in Fig. 1

2 Intermediate mass ratio inspirals in presence of Dark Matter: Numerical
simulations

3 Discussion

4 Summary

– 3 –
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FIG. 1. Intermediate mass-ratio inspiral (IMRI) sys-
tem with a dark matter “spike.” A central intermediate-
mass black hole (IMBH) of mass m1 is orbited by a lighter
compact object m2 < m1 at an orbital radius r2. The IMBH
is also surrounded by a “spike” of dark matter with density
profile ⇢DM(r).

both the vacuum inspiral, and to the unphysical case of
a static DM halo. We demonstrate that the dephasing
of the gravitational waveform induced by dark matter is
smaller than previously assumed, but is still potentially
detectable by the LISA mission, which will have a peak
sensitivity at frequencies between 10�3 and 10�2 Hz [41].
It could thus provide a powerful diagnostic of the particle
nature of dark matter.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we demon-
strate that the standard approach to the dephasing signal
induced by DM minispikes is likely to violate energy con-
servation; in Sec. III, we present N -body simulations to
validate our model for dynamical friction; in Sec. IV, we
present our prescription for evolving the phase space dis-
tribution of DM; in Sec. V, we use this prescription to
follow the evolution of the binary and the DM spike self-
consistently; finally, in Sec. VI, we discuss some caveats
of this work and possible implications for the detection of
such a DM spike in intermediate mass-ratio inspirals in
the future. We conclude in Sec. VII, and we have several
supplementary results in four appendices.

II. ENERGY BALANCE CONSIDERATIONS
FOR STATIC DARK MATTER HALOS

In this section, we describe the evolution of a system
composed of a central IMBH with a surrounding DM
spike and a lighter compact object (e.g. a neutron star)
orbiting around the IMBH and through its DM cloud.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1. We model the evolution of
this system using Newtonian gravity, and we include dis-

sipative e↵ects arising from dynamical friction and grav-
itational radiation. Following Eda et al. [26, 27], we ne-
glect any feedback on the DM halo in this section, and
we consider only circular orbits.

A. Notation for IMBH system and DM
distribution

We first define several notions of masses for the binary
and the DM distribution. We will denote the mass of
the IMBH by m1 and the mass of the small compact
object by m2. Other definitions of masses we will need
are M = m1 + m2, the total mass; q = m2/m1  1,
the mass ratio; µ = m1m2/M , the reduced mass; and
Mc = µ3/5M2/5, the chirp mass.

We assume that the IMBH is surrounded by a DM
spike, formed as the adiabatic growth of the black hole
enhances the central density of the host halo [18, 20, 42–
44]. The dark-matter distribution will be given by

⇢DM(r) =

⇢
⇢sp

� rsp
r

��sp rin  r  rsp
0. r < rin

, (2.1)

where r is the distance from the center of the IMBH. We
define the inner radius of the spike to be rin = 4Gm1/c2

following the results in [42]. We will not treat the DM
distribution at distances r > rsp. We also will not treat
rsp as a free parameter, but as determined by m1, ⇢sp
and �sp via

rsp ⇡


(3 � �sp)0.23��spm1

2⇡⇢sp

�1/3

. (2.2)

This assumes that rsp ⇡ 0.2rh, where rh is defined from

Z rh

rin

⇢DM(r)4⇡r2 dr = 2m1 , (2.3)

as in [27]. We can now compute the DM mass within a
distance r. The result is

menc(r) =

⇢
mDM(r) � mDM(rin) rin  r  rsp
0. r < rin

,

(2.4)
where

mDM(r) =
4⇡⇢spr

�sp
sp

3 � �sp
r3��sp . (2.5)

With this notation set, we can now more easily discuss
issues related to energy balance.

B. Gravitational potential energy of the DM
distribution

To compute the total potential energy in the distribu-
tion of DM, we determine the amount of work required

3

to assemble the distribution of DM by adding successive
spherical shells of DM of increasing radius r, until the
final distribution ⇢DM(r) is constructed around the BH.
We denote the potential energy of each shell of DM of
radius r by dUsh(r). It is given by

dUsh(r) = �
G[m1 + menc(r)]

r
[4⇡r2⇢DM(r) dr] . (2.6)

After some algebra, we can instead write it as

dUsh(r) = �
G[m1 + menc(r)]mDM(r)(3 � �sp) dr

r2
.

(2.7)
Integrating Eq. (2.7) between the inner radius rin and

a given radius r, we arrive at the total potential energy
in the distribution of DM between the radii rin and r.
When �sp 6= 2 or �sp 6= 5/2, the result is

�UDM(r) = �
GmDM(r)(3 � �sp)

r

⇥


m1 � mDM(rin)

2 � �sp
+

mDM(r)

5 � 2�sp

�
� Uin ,

(2.8)

where the constant Uin is given by

Uin = �
Gmin(3 � �sp)

rin(2 � �sp)


m1 �

mDM(rin)(3 � �sp)

5 � 2�sp

�
.

(2.9)
The total potential energy of the DM spike can be ob-
tained by evaluating Eq. (2.8) at r = rsp.

Note that we are ignoring the e↵ect of the gravitational
potential of the small compact object on the binding en-
ergy. This will generally lead to relative errors of order
q, which will be small for the systems we are considering.

C. Orbital energy and energy dissipation through
GWs and DF

Next, we will summarize how we compute the orbital
energy and the dissipation of orbital energy through grav-
itational waves and dynamical friction. Our formalism is
similar to that presented in Eda et al. [26, 27]. Since
the system we are considering is characterized by a small
mass ratio between the IMBH and the orbiting compact
object (q ⌧ 1), we will adopt the approximation µ ' m2

(the errors in this approximation are of order q). This as-
sumes that the barycenter position is equal to the IMBH
position. Similarly, assuming M = m1 leads to errors of
order q. We discuss the impact of this approximation in
more detail in Sec. VI. We will also work with circular
orbits, and we will ignore the correction to the Keplerian
frequency arising from the distribution of DM (which will
be a percent-level e↵ect for most of the binaries we study
in this paper). In this approximation, the orbital energy
reduces to the familiar expression

Eorb = �
Gm1m2

2r2
. (2.10)

Since the lighter object moves within the DM mini-
spike and experiences gravitational interactions with the
DM particles, it loses energy via dynamical friction (DF)
[35–37]. In addition, the orbital energy changes through
the emission of gravitational waves. The timescale over
which energy is dissipated through these processes is slow
compared to the orbital timescale for most of the evolu-
tion of the system. Thus, we will treat the dissipation as
an adiabatic process slowly moving the compact object
on a given circular orbit to another circular orbit with a
slightly smaller radius (i.e. a quasi-circular inspiral). In
this process, energy balance is satisfied, in the sense that

dEorb

dt
= �

dEGW

dt
�

dEDF

dt
. (2.11)

Gravitational-wave energy losses (for circular orbits in
the quadrupole approximation) are given by

dEGW

dt
=

32G4M(m1m2)2

5(cr2)5
. (2.12)

Dynamical friction losses are given by

dEDF

dt
= 4⇡(Gm2)

2⇢DM(r2) ⇠(v) v
�1 log ⇤ . (2.13)

The term ⇠(v) denotes the fraction of DM particles mov-
ing more slowly than the orbital speed.1

In Eq. (2.13), log ⇤ is the usual notation for the
Coulomb logarithm, defined in general as [45, App. L]:

⇤ =

s
b2
max

+ b2
90

b2
min

+ b2
90

, (2.14)

where bmin and bmax are the minimum and maximum
impact parameters for which the two-body encounters
that contribute to the phenomenon can be considered
e↵ective. Moreover, b90 is the impact parameter which
produces a 90� deflection of the DM particle:

b90 =
Gm2

v2
0

⇡
m2

m1

r2 = q r2 , (2.15)

with v0 the orbital speed of the compact object. We fix
⇤ =

p
m1/m2, as we discuss in more detail in Sec. III.

It will be convenient to write these losses as a function
of r2 for circular orbits by using the relationship that v =p
GM/r2. Using the chain rule and Eqs. (2.10), (2.12),

and (2.13), we can also write an explicit expression for the
time evolution of the small compact object’s separation:

ṙ2 = �
64G3 M m1 m2

5 c5 (r2)3
�

8⇡G1/2 m2 ⇢sp ⇠ log ⇤ r
�sp
sp

p
Mm1 r

�sp�5/2
2

.

(2.16)

1 This term has typically been neglected in previous studies of DM
dephasing [26, 27]. For the isotropic spike profile with �sp = 7/3
around an IMBH of mass 103 M�, we find ⇠(v) ⇡ 0.58, inde-
pendent of radius. We set ⇠ = 1 in the analytic analysis of this
section, though as we will see in Sec. III, it will be necessary to
include it later to obtain an accurate description of the dynamics.
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to assemble the distribution of DM by adding successive
spherical shells of DM of increasing radius r, until the
final distribution ⇢DM(r) is constructed around the BH.
We denote the potential energy of each shell of DM of
radius r by dUsh(r). It is given by

dUsh(r) = �
G[m1 + menc(r)]

r
[4⇡r2⇢DM(r) dr] . (2.6)

After some algebra, we can instead write it as

dUsh(r) = �
G[m1 + menc(r)]mDM(r)(3 � �sp) dr
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.

(2.7)
Integrating Eq. (2.7) between the inner radius rin and

a given radius r, we arrive at the total potential energy
in the distribution of DM between the radii rin and r.
When �sp 6= 2 or �sp 6= 5/2, the result is

�UDM(r) = �
GmDM(r)(3 � �sp)

r

⇥


m1 � mDM(rin)

2 � �sp
+

mDM(r)

5 � 2�sp

�
� Uin ,

(2.8)

where the constant Uin is given by

Uin = �
Gmin(3 � �sp)

rin(2 � �sp)


m1 �

mDM(rin)(3 � �sp)

5 � 2�sp

�
.

(2.9)
The total potential energy of the DM spike can be ob-
tained by evaluating Eq. (2.8) at r = rsp.

Note that we are ignoring the e↵ect of the gravitational
potential of the small compact object on the binding en-
ergy. This will generally lead to relative errors of order
q, which will be small for the systems we are considering.

C. Orbital energy and energy dissipation through
GWs and DF

Next, we will summarize how we compute the orbital
energy and the dissipation of orbital energy through grav-
itational waves and dynamical friction. Our formalism is
similar to that presented in Eda et al. [26, 27]. Since
the system we are considering is characterized by a small
mass ratio between the IMBH and the orbiting compact
object (q ⌧ 1), we will adopt the approximation µ ' m2

(the errors in this approximation are of order q). This as-
sumes that the barycenter position is equal to the IMBH
position. Similarly, assuming M = m1 leads to errors of
order q. We discuss the impact of this approximation in
more detail in Sec. VI. We will also work with circular
orbits, and we will ignore the correction to the Keplerian
frequency arising from the distribution of DM (which will
be a percent-level e↵ect for most of the binaries we study
in this paper). In this approximation, the orbital energy
reduces to the familiar expression

Eorb = �
Gm1m2

2r2
. (2.10)

Since the lighter object moves within the DM mini-
spike and experiences gravitational interactions with the
DM particles, it loses energy via dynamical friction (DF)
[35–37]. In addition, the orbital energy changes through
the emission of gravitational waves. The timescale over
which energy is dissipated through these processes is slow
compared to the orbital timescale for most of the evolu-
tion of the system. Thus, we will treat the dissipation as
an adiabatic process slowly moving the compact object
on a given circular orbit to another circular orbit with a
slightly smaller radius (i.e. a quasi-circular inspiral). In
this process, energy balance is satisfied, in the sense that
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Gravitational-wave energy losses (for circular orbits in
the quadrupole approximation) are given by
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Dynamical friction losses are given by
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�1 log ⇤ . (2.13)

The term ⇠(v) denotes the fraction of DM particles mov-
ing more slowly than the orbital speed.1

In Eq. (2.13), log ⇤ is the usual notation for the
Coulomb logarithm, defined in general as [45, App. L]:

⇤ =

s
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max
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, (2.14)

where bmin and bmax are the minimum and maximum
impact parameters for which the two-body encounters
that contribute to the phenomenon can be considered
e↵ective. Moreover, b90 is the impact parameter which
produces a 90� deflection of the DM particle:

b90 =
Gm2

v2
0
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m1

r2 = q r2 , (2.15)

with v0 the orbital speed of the compact object. We fix
⇤ =

p
m1/m2, as we discuss in more detail in Sec. III.

It will be convenient to write these losses as a function
of r2 for circular orbits by using the relationship that v =p
GM/r2. Using the chain rule and Eqs. (2.10), (2.12),

and (2.13), we can also write an explicit expression for the
time evolution of the small compact object’s separation:

ṙ2 = �
64G3 M m1 m2

5 c5 (r2)3
�

8⇡G1/2 m2 ⇢sp ⇠ log ⇤ r
�sp
sp

p
Mm1 r

�sp�5/2
2

.

(2.16)

1 This term has typically been neglected in previous studies of DM
dephasing [26, 27]. For the isotropic spike profile with �sp = 7/3
around an IMBH of mass 103 M�, we find ⇠(v) ⇡ 0.58, inde-
pendent of radius. We set ⇠ = 1 in the analytic analysis of this
section, though as we will see in Sec. III, it will be necessary to
include it later to obtain an accurate description of the dynamics.
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spherical shells of DM of increasing radius r, until the
final distribution ⇢DM(r) is constructed around the BH.
We denote the potential energy of each shell of DM of
radius r by dUsh(r). It is given by

dUsh(r) = �
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After some algebra, we can instead write it as
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Integrating Eq. (2.7) between the inner radius rin and

a given radius r, we arrive at the total potential energy
in the distribution of DM between the radii rin and r.
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�
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The total potential energy of the DM spike can be ob-
tained by evaluating Eq. (2.8) at r = rsp.

Note that we are ignoring the e↵ect of the gravitational
potential of the small compact object on the binding en-
ergy. This will generally lead to relative errors of order
q, which will be small for the systems we are considering.

C. Orbital energy and energy dissipation through
GWs and DF

Next, we will summarize how we compute the orbital
energy and the dissipation of orbital energy through grav-
itational waves and dynamical friction. Our formalism is
similar to that presented in Eda et al. [26, 27]. Since
the system we are considering is characterized by a small
mass ratio between the IMBH and the orbiting compact
object (q ⌧ 1), we will adopt the approximation µ ' m2

(the errors in this approximation are of order q). This as-
sumes that the barycenter position is equal to the IMBH
position. Similarly, assuming M = m1 leads to errors of
order q. We discuss the impact of this approximation in
more detail in Sec. VI. We will also work with circular
orbits, and we will ignore the correction to the Keplerian
frequency arising from the distribution of DM (which will
be a percent-level e↵ect for most of the binaries we study
in this paper). In this approximation, the orbital energy
reduces to the familiar expression
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Since the lighter object moves within the DM mini-
spike and experiences gravitational interactions with the
DM particles, it loses energy via dynamical friction (DF)
[35–37]. In addition, the orbital energy changes through
the emission of gravitational waves. The timescale over
which energy is dissipated through these processes is slow
compared to the orbital timescale for most of the evolu-
tion of the system. Thus, we will treat the dissipation as
an adiabatic process slowly moving the compact object
on a given circular orbit to another circular orbit with a
slightly smaller radius (i.e. a quasi-circular inspiral). In
this process, energy balance is satisfied, in the sense that
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The term ⇠(v) denotes the fraction of DM particles mov-
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where bmin and bmax are the minimum and maximum
impact parameters for which the two-body encounters
that contribute to the phenomenon can be considered
e↵ective. Moreover, b90 is the impact parameter which
produces a 90� deflection of the DM particle:

b90 =
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with v0 the orbital speed of the compact object. We fix
⇤ =

p
m1/m2, as we discuss in more detail in Sec. III.

It will be convenient to write these losses as a function
of r2 for circular orbits by using the relationship that v =p
GM/r2. Using the chain rule and Eqs. (2.10), (2.12),

and (2.13), we can also write an explicit expression for the
time evolution of the small compact object’s separation:

ṙ2 = �
64G3 M m1 m2
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1 This term has typically been neglected in previous studies of DM
dephasing [26, 27]. For the isotropic spike profile with �sp = 7/3
around an IMBH of mass 103 M�, we find ⇠(v) ⇡ 0.58, inde-
pendent of radius. We set ⇠ = 1 in the analytic analysis of this
section, though as we will see in Sec. III, it will be necessary to
include it later to obtain an accurate description of the dynamics.
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FIG. 1. Intermediate mass-ratio inspiral (IMRI) sys-
tem with a dark matter “spike.” A central intermediate-
mass black hole (IMBH) of mass m1 is orbited by a lighter
compact object m2 < m1 at an orbital radius r2. The IMBH
is also surrounded by a “spike” of dark matter with density
profile ⇢DM(r).

both the vacuum inspiral, and to the unphysical case of
a static DM halo. We demonstrate that the dephasing
of the gravitational waveform induced by dark matter is
smaller than previously assumed, but is still potentially
detectable by the LISA mission, which will have a peak
sensitivity at frequencies between 10�3 and 10�2 Hz [41].
It could thus provide a powerful diagnostic of the particle
nature of dark matter.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we demon-
strate that the standard approach to the dephasing signal
induced by DM minispikes is likely to violate energy con-
servation; in Sec. III, we present N -body simulations to
validate our model for dynamical friction; in Sec. IV, we
present our prescription for evolving the phase space dis-
tribution of DM; in Sec. V, we use this prescription to
follow the evolution of the binary and the DM spike self-
consistently; finally, in Sec. VI, we discuss some caveats
of this work and possible implications for the detection of
such a DM spike in intermediate mass-ratio inspirals in
the future. We conclude in Sec. VII, and we have several
supplementary results in four appendices.

II. ENERGY BALANCE CONSIDERATIONS
FOR STATIC DARK MATTER HALOS

In this section, we describe the evolution of a system
composed of a central IMBH with a surrounding DM
spike and a lighter compact object (e.g. a neutron star)
orbiting around the IMBH and through its DM cloud.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1. We model the evolution of
this system using Newtonian gravity, and we include dis-

sipative e↵ects arising from dynamical friction and grav-
itational radiation. Following Eda et al. [26, 27], we ne-
glect any feedback on the DM halo in this section, and
we consider only circular orbits.

A. Notation for IMBH system and DM
distribution

We first define several notions of masses for the binary
and the DM distribution. We will denote the mass of
the IMBH by m1 and the mass of the small compact
object by m2. Other definitions of masses we will need
are M = m1 + m2, the total mass; q = m2/m1  1,
the mass ratio; µ = m1m2/M , the reduced mass; and
Mc = µ3/5M2/5, the chirp mass.

We assume that the IMBH is surrounded by a DM
spike, formed as the adiabatic growth of the black hole
enhances the central density of the host halo [18, 20, 42–
44]. The dark-matter distribution will be given by

⇢DM(r) =

⇢
⇢sp

� rsp
r

��sp rin  r  rsp
0. r < rin

, (2.1)

where r is the distance from the center of the IMBH. We
define the inner radius of the spike to be rin = 4Gm1/c2

following the results in [42]. We will not treat the DM
distribution at distances r > rsp. We also will not treat
rsp as a free parameter, but as determined by m1, ⇢sp
and �sp via

rsp ⇡


(3 � �sp)0.23��spm1

2⇡⇢sp

�1/3

. (2.2)

This assumes that rsp ⇡ 0.2rh, where rh is defined from

Z rh

rin

⇢DM(r)4⇡r2 dr = 2m1 , (2.3)

as in [27]. We can now compute the DM mass within a
distance r. The result is

menc(r) =

⇢
mDM(r) � mDM(rin) rin  r  rsp
0. r < rin

,

(2.4)
where

mDM(r) =
4⇡⇢spr

�sp
sp

3 � �sp
r3��sp . (2.5)

With this notation set, we can now more easily discuss
issues related to energy balance.

B. Gravitational potential energy of the DM
distribution

To compute the total potential energy in the distribu-
tion of DM, we determine the amount of work required

6

FIG. 3. Ratio of energy radiated through dynamical friction to binding energy of the DM spike for a range of
DM spikes. The three panels from left to right are the mass ratios q = 10�3, 10�4, and 10�5. The implications of this figure
are discussed in more detail in Sec. II D.

equal at a distance:

bmax ⇡

r
m2

m1

r2 , (3.2)

from the compact object.3 The corresponding Coulomb
logarithm would then be:

log ⇤ = log

r
1

q
= log

r
m1

m2

. (3.3)

In order to determine the value of the maximum im-
pact parameter, we perform a number of simulations us-
ing the publicly available Gadget-2 code [47, 48] as a
pure N -body solver. For each simulation, we initialize a
binary on a circular orbit with mass ratio q = 10�3–10�2,
as well as a DM spike in dynamical equilibrium consist-
ing of N = 215 particles. We evolve the system forward
several hundred orbits and follow the evolution of the
orbital separation. This allows us to calibrate the dy-
namical friction force and therefore determine log ⇤ and
bmax. In all simulations, we use as a benchmark a DM
spike with ⇢sp = 226M�/pc3 and a slope of �sp = 7/3.
Further details about the N -body simulations are given
in Appendix C.

Figure 4 shows the change in orbital separation of the
binary for a mass ratio q = 10�2 and initial separation
r2 = 3⇥10�8 pc. Each curve shows the simulation result
for a di↵erent random realization of the DM spike. These
simulations cover approximately 3 days in physical time
and take roughly the same length of time to simulate on
16 cores. Such simulations are therefore not suitable to
follow the full evolution of the binary over many years,

3 This distance is sometimes referred to as the Hill radius or Roche
radius.

FIG. 4. Change in binary separation. We show the results
of 5 N -body simulations which are identical except for hav-
ing di↵erent initial random realizations of the DM halo. The
black dashed line shows the expected change in binary sepa-
ration r2, assuming dynamical friction losses as in Eq. (2.13)
and assuming ⇤ =

p
m1/m2.

but do allow us to measure the size of the dynamical
friction losses from the change in orbital energy:

dEDF

dt
⇡

Gm1m2

2(r2)2
�r2
�t

. (3.4)

For each binary configuration, we run at least 5 simula-
tions, each for at least 100 orbits. The rate of dynamical
friction energy loss in each simulation is estimated using
Eq. (3.4). This allows us to estimate the mean energy
loss rate, as well as the error associated with di↵erent
random realizations of the DM spike.

Figure 5 shows the fractional energy-loss rate due to
dynamical friction for binaries with central BH mass
m1 = 100M� (top panel), m1 = 300M� (middle panel)

4

As the small compact object inspirals between circular
orbits with two radii ri and rf (with ri > rf), some frac-
tion of the orbital energy will be carried away by GWs,
and some fraction will be dissipated through dynamical
friction. We write this as

�Eorbit = �EDF + �EGW . (2.17)

While the energy dissipated by GW emission is expected
to have a negligible e↵ect on the distribution of DM,
the energy dissipated through DF will go directly into
increasing the energy of the particles in the DM distri-
bution.

Because the DM spike has a finite amount of poten-
tial energy, �UDM(rsp), it is important to check that the
energy dissipated through dynamical friction, �EDF, is
not comparable to (or in excess of) �UDM(rsp). If they
are comparable, then this would imply that enough en-
ergy is dissipated through DF to alter significantly the
distribution of DM (and perhaps even to unbind all the
DM from the gravitational potential of the IMBH). Even
when the ratio �EDF/�UDM(rsp) is comparable to but
less than one, then it is generally not a good approxima-
tion that the distribution of DM would remain invariant
during the inspiral of the small compact object.

Thus, it is important to compute the total energy dissi-
pated through dynamical friction �EDF during the inspi-
ral. This can be found by integrating Eq. (2.13) between
two given times, or more conveniently, integrating the fol-
lowing expression between two radii, ri and rf describing
two circular orbits:

�EDF(ri, rf) = �

Z rf

ri

dEDF

dt

✓
dr2
dt

◆�1

dr2 . (2.18)

In Eq. (2.18), the radial evolution equation is defined
in (2.16), and the dynamical friction energy loss is defined
in (2.13). After some algebra, the integral in (2.18) can
be expressed as

�EDF = �
Gm1m2

2

Z rf

ri

dr2
(r2)2(1 + crr�11/2+�sp)

,

(2.19)
where

cr =
8G5/2M3/2(m1)2

5⇡c5⇢spr
�sp
sp ⇠ log ⇤

(2.20)

and where for simplicity, in this section, we assume ⇠ = 1.
The integral (2.19) can be evaluated in terms of hyper-
geometric functions as follows:

�EDF =


Gm1m2

2r2

⇥2F1

✓
1,

2

11 � 2�sp
,
13 � 2�sp
11 � 2�sp

; �crr
�11/2+�sp

2

◆�ri

rf

.

(2.21)

This expression has an interesting form: because the hy-
pergeometric function is a number in the range (0, 1) for

FIG. 2. Ratio of energy radiated through dynamical
friction to binding energy of the DM spike versus sep-
aration. The solid curves (red, orange, and blue) correspond
to three di↵erent mass ratios for three binaries (q = 10�3,
10�4, and 10�5, respectively). The dashed vertical lines cor-
respond to the ISCO radii for the three binaries. Here, we
assume ⇢sp = 226M�/pc3 and �sp = 7/3 for the DM spike.

positive r2, then (2.21) represents the di↵erence between
two fractions of the energy of two circular orbits at two
radii.

Thus, with Eqs. (2.8) and (2.21), we can compute ra-
tios of energy dissipated by dynamical friction to binding
energy in the DM distribution surrounding the IMBH.

D. Ratio of energy dissipated to binding energy

In Eda et al., the system investigated in greatest detail
is a binary in which the IMBH has mass m1 = 103M�
and the small compact object has mass m2 = 1M�.
The DM spike is characterized by a density normalization
⇢sp = 226M�/pc3 and a power law �sp = 7/3 (the cor-
responding value of rsp is 0.54 pc). The slope �sp = 7/3
is expected to develop in the center of a halo with an
initial profile scaling as ⇢ ⇠ r�1, such as an NFW pro-
file [18]. Eda et al. observe that during the last five years
as the small compact object inspirals towards the IMBH
before merging, the e↵ect of dynamical friction can sig-
nificantly change the rate of inspiral. The large change
in the inspiral occurs because a significant amount of en-
ergy is dissipated through dynamical friction (and thus
must be balanced by increasing the kinetic energy of the
DM particles in the halo).

In Fig. 2, we define the energy dissipated between a
separation r2 and rISCO by

�EDF(r2) ⌘ �EDF(r2, rISCO) , (2.22)

and we plot the ratio of this energy to the total binding
energy of the DM spike, �UDM(rsp) as a function of sepa-
ration r2. The three solid curves in red, orange, and blue

3

to assemble the distribution of DM by adding successive
spherical shells of DM of increasing radius r, until the
final distribution ⇢DM(r) is constructed around the BH.
We denote the potential energy of each shell of DM of
radius r by dUsh(r). It is given by

dUsh(r) = �
G[m1 + menc(r)]

r
[4⇡r2⇢DM(r) dr] . (2.6)

After some algebra, we can instead write it as

dUsh(r) = �
G[m1 + menc(r)]mDM(r)(3 � �sp) dr

r2
.

(2.7)
Integrating Eq. (2.7) between the inner radius rin and

a given radius r, we arrive at the total potential energy
in the distribution of DM between the radii rin and r.
When �sp 6= 2 or �sp 6= 5/2, the result is

�UDM(r) = �
GmDM(r)(3 � �sp)

r

⇥


m1 � mDM(rin)

2 � �sp
+

mDM(r)

5 � 2�sp

�
� Uin ,

(2.8)

where the constant Uin is given by

Uin = �
Gmin(3 � �sp)

rin(2 � �sp)


m1 �

mDM(rin)(3 � �sp)

5 � 2�sp

�
.

(2.9)
The total potential energy of the DM spike can be ob-
tained by evaluating Eq. (2.8) at r = rsp.

Note that we are ignoring the e↵ect of the gravitational
potential of the small compact object on the binding en-
ergy. This will generally lead to relative errors of order
q, which will be small for the systems we are considering.

C. Orbital energy and energy dissipation through
GWs and DF

Next, we will summarize how we compute the orbital
energy and the dissipation of orbital energy through grav-
itational waves and dynamical friction. Our formalism is
similar to that presented in Eda et al. [26, 27]. Since
the system we are considering is characterized by a small
mass ratio between the IMBH and the orbiting compact
object (q ⌧ 1), we will adopt the approximation µ ' m2

(the errors in this approximation are of order q). This as-
sumes that the barycenter position is equal to the IMBH
position. Similarly, assuming M = m1 leads to errors of
order q. We discuss the impact of this approximation in
more detail in Sec. VI. We will also work with circular
orbits, and we will ignore the correction to the Keplerian
frequency arising from the distribution of DM (which will
be a percent-level e↵ect for most of the binaries we study
in this paper). In this approximation, the orbital energy
reduces to the familiar expression

Eorb = �
Gm1m2

2r2
. (2.10)

Since the lighter object moves within the DM mini-
spike and experiences gravitational interactions with the
DM particles, it loses energy via dynamical friction (DF)
[35–37]. In addition, the orbital energy changes through
the emission of gravitational waves. The timescale over
which energy is dissipated through these processes is slow
compared to the orbital timescale for most of the evolu-
tion of the system. Thus, we will treat the dissipation as
an adiabatic process slowly moving the compact object
on a given circular orbit to another circular orbit with a
slightly smaller radius (i.e. a quasi-circular inspiral). In
this process, energy balance is satisfied, in the sense that

dEorb

dt
= �

dEGW

dt
�

dEDF

dt
. (2.11)

Gravitational-wave energy losses (for circular orbits in
the quadrupole approximation) are given by

dEGW

dt
=

32G4M(m1m2)2

5(cr2)5
. (2.12)

Dynamical friction losses are given by

dEDF

dt
= 4⇡(Gm2)

2⇢DM(r2) ⇠(v) v
�1 log ⇤ . (2.13)

The term ⇠(v) denotes the fraction of DM particles mov-
ing more slowly than the orbital speed.1

In Eq. (2.13), log ⇤ is the usual notation for the
Coulomb logarithm, defined in general as [45, App. L]:

⇤ =

s
b2
max

+ b2
90

b2
min

+ b2
90

, (2.14)

where bmin and bmax are the minimum and maximum
impact parameters for which the two-body encounters
that contribute to the phenomenon can be considered
e↵ective. Moreover, b90 is the impact parameter which
produces a 90� deflection of the DM particle:

b90 =
Gm2

v2
0

⇡
m2

m1

r2 = q r2 , (2.15)

with v0 the orbital speed of the compact object. We fix
⇤ =

p
m1/m2, as we discuss in more detail in Sec. III.

It will be convenient to write these losses as a function
of r2 for circular orbits by using the relationship that v =p
GM/r2. Using the chain rule and Eqs. (2.10), (2.12),

and (2.13), we can also write an explicit expression for the
time evolution of the small compact object’s separation:

ṙ2 = �
64G3 M m1 m2

5 c5 (r2)3
�

8⇡G1/2 m2 ⇢sp ⇠ log ⇤ r
�sp
sp

p
Mm1 r

�sp�5/2
2

.

(2.16)

1 This term has typically been neglected in previous studies of DM
dephasing [26, 27]. For the isotropic spike profile with �sp = 7/3
around an IMBH of mass 103 M�, we find ⇠(v) ⇡ 0.58, inde-
pendent of radius. We set ⇠ = 1 in the analytic analysis of this
section, though as we will see in Sec. III, it will be necessary to
include it later to obtain an accurate description of the dynamics.
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FIG. 3. Ratio of energy radiated through dynamical friction to binding energy of the DM spike for a range of
DM spikes. The three panels from left to right are the mass ratios q = 10�3, 10�4, and 10�5. The implications of this figure
are discussed in more detail in Sec. II D.

equal at a distance:

bmax ⇡

r
m2

m1

r2 , (3.2)

from the compact object.3 The corresponding Coulomb
logarithm would then be:

log ⇤ = log

r
1

q
= log

r
m1

m2

. (3.3)

In order to determine the value of the maximum im-
pact parameter, we perform a number of simulations us-
ing the publicly available Gadget-2 code [47, 48] as a
pure N -body solver. For each simulation, we initialize a
binary on a circular orbit with mass ratio q = 10�3–10�2,
as well as a DM spike in dynamical equilibrium consist-
ing of N = 215 particles. We evolve the system forward
several hundred orbits and follow the evolution of the
orbital separation. This allows us to calibrate the dy-
namical friction force and therefore determine log ⇤ and
bmax. In all simulations, we use as a benchmark a DM
spike with ⇢sp = 226M�/pc3 and a slope of �sp = 7/3.
Further details about the N -body simulations are given
in Appendix C.

Figure 4 shows the change in orbital separation of the
binary for a mass ratio q = 10�2 and initial separation
r2 = 3⇥10�8 pc. Each curve shows the simulation result
for a di↵erent random realization of the DM spike. These
simulations cover approximately 3 days in physical time
and take roughly the same length of time to simulate on
16 cores. Such simulations are therefore not suitable to
follow the full evolution of the binary over many years,

3 This distance is sometimes referred to as the Hill radius or Roche
radius.

FIG. 4. Change in binary separation. We show the results
of 5 N -body simulations which are identical except for hav-
ing di↵erent initial random realizations of the DM halo. The
black dashed line shows the expected change in binary sepa-
ration r2, assuming dynamical friction losses as in Eq. (2.13)
and assuming ⇤ =

p
m1/m2.

but do allow us to measure the size of the dynamical
friction losses from the change in orbital energy:

dEDF

dt
⇡

Gm1m2

2(r2)2
�r2
�t

. (3.4)

For each binary configuration, we run at least 5 simula-
tions, each for at least 100 orbits. The rate of dynamical
friction energy loss in each simulation is estimated using
Eq. (3.4). This allows us to estimate the mean energy
loss rate, as well as the error associated with di↵erent
random realizations of the DM spike.

Figure 5 shows the fractional energy-loss rate due to
dynamical friction for binaries with central BH mass
m1 = 100M� (top panel), m1 = 300M� (middle panel)
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We model the impact of dynamical friction on the phase-space distribution of DM.  
Semi-analytical model validated by numerical simulations
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central BH, this can be calculated as:

g (E) =

Z
� (E � E(r, v)) d3r d3v

= 16⇡2

Z rE

0

drr2
p

2 ( (r) � E)

=
p

2⇡3G3m1
3
E
�5/2 ,

(4.5)

where rE = Gm1/E is the maximum radius for a particle
of energy E .5

Let us write PE(�E) as the probability (over a single
orbit) that a particle with energy E scatters with the com-
pact object and gains an energy �E . Then, the change
in the number of particles at energy E over a single orbit
can be written as:

�N(E) = �N(E)

Z
PE(�E) d�E

+

Z
N(E ��E)PE��E(�E) d�E ,

(4.6)

where the integration is over the range
[�E(bmax),�E(bmin)]. The first term in Eq. (4.6)
describes those particles initially at energy E which scat-
ter to another energy, while the second term corresponds
to those particles which scatter from energies E ��E to
energy E .

We will describe the evolution of the system in terms
of the distribution function f(E) = mDMN(E)/g(E).
Assuming that the evolution of the system is much
slower than the orbital frequency, we can write �f ⇡

Torb @f/@t, with Torb = 2⇡
p

(r2)3/(GM) the orbital pe-
riod. Thus, we obtain:

Torb

@f(E , t)

@t
= �pEf(E , t) +

Z ✓
E

E ��E

◆5/2

f(E ��E , t)PE��E(�E) d�E ,

(4.7)

where pE =
R
PE(�E) d�E is the total probability for a

particle of energy E to scatter with the compact object
during one orbit. We note that while we do not write
PE(�E) with an explicit time-dependence, this probabil-
ity depends implicitly on time through the orbital ve-
locity and orbital radius r2(t). Using Eq. (4.7), we can
evolve the distribution function over a number of or-
bits (assuming that the binary separation changes slowly
compared to the orbital period). The density profile
throughout the spike can then be derived using Eq. (4.3),
which in turn is used to evaluate the rate of energy loss
due to dynamical friction, given in Eq. (2.13).

5 We note that formally g(E)f(E) diverges as E ! 0 for �sp < 4.
However, we have so far only considered a DM spike which ex-
tends out to infinity. In practice, the DM spike will be smoothly
truncated at large radii, modifying the distribution function as
E ! 0 and ensuring that the total number of DM particles re-
mains finite.

The final step is then to evaluate PE(�E). When a
DM particle passes the compact object with impact pa-
rameter b, it is deflected and the velocity of the compact
object parallel to its motion changes.6 The change in
speed of the compact object is [45, App. L]:

�vk = �2v0
mDM

m2


1 +

b2

b902

��1

, (4.8)

where v0 is the relative speed of the encounter, which we
take to be of order the orbital speed, and b90 was defined
in Eq. (2.15). The change in energy of the compact object
is then

�E =
1

2
m2

⇥
(v0 +�vk)

2
� v2

0

⇤
⇡ m2v0�vk , (4.9)

meaning that by energy conservation the change in rela-
tive energy per unit mass E of a single DM particle is:

�E(b) = �
�E

mDM

= �2v2
0


1 +

b2

b902

��1

. (4.10)

We assume that only DM particles with speeds slower
than v0 ⇠ vorb will scatter and gain energy from the or-
biting compact object [35]. Particles moving faster than
v0 will instead give rise to dynamical heating, increasing
the energy of the compact object. However, this e↵ect
is suppressed by the ratio mDM/m2 and can safely be
neglected in this scenario [45, p. 582].

The scattering probability can now be evaluated as:

PE(�E) =
1

g(E)

ZZ

r<rE , v<v0

� (E(r, v) � E)

⇥ � (�E(b) ��E) d3r d3v .

(4.11)

Evaluating the integral over v, as in Eq. (4.5), and us-
ing Eq. (4.10) to change the argument of the second �-
function, we obtain:

PE(�E) =
⇡b2

90

g(E)v2
0

Z rE

rcut

1

b


1 +

b2

b902

�2

⇥ � (b � b?(�E))
p

2 ( (r) � E) d3r .
(4.12)

Here, we have defined b? = b90
p

2v2
0
/|�E| � 1 and the

lower limit rcut = Gm1/(E + 1

2
v2
0
) ensures that only par-

ticles with v < v0 can scatter with the orbiting compact
object.

Equation (4.12) now involves an integral over the entire
DM spike, with a contribution only from positions with
impact parameters b = b?(�E). This corresponds to an

6 Note that we do not consider changes in the velocity perpendicu-
lar to the motion of the compact object because on average these
do not give rise to a change in energy.
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b

r

r2

� �

FIG. 7. Geometry of DM scattering around the com-
pact object. The compact object position is denoted �, at a
radius r2 from the central IMBH. The motion of the compact
object is into (or out of) the page. See Eqs. (4.12)-(4.16) for
more details.

integral over the torus with minor radius b?(�E) and
major radius r2, the orbital radius of the compact object.
For b ⌧ r2, we can perform the azimuthal integral over
the orbit:

Z
r2 dr d cos ✓ d� ! 2⇡r2

Z
sin ✓ r dr d✓ , (4.13)

where (r, ✓,�) are the standard spherical polar coordi-
nates. Finally, we change variables from (r, ✓) to (b,↵),
where the angle ↵ 2 [0, 2⇡] is defined as in Fig. 7. With
this, we have:

Z
sin ✓ r dr d✓ ! 2

Z ⇡

0

Z 1

0

sin (✓[b,↵]) b db d↵ . (4.14)

Substituting in Eq. (4.12) and performing the integral
over b, we finally obtain:

PE(�E) =
4⇡2r2
g(E)

b902

v2
0


1 +

b2?
b902

�2

⇥

Z p
2 ( (r[b?,↵]) � E) sin (✓[b?,↵]) d↵ .

(4.15)

The radial coordinate r is now expressed as:

r[b?,↵] =
⇥
r2
2

+ b2? + 2r2b? cos↵
⇤1/2

, (4.16)

and we integrate over all values of ↵ 2 [0,⇡] such
that r[b?,↵] 2 [rcut, rE ]. We work to first order in
b?/r2, in which case Eq. (4.15) can be written in terms
of elliptic integrals; more details are provided in Ap-
pendix D. Code for computing the properties and time
evolution of the DM spike is publicly available online at
https://github.com/bradkav/HaloFeedback [51].

A. Testing the halo feedback

Before tackling the complete IMRI system including a
dynamic DM spike, we first test the formalism by fol-
lowing the evolution of the DM distribution in a simpler

FIG. 8. Evolution of the DM spike density profile
due to feedback from the orbiting object. We con-
sider an compact object m2 = 1 M� orbiting at a fixed radius
r = 10�8 pc from the IMBH with m1 = 1000 M�. Note that
we plot ⇢DM(r) multiplied by the fraction of DM at radius
r moving more slowly than the local orbital speed vorb(r).
The upper panel shows the evolution of the density profile
normalised to the density profile ⇢0 at the start of the simu-
lation.

scenario. We consider a mass m2 = 1M� orbiting a
central BH m1 = 1000M� at a distance r2 = 10�8 pc.
This configuration is a typical snapshot of an IMRI sig-
nal which would be observable by LISA, except that we
will keep the orbital separation fixed. That is, we will
look only at how the DM spike evolves in response to en-
ergy injection, without allowing the orbit of the compact
object to change.

Figure 8 shows the result of this “test” simulation, run
over 40000 orbits. We plot the density profile of the spike,
including only those particles moving more slowly than
the local orbital speed v < vorb(r) (i.e. only those parti-
cles which would produce a net dynamical friction e↵ect
on the orbiting compact object). DM particles are grad-
ually depleted from close to the compact object through
scattering; at the end of the simulation, the density at the
orbital radius has dropped to 3% of the initial density.
We note that particles with some energy E naturally pop-
ulate radii between r = 0 and r = rE = Gm1/E . This
means that particles scattering at a radius r2 will also
deplete particles at smaller radii, as observed in Fig. 8.
These scattered particles gain energy and their average
radius increases, leading to a bump in the density profile
at r > r2.

By comparing the change in energy of the DM spike
and the work which would be done on the compact object
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<latexit sha1_base64="JE4mkH1K3L9LCMXtpaZeXSXt3dk=">AAACHXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VoNyXRgG6UggguK9gHNLFMppN26OTBzKRQQn7Ejb/ixoUiLtyIf+MkzUJbDwycOfde7rnHjRgV0jC+tdLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7un7x90RBhzTNo4ZCHvuUgQRgPSllQy0os4Qb7LSNedXGf17pRwQcPgXs4i4vhoFFCPYiSVNNAtm4/DGq/DS2jTQELbR3LM/WSYPpzl3PWSaQq9Wv7BiCU3aX2gV42GkQMuE7MgVVCgNdA/7WGIY58EEjMkRN80IukkiEuKGUkrdixIhPAEjUhf0QD5RDhJfl0KT5QyhF7I1VMOc/X3RIJ8IWa+qzozj2Kxlon/1fqx9C6chAZRLEmA54u8mEEZwiwqOKScYMlmiiDMqfIK8RhxhKUKtKJCMBdPXiad04ZpNaw7q9q8KuIogyNwDGrABOegCW5BC7QBBo/gGbyCN+1Je9HetY95a0krZg7BH2hfP70sobo=</latexit>

Dark Matter, Black Holes and Gravitational WavesBradley J. Kavanagh (IFCA, Santander)

�f(E) = �pEf(E)+
� �

E
E � �E
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f(E � �E)PE��E(�E) d�E

<latexit sha1_base64="Qz1xskmeLn74RCIxVtP5hPBJqdQ=">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</latexit>

Self-consistent evolution
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Particles scattering from 

Particles scattering from 
E � �E � E

<latexit sha1_base64="YwXPE5f0o9f1nlSxboiM74L6R9o=">AAACInicbZDJSgNBEIZ7XGPcRj16aQyCF4cZ91wkoIJHBaNCZgg1nU7SpGehu0YJQ57Fi6/ixYOingQfxk4MEpcfGn6+qqKr/jCVQqPrvltj4xOTU9OFmeLs3PzCor20fKmTTDFeZYlM1HUImksR8yoKlPw6VRyiUPKrsHPUr1/dcKVFEl9gN+VBBK1YNAUDNKhul/0IsM1A5ic9ukmpf8wlAh2hvhKtNoJSye0opnW75DruQNR1dl2vvOfRb+INTYkMdVa3X/1GwrKIx8gkaF3z3BSDHBQKJnmv6Geap8A60OI1Y2OIuA7ywYk9um5IgzYTZV6MdEBHJ3KItO5Goens76h/1/rwv1otw+ZBkIs4zZDH7OujZiYpJrSfF20IxRnKrjHAlDC7UtYGBQxNqkUTgvf75L/mcsvxtp2t851S5XAYR4GskjWyQTyyTyrklJyRKmHkjjyQJ/Js3VuP1ov19tU6Zg1nVsgPWR+fUbGkLA==</latexit>

E � E + �E
<latexit sha1_base64="3S9KZtrclQ+DjXJlpegGsLXw11o=">AAACIXicdZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSyCIJS0CnYlBRVcVrAXaEo5mU7boZNMmDlRSuiruPFV3LhQpDvxZUzaCvV2YODn+8/hnPm9UAqDjvNuLSwuLa+sZtay6xubW9v2zm7NqEgzXmVKKt3wwHApAl5FgZI3Qs3B9ySve4OL1K/fcW2ECm5xGPKWD71AdAUDTFDbLrk+YJ+BjK9G1NWi10fQWt3TeX5M3UsuEeZh284V8s6kqPNLfFk5MqtK2x67HcUinwfIJBjTLDghtmLQKJjko6wbGR4CG0CPNxMZgM9NK578cEQPE9KhXaWTFyCd0PmJGHxjhr6XdKYnmp9eCv/ymhF2S61YBGGEPGDTRd1IUlQ0jYt2hOYM5TARwLRIbqWsDxoYJqFm50P4X9SK+cJJvnhzmiufz+LIkH1yQI5IgZyRMrkmFVIljDyQJ/JCXq1H69l6s8bT1gVrNrNHvpX18QnfX6Pr</latexit>

Assuming everything evolves slowly compared to the orbital period:

- probability for a particle with energy      to 
 scatter and receive a ‘kick’ 

E
<latexit sha1_base64="v+Xo9HH6BivoZdY7vVFPC7S72KY=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRItPjZSEMFlBfuANJTJdNIOnUzCzI1QQj/DjQtF3Po17vwbJ2kQtR4YOJxzL3Pu8WPBNdj2p1VaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3qrt7HR0lirI2jUSkej7RTHDJ2sBBsF6sGAl9wbr+5Drzuw9MaR7Je5jGzAvJSPKAUwJGcvshgTElIr2ZDao1u27nwIvEKUgNFWgNqh/9YUSTkEmggmjtOnYMXkoUcCrYrNJPNIsJnZARcw2VJGTaS/PIM3xklCEOImWeBJyrPzdSEmo9DX0zmUXUf71M/M9zEwguvJTLOAEm6fyjIBEYIpzdj4dcMQpiagihipusmI6JIhRMS5W8hMsMZ98nL5LOSd05rTfuGrXmVVFHGR2gQ3SMHHSOmugWtVAbURShR/SMXiywnqxX620+WrKKnX30C9b7F45IkY8=</latexit>

�E
<latexit sha1_base64="TQHpyOy5fNTDu6tH6hZ5oSmwrE0=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dDBbBVUm1+NhIQQWXFewDmlAm00k7dPJgZqKU2E9x40IRt36JO//GSRpErQcGDufcyz1z3IgzqSzr0ygsLC4trxRXS2vrG5tbZnm7LcNYENoiIQ9F18WSchbQlmKK024kKPZdTjvu+CL1O3dUSBYGt2oSUcfHw4B5jGClpb5Zti8pV9j2sRoRzJOrad+sWFUrA5ontZxUIEezb37Yg5DEPg0U4VjKXs2KlJNgoRjhdFqyY0kjTMZ4SHuaBtin0kmy6FO0r5UB8kKhX6BQpv7cSLAv5cR39WQaUf71UvE/rxcr79RJWBDFigZkdsiLOVIhSntAAyYoUXyiCSaC6ayIjLDAROm2SlkJZymOv788T9qH1dpRtX5TrzTO8zqKsAt7cAA1OIEGXEMTWkDgHh7hGV6MB+PJeDXeZqMFI9/ZgV8w3r8AdOWUQg==</latexit>

- total probability for a particle with 
energy     to scatterE

<latexit sha1_base64="v+Xo9HH6BivoZdY7vVFPC7S72KY=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRItPjZSEMFlBfuANJTJdNIOnUzCzI1QQj/DjQtF3Po17vwbJ2kQtR4YOJxzL3Pu8WPBNdj2p1VaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3qrt7HR0lirI2jUSkej7RTHDJ2sBBsF6sGAl9wbr+5Drzuw9MaR7Je5jGzAvJSPKAUwJGcvshgTElIr2ZDao1u27nwIvEKUgNFWgNqh/9YUSTkEmggmjtOnYMXkoUcCrYrNJPNIsJnZARcw2VJGTaS/PIM3xklCEOImWeBJyrPzdSEmo9DX0zmUXUf71M/M9zEwguvJTLOAEm6fyjIBEYIpzdj4dcMQpiagihipusmI6JIhRMS5W8hMsMZ98nL5LOSd05rTfuGrXmVVFHGR2gQ3SMHHSOmugWtVAbURShR/SMXiywnqxX620+WrKKnX30C9b7F45IkY8=</latexit>

PE(�E)

<latexit sha1_base64="OeC0AcDNxTWpVl8kJlJtYQCp2dc=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3Q4tQNyWRgl0WH+Cygn1AE8JkOmmHTiZhZiKUkL0bf8WNC0Xc+gPu/BsnbRbaeuDC4Zx7ufceP2ZUKsv6Nkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BeXjUk1EiMOniiEVi4CNJGOWkq6hiZBALgkKfkb4/vcr9/gMRkkb8Xs1i4oZozGlAMVJa8sxqx0udEKkJRiy9ybK6c02YQr+kM8+sWQ1rDrhK7ILUQIGOZ345owgnIeEKMyTl0LZi5aZIKIoZySpOIkmM8BSNyVBTjkIi3XT+SwZPtTKCQSR0cQXn6u+JFIVSzkJfd+Y3ymUvF//zhokKWm5KeZwowvFiUZAwqCKYBwNHVBCs2EwThAXVt0I8QQJhpeOr6BDs5ZdXSe+8YTcbrbtmrX1ZxFEGJ6AK6sAGF6ANbkEHdAEGj+AZvII348l4Md6Nj0VryShmjsEfGJ8/OsObLg==</latexit>

pE =

�
PE(�E) d�E

<latexit sha1_base64="75YkuFzKke/rBOZhWvZlAK3tw9A=">AAACPXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgVpCRSsBuh+ACXFfqCJoTJZNoOnTyYmQgl5Mfc+A/u3LlxoYhbt07SLGrrgYEz59zLvfe4EaNCGsartrK6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u3rB4ddEcYckw4OWcj7LhKE0YB0JJWM9CNOkO8y0nMnN5nfeyRc0DBoy2lEbB+NAjqkGEklOXo7ciwfyTFGLLlL4RW0aCBhy0nm1LRq3RIm0Zx0Zp3nP+4nXrrkOnrFqBk54DIxC1IBBVqO/mJ5IY59EkjMkBAD04iknSAuKWYkLVuxIBHCEzQiA0UD5BNhJ/n1KTxVigeHIVdP7Z6r8x0J8oWY+q6qzFYUi14m/ucNYjls2AkNoliSAM8GDWMGZQizKKFHOcGSTRVBmFO1K8RjxBGWKvCyCsFcPHmZdC9qZr3WeKhXmtdFHCVwDE5AFZjgEjTBPWiBDsDgCbyBD/CpPWvv2pf2PStd0YqeI/AH2s8vq3uwKg==</latexit>

Probability for a particle to be 
up-scattered and receive a kick

Dark Matter, Black Holes and Gravitational WavesBradley J. Kavanagh (IFCA, Santander)

�f(E) = �pEf(E)+
� �

E
E � �E

�5/2

f(E � �E)PE��E(�E) d�E

<latexit sha1_base64="Qz1xskmeLn74RCIxVtP5hPBJqdQ=">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</latexit>

Self-consistent evolution
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Particles scattering from 

Particles scattering from 
E � �E � E

<latexit sha1_base64="YwXPE5f0o9f1nlSxboiM74L6R9o=">AAACInicbZDJSgNBEIZ7XGPcRj16aQyCF4cZ91wkoIJHBaNCZgg1nU7SpGehu0YJQ57Fi6/ixYOingQfxk4MEpcfGn6+qqKr/jCVQqPrvltj4xOTU9OFmeLs3PzCor20fKmTTDFeZYlM1HUImksR8yoKlPw6VRyiUPKrsHPUr1/dcKVFEl9gN+VBBK1YNAUDNKhul/0IsM1A5ic9ukmpf8wlAh2hvhKtNoJSye0opnW75DruQNR1dl2vvOfRb+INTYkMdVa3X/1GwrKIx8gkaF3z3BSDHBQKJnmv6Geap8A60OI1Y2OIuA7ywYk9um5IgzYTZV6MdEBHJ3KItO5Goens76h/1/rwv1otw+ZBkIs4zZDH7OujZiYpJrSfF20IxRnKrjHAlDC7UtYGBQxNqkUTgvf75L/mcsvxtp2t851S5XAYR4GskjWyQTyyTyrklJyRKmHkjjyQJ/Js3VuP1ov19tU6Zg1nVsgPWR+fUbGkLA==</latexit>

E � E + �E
<latexit sha1_base64="3S9KZtrclQ+DjXJlpegGsLXw11o=">AAACIXicdZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSyCIJS0CnYlBRVcVrAXaEo5mU7boZNMmDlRSuiruPFV3LhQpDvxZUzaCvV2YODn+8/hnPm9UAqDjvNuLSwuLa+sZtay6xubW9v2zm7NqEgzXmVKKt3wwHApAl5FgZI3Qs3B9ySve4OL1K/fcW2ECm5xGPKWD71AdAUDTFDbLrk+YJ+BjK9G1NWi10fQWt3TeX5M3UsuEeZh284V8s6kqPNLfFk5MqtK2x67HcUinwfIJBjTLDghtmLQKJjko6wbGR4CG0CPNxMZgM9NK578cEQPE9KhXaWTFyCd0PmJGHxjhr6XdKYnmp9eCv/ymhF2S61YBGGEPGDTRd1IUlQ0jYt2hOYM5TARwLRIbqWsDxoYJqFm50P4X9SK+cJJvnhzmiufz+LIkH1yQI5IgZyRMrkmFVIljDyQJ/JCXq1H69l6s8bT1gVrNrNHvpX18QnfX6Pr</latexit>

Assuming everything evolves slowly compared to the orbital period:

- probability for a particle with energy      to 
 scatter and receive a ‘kick’ 

E
<latexit sha1_base64="v+Xo9HH6BivoZdY7vVFPC7S72KY=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRItPjZSEMFlBfuANJTJdNIOnUzCzI1QQj/DjQtF3Po17vwbJ2kQtR4YOJxzL3Pu8WPBNdj2p1VaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3qrt7HR0lirI2jUSkej7RTHDJ2sBBsF6sGAl9wbr+5Drzuw9MaR7Je5jGzAvJSPKAUwJGcvshgTElIr2ZDao1u27nwIvEKUgNFWgNqh/9YUSTkEmggmjtOnYMXkoUcCrYrNJPNIsJnZARcw2VJGTaS/PIM3xklCEOImWeBJyrPzdSEmo9DX0zmUXUf71M/M9zEwguvJTLOAEm6fyjIBEYIpzdj4dcMQpiagihipusmI6JIhRMS5W8hMsMZ98nL5LOSd05rTfuGrXmVVFHGR2gQ3SMHHSOmugWtVAbURShR/SMXiywnqxX620+WrKKnX30C9b7F45IkY8=</latexit>

�E
<latexit sha1_base64="TQHpyOy5fNTDu6tH6hZ5oSmwrE0=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dDBbBVUm1+NhIQQWXFewDmlAm00k7dPJgZqKU2E9x40IRt36JO//GSRpErQcGDufcyz1z3IgzqSzr0ygsLC4trxRXS2vrG5tbZnm7LcNYENoiIQ9F18WSchbQlmKK024kKPZdTjvu+CL1O3dUSBYGt2oSUcfHw4B5jGClpb5Zti8pV9j2sRoRzJOrad+sWFUrA5ontZxUIEezb37Yg5DEPg0U4VjKXs2KlJNgoRjhdFqyY0kjTMZ4SHuaBtin0kmy6FO0r5UB8kKhX6BQpv7cSLAv5cR39WQaUf71UvE/rxcr79RJWBDFigZkdsiLOVIhSntAAyYoUXyiCSaC6ayIjLDAROm2SlkJZymOv788T9qH1dpRtX5TrzTO8zqKsAt7cAA1OIEGXEMTWkDgHh7hGV6MB+PJeDXeZqMFI9/ZgV8w3r8AdOWUQg==</latexit>

- total probability for a particle with 
energy     to scatterE

<latexit sha1_base64="v+Xo9HH6BivoZdY7vVFPC7S72KY=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRItPjZSEMFlBfuANJTJdNIOnUzCzI1QQj/DjQtF3Po17vwbJ2kQtR4YOJxzL3Pu8WPBNdj2p1VaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3qrt7HR0lirI2jUSkej7RTHDJ2sBBsF6sGAl9wbr+5Drzuw9MaR7Je5jGzAvJSPKAUwJGcvshgTElIr2ZDao1u27nwIvEKUgNFWgNqh/9YUSTkEmggmjtOnYMXkoUcCrYrNJPNIsJnZARcw2VJGTaS/PIM3xklCEOImWeBJyrPzdSEmo9DX0zmUXUf71M/M9zEwguvJTLOAEm6fyjIBEYIpzdj4dcMQpiagihipusmI6JIhRMS5W8hMsMZ98nL5LOSd05rTfuGrXmVVFHGR2gQ3SMHHSOmugWtVAbURShR/SMXiywnqxX620+WrKKnX30C9b7F45IkY8=</latexit>

PE(�E)

<latexit sha1_base64="OeC0AcDNxTWpVl8kJlJtYQCp2dc=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3Q4tQNyWRgl0WH+Cygn1AE8JkOmmHTiZhZiKUkL0bf8WNC0Xc+gPu/BsnbRbaeuDC4Zx7ufceP2ZUKsv6Nkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BeXjUk1EiMOniiEVi4CNJGOWkq6hiZBALgkKfkb4/vcr9/gMRkkb8Xs1i4oZozGlAMVJa8sxqx0udEKkJRiy9ybK6c02YQr+kM8+sWQ1rDrhK7ILUQI GOZ345owgnIeEKMyTl0LZi5aZIKIoZySpOIkmM8BSNyVBTjkIi3XT+SwZPtTKCQSR0cQXn6u+JFIVSzkJfd+Y3ymUvF//zhokKWm5KeZwowvFiUZAwqCKYBwNHVBCs2EwThAXVt0I8QQJhpeOr6BDs5ZdXSe+8YTcbrbtmrX1ZxFEGJ6AK6sAGF6ANbkEHdAEGj+AZvII348l4Md6Nj0VryShmjsEfGJ8/OsObLg==</latexit>

pE =

�
PE(�E) d�E

<latexit sha1_base64="75YkuFzKke/rBOZhWvZlAK3tw9A=">AAACPXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgVpCRSsBuh+ACXFfqCJoTJZNoOnTyYmQgl5Mfc+A/u3LlxoYhbt07SLGrrgYEz59zLvfe4EaNCGsartrK6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u3rB4ddEcYckw4OWcj7LhKE0YB0JJWM9CNOkO8y0nMnN5nfeyRc0DBoy2lEbB+NAjqkGEklOXo7ciwfyTFGLLlL4RW0aCBhy0nm1LRq3RIm0Zx0Zp3nP+4nXrrkOnrFqBk54DIxC1IBBVqO/mJ5IY59EkjMkBAD04iknSAuKWYkLVuxIBHCEzQiA0UD5BNhJ/n1KTxVigeHIVdP7Z6r8x0J8oWY+q6qzFYUi14m/ucNYjls2AkNoliSAM8GDWMGZQizKKFHOcGSTRVBmFO1K8RjxBGWKvCyCsFcPHmZdC9qZr3WeKhXmtdFHCVwDE5AFZjgEjTBPWiBDsDgCbyBD/CpPWvv2pf2PStd0YqeI/AH2s8vq3uwKg==</latexit>

IFIC 5/05/2020

relative energy per unit mass:

IFIC 12/05/2020SNOLAB 6/07/2020IBS-IFT-MultiDark workshop  14/10/2020 22
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q � mNS/mIMBH � 1
<latexit sha1_base64="WdMBy6Kk0Rm50jBd26xDLTdM4ow=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAgupM5o8bGRopu6UCraB3RKyaRpG5rMTJNMoQzzE278FTcuFHEruPNvzLTFVz0QODnnXu69xw0YlcqyPoyp6ZnZufnUQnpxaXll1VxbL0s/FJiUsM98UXWRJIx6pKSoYqQaCIK4y0jF7Z4nfqVPhKS+d6sGAalz1PZoi2KktNQwd3vQIb2Q9iFvOBypjuDR1U289/27uDwrxNBhDNoNM2NlrSHgJLHHJAPGKDbMd6fp45ATT2GGpKzZVqDqERKKYkbitBNKEiDcRW1S09RDnMh6NLwqhttaacKWL/TzFByqPzsixKUccFdXJqvKv14i/ufVQtU6rkfUC0JFPDwa1AoZVD5MIoJNKghWbKAJwoLqXSHuIIGw0kGmhyGcJDj8OnmSlPez9kE2d53L5E/HcaTAJtgCO8AGRyAPCqAISgCDO/AAnsCzcW88Gi/G66h0yhj3bIBfMN4+AdI7nrU=</latexit>

IMBH
NS

r2
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The change in energy of an up-scattered particle can be written as: 2
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FIG. 1. Intermediate mass-ratio inspiral (IMRI) sys-
tem with a dark matter “spike.” A central intermediate-
mass black hole (IMBH) of mass m1 is orbited by a lighter
compact object m2 < m1 at an orbital radius r2. The IMBH
is also surrounded by a “spike” of dark matter with density
profile ⇢DM(r).

both the vacuum inspiral, and to the unphysical case of
a static DM halo. We demonstrate that the dephasing
of the gravitational waveform induced by dark matter is
smaller than previously assumed, but is still potentially
detectable by the LISA mission, which will have a peak
sensitivity at frequencies between 10�3 and 10�2 Hz [41].
It could thus provide a powerful diagnostic of the particle
nature of dark matter.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we demon-
strate that the standard approach to the dephasing signal
induced by DM minispikes is likely to violate energy con-
servation; in Sec. III, we present N -body simulations to
validate our model for dynamical friction; in Sec. IV, we
present our prescription for evolving the phase space dis-
tribution of DM; in Sec. V, we use this prescription to
follow the evolution of the binary and the DM spike self-
consistently; finally, in Sec. VI, we discuss some caveats
of this work and possible implications for the detection of
such a DM spike in intermediate mass-ratio inspirals in
the future. We conclude in Sec. VII, and we have several
supplementary results in four appendices.

II. ENERGY BALANCE CONSIDERATIONS
FOR STATIC DARK MATTER HALOS

In this section, we describe the evolution of a system
composed of a central IMBH with a surrounding DM
spike and a lighter compact object (e.g. a neutron star)
orbiting around the IMBH and through its DM cloud.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1. We model the evolution of
this system using Newtonian gravity, and we include dis-

sipative e↵ects arising from dynamical friction and grav-
itational radiation. Following Eda et al. [26, 27], we ne-
glect any feedback on the DM halo in this section, and
we consider only circular orbits.

A. Notation for IMBH system and DM
distribution

We first define several notions of masses for the binary
and the DM distribution. We will denote the mass of
the IMBH by m1 and the mass of the small compact
object by m2. Other definitions of masses we will need
are M = m1 + m2, the total mass; q = m2/m1  1,
the mass ratio; µ = m1m2/M , the reduced mass; and
Mc = µ3/5M2/5, the chirp mass.

We assume that the IMBH is surrounded by a DM
spike, formed as the adiabatic growth of the black hole
enhances the central density of the host halo [18, 20, 42–
44]. The dark-matter distribution will be given by

⇢DM(r) =

⇢
⇢sp

� rsp
r

��sp rin  r  rsp
0. r < rin

, (2.1)

where r is the distance from the center of the IMBH. We
define the inner radius of the spike to be rin = 4Gm1/c2

following the results in [42]. We will not treat the DM
distribution at distances r > rsp. We also will not treat
rsp as a free parameter, but as determined by m1, ⇢sp
and �sp via

rsp ⇡


(3 � �sp)0.23��spm1

2⇡⇢sp

�1/3

. (2.2)

This assumes that rsp ⇡ 0.2rh, where rh is defined from

Z rh

rin

⇢DM(r)4⇡r2 dr = 2m1 , (2.3)

as in [27]. We can now compute the DM mass within a
distance r. The result is

menc(r) =

⇢
mDM(r) � mDM(rin) rin  r  rsp
0. r < rin

,

(2.4)
where

mDM(r) =
4⇡⇢spr

�sp
sp

3 � �sp
r3��sp . (2.5)

With this notation set, we can now more easily discuss
issues related to energy balance.

B. Gravitational potential energy of the DM
distribution

To compute the total potential energy in the distribu-
tion of DM, we determine the amount of work required

9

central BH, this can be calculated as:

g (E) =

Z
� (E � E(r, v)) d3r d3v

= 16⇡2

Z rE

0

drr2
p

2 ( (r) � E)

=
p

2⇡3G3m1
3
E
�5/2 ,

(4.5)

where rE = Gm1/E is the maximum radius for a particle
of energy E .5

Let us write PE(�E) as the probability (over a single
orbit) that a particle with energy E scatters with the com-
pact object and gains an energy �E . Then, the change
in the number of particles at energy E over a single orbit
can be written as:

�N(E) = �N(E)

Z
PE(�E) d�E

+

Z
N(E ��E)PE��E(�E) d�E ,

(4.6)

where the integration is over the range
[�E(bmax),�E(bmin)]. The first term in Eq. (4.6)
describes those particles initially at energy E which scat-
ter to another energy, while the second term corresponds
to those particles which scatter from energies E ��E to
energy E .

We will describe the evolution of the system in terms
of the distribution function f(E) = mDMN(E)/g(E).
Assuming that the evolution of the system is much
slower than the orbital frequency, we can write �f ⇡

Torb @f/@t, with Torb = 2⇡
p

(r2)3/(GM) the orbital pe-
riod. Thus, we obtain:

Torb

@f(E , t)

@t
= �pEf(E , t) +

Z ✓
E

E ��E

◆5/2

f(E ��E , t)PE��E(�E) d�E ,

(4.7)

where pE =
R
PE(�E) d�E is the total probability for a

particle of energy E to scatter with the compact object
during one orbit. We note that while we do not write
PE(�E) with an explicit time-dependence, this probabil-
ity depends implicitly on time through the orbital ve-
locity and orbital radius r2(t). Using Eq. (4.7), we can
evolve the distribution function over a number of or-
bits (assuming that the binary separation changes slowly
compared to the orbital period). The density profile
throughout the spike can then be derived using Eq. (4.3),
which in turn is used to evaluate the rate of energy loss
due to dynamical friction, given in Eq. (2.13).

5 We note that formally g(E)f(E) diverges as E ! 0 for �sp < 4.
However, we have so far only considered a DM spike which ex-
tends out to infinity. In practice, the DM spike will be smoothly
truncated at large radii, modifying the distribution function as
E ! 0 and ensuring that the total number of DM particles re-
mains finite.

The final step is then to evaluate PE(�E). When a
DM particle passes the compact object with impact pa-
rameter b, it is deflected and the velocity of the compact
object parallel to its motion changes.6 The change in
speed of the compact object is [45, App. L]:

�vk = �2v0
mDM

m2


1 +

b2

b902

��1

, (4.8)

where v0 is the relative speed of the encounter, which we
take to be of order the orbital speed, and b90 was defined
in Eq. (2.15). The change in energy of the compact object
is then

�E =
1

2
m2

⇥
(v0 +�vk)

2
� v2

0

⇤
⇡ m2v0�vk , (4.9)

meaning that by energy conservation the change in rela-
tive energy per unit mass E of a single DM particle is:

�E(b) = �
�E

mDM

= �2v2
0


1 +

b2

b902

��1

. (4.10)

We assume that only DM particles with speeds slower
than v0 ⇠ vorb will scatter and gain energy from the or-
biting compact object [35]. Particles moving faster than
v0 will instead give rise to dynamical heating, increasing
the energy of the compact object. However, this e↵ect
is suppressed by the ratio mDM/m2 and can safely be
neglected in this scenario [45, p. 582].

The scattering probability can now be evaluated as:

PE(�E) =
1

g(E)

ZZ

r<rE , v<v0

� (E(r, v) � E)

⇥ � (�E(b) ��E) d3r d3v .

(4.11)

Evaluating the integral over v, as in Eq. (4.5), and us-
ing Eq. (4.10) to change the argument of the second �-
function, we obtain:

PE(�E) =
⇡b2

90

g(E)v2
0

Z rE

rcut

1

b


1 +

b2

b902

�2

⇥ � (b � b?(�E))
p

2 ( (r) � E) d3r .
(4.12)

Here, we have defined b? = b90
p

2v2
0
/|�E| � 1 and the

lower limit rcut = Gm1/(E + 1

2
v2
0
) ensures that only par-

ticles with v < v0 can scatter with the orbiting compact
object.

Equation (4.12) now involves an integral over the entire
DM spike, with a contribution only from positions with
impact parameters b = b?(�E). This corresponds to an

6 Note that we do not consider changes in the velocity perpendicu-
lar to the motion of the compact object because on average these
do not give rise to a change in energy.

The scattering probability can be evaluated by 
integrating over the region of influence of a 
compact object (cfr. numerical simulations)

Dark Matter, Black Holes and Gravitational WavesBradley J. Kavanagh (IFCA, Santander)

Scattering probability
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Two body scattering problem relates energy 
 exchange to impact parameter:

r2
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Integrate over the surface of the  
‘torus of influence’

Working to first order in b/r, the result 
can be written in terms of elliptic integrals

Code available online: 
github.com/bradkav/HaloFeedback 

PE(�E) �
��

� (E(r, v) � E) � � (�E(b) � �E) d3r d3v .
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tor of 100.
For a heavier central IMBH of m2 = 104 M�, the bind-

ing energy available in the DM spike is larger. As shown
in Fig. 3, this available energy is on the same order as
the work done by dynamical friction. This is reflected in
the smaller di↵erence between the results for the static
and dynamic spikes. The dephasing would appear as
a roughly 0.5% e↵ect if we assumed a static spike; the
dephasing e↵ect is reduced by a further 50% once we in-
corporate dynamic feedback of the DM. For a spike with
slope �sp = 7/3, the dephasing e↵ect still corresponds to
a di↵erence of around 7400 GW cycles.

We note that assuming a static halo, the size of the
dephasing e↵ect is smaller for a heavier IMBH because
dynamical friction is subdominant to GW energy losses
(for the initial separations we consider here). However,
due to the tighter gravitational binding, the impact of
allowing for a dynamic DM spike is smaller for a heavier
IMBH. Thus, in the dynamic case, the dephasing e↵ect
is larger for a central BH of mass m1 = 104 M� than
for m1 = 103 M�. This suggests that a mass ratio q =
O(10�4) is a promising target for detecting the e↵ect of
a DM spike on the gravitational waveform.

While the dephasing including halo feedback is still
smaller than that predicted by Eda et al., we expect
that the qualitative conclusions of [27] should still hold:
namely, that the e↵ects of the DM on the emitted GWs
will allow properties of the DM distribution to be mea-
sured from the observed GWs by an interferometer like
LISA. We leave computation of how well LISA will be
able to measure the properties of the DM spike to future
work.

Finally, for a central IMBH of m1 = 105 M�, incor-
porating feedback appears to lead to a percent-level cor-
rection to the dephasing e↵ect. Such percent-level cor-
rections are important if we wish to model the IMRI
waveform to high precision. However, the overall size
of the dephasing e↵ect is much smaller, and di↵erence in
�Ncycles between the static and dynamic case is typically
smaller than our numerical accuracy of O(100) cycles.
Even so, such a small di↵erence is in line with our expec-
tations from right panel of Fig. 3, which shows that the
binding energy of the DM halo is typically larger than
the work done by dynamical friction, due to the larger
potential of the central IMBH. Further refinements to
our numerical procedure will be required to determine
the precise size of the dephasing e↵ect in this case.

As well as reducing the number of GW cycles, dynam-
ical friction is also expected to shorten the inspiral time
between two fixed frequencies [32] and change the density
profile of the DM mini-spike. In Fig. 10, we plot spec-
trograms, showing the frequency evolution of the GW
signal with time, starting from a fixed initial frequency.
For a mass ratio q = 10�3, the assumption of a static
DM spike implies that a 5-year inspiral in vacuum would
be shortened by more than 1 year in the presence of a
DM spike with �sp = 7/3. However, our self-consistent
model substantially reduces the size of the e↵ect, lead-
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FIG. 10. Frequency evolution of the IMRI system.
Gravitational wave frequency of the binary as a function of
time, starting approximately 5 years before the merger. The
black curve shows the evolution in the absence of a DM spike,
while the colored curves show the evolution for spikes with
characteristic density ⇢sp = 226 M�/pc3 and di↵erent slopes
�sp. Note that 2.3 = 7/3. Top: mass ratio q = 10�3. Bot-
tom: mass ratio q = 10�4.

ing to an inspiral which is just 4 days shorter than the
vacuum case. We also see that the inspiral time is very
sensitive to the slope of the DM distribution, rapidly be-
coming undetectable for a mild slope of �sp = 3/2. For
a mass ratio q = 10�4, the impact of allowing for a dy-
namic spike is less extreme, though still gives an O(1)
change. The inspiral is shorter by around 53 days in the
static case, reduced to around 20 days in the dynamic
case.

Finally, we show in Fig. 11 the e↵ect of the inspiral
on the density profile of the DM mini-spike. Here, again
we assume a central IMBH mass of 103 M� and a fidu-
cial spike with ⇢sp = 226M�/pc3 and slope �sp = 7/3 =
2.333 . . . ⌘ 2.3. We notice that, after the inspiral, the
DM density at each radius is altered at most by a factor
of 2 with respect to the initial configuration (for a com-

The dephasing accumulated due to dynamical friction is small with 
respect to the “static spike” calculation, but still detectable by LISA
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For a heavier central IMBH of m2 = 104 M�, the bind-

ing energy available in the DM spike is larger. As shown
in Fig. 3, this available energy is on the same order as
the work done by dynamical friction. This is reflected in
the smaller di↵erence between the results for the static
and dynamic spikes. The dephasing would appear as
a roughly 0.5% e↵ect if we assumed a static spike; the
dephasing e↵ect is reduced by a further 50% once we in-
corporate dynamic feedback of the DM. For a spike with
slope �sp = 7/3, the dephasing e↵ect still corresponds to
a di↵erence of around 7400 GW cycles.

We note that assuming a static halo, the size of the
dephasing e↵ect is smaller for a heavier IMBH because
dynamical friction is subdominant to GW energy losses
(for the initial separations we consider here). However,
due to the tighter gravitational binding, the impact of
allowing for a dynamic DM spike is smaller for a heavier
IMBH. Thus, in the dynamic case, the dephasing e↵ect
is larger for a central BH of mass m1 = 104 M� than
for m1 = 103 M�. This suggests that a mass ratio q =
O(10�4) is a promising target for detecting the e↵ect of
a DM spike on the gravitational waveform.

While the dephasing including halo feedback is still
smaller than that predicted by Eda et al., we expect
that the qualitative conclusions of [27] should still hold:
namely, that the e↵ects of the DM on the emitted GWs
will allow properties of the DM distribution to be mea-
sured from the observed GWs by an interferometer like
LISA. We leave computation of how well LISA will be
able to measure the properties of the DM spike to future
work.

Finally, for a central IMBH of m1 = 105 M�, incor-
porating feedback appears to lead to a percent-level cor-
rection to the dephasing e↵ect. Such percent-level cor-
rections are important if we wish to model the IMRI
waveform to high precision. However, the overall size
of the dephasing e↵ect is much smaller, and di↵erence in
�Ncycles between the static and dynamic case is typically
smaller than our numerical accuracy of O(100) cycles.
Even so, such a small di↵erence is in line with our expec-
tations from right panel of Fig. 3, which shows that the
binding energy of the DM halo is typically larger than
the work done by dynamical friction, due to the larger
potential of the central IMBH. Further refinements to
our numerical procedure will be required to determine
the precise size of the dephasing e↵ect in this case.

As well as reducing the number of GW cycles, dynam-
ical friction is also expected to shorten the inspiral time
between two fixed frequencies [32] and change the density
profile of the DM mini-spike. In Fig. 10, we plot spec-
trograms, showing the frequency evolution of the GW
signal with time, starting from a fixed initial frequency.
For a mass ratio q = 10�3, the assumption of a static
DM spike implies that a 5-year inspiral in vacuum would
be shortened by more than 1 year in the presence of a
DM spike with �sp = 7/3. However, our self-consistent
model substantially reduces the size of the e↵ect, lead-
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FIG. 10. Frequency evolution of the IMRI system.
Gravitational wave frequency of the binary as a function of
time, starting approximately 5 years before the merger. The
black curve shows the evolution in the absence of a DM spike,
while the colored curves show the evolution for spikes with
characteristic density ⇢sp = 226 M�/pc3 and di↵erent slopes
�sp. Note that 2.3 = 7/3. Top: mass ratio q = 10�3. Bot-
tom: mass ratio q = 10�4.

ing to an inspiral which is just 4 days shorter than the
vacuum case. We also see that the inspiral time is very
sensitive to the slope of the DM distribution, rapidly be-
coming undetectable for a mild slope of �sp = 3/2. For
a mass ratio q = 10�4, the impact of allowing for a dy-
namic spike is less extreme, though still gives an O(1)
change. The inspiral is shorter by around 53 days in the
static case, reduced to around 20 days in the dynamic
case.

Finally, we show in Fig. 11 the e↵ect of the inspiral
on the density profile of the DM mini-spike. Here, again
we assume a central IMBH mass of 103 M� and a fidu-
cial spike with ⇢sp = 226M�/pc3 and slope �sp = 7/3 =
2.333 . . . ⌘ 2.3. We notice that, after the inspiral, the
DM density at each radius is altered at most by a factor
of 2 with respect to the initial configuration (for a com-
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tor of 100.
For a heavier central IMBH of m2 = 104 M�, the bind-
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for m1 = 103 M�. This suggests that a mass ratio q =
O(10�4) is a promising target for detecting the e↵ect of
a DM spike on the gravitational waveform.

While the dephasing including halo feedback is still
smaller than that predicted by Eda et al., we expect
that the qualitative conclusions of [27] should still hold:
namely, that the e↵ects of the DM on the emitted GWs
will allow properties of the DM distribution to be mea-
sured from the observed GWs by an interferometer like
LISA. We leave computation of how well LISA will be
able to measure the properties of the DM spike to future
work.

Finally, for a central IMBH of m1 = 105 M�, incor-
porating feedback appears to lead to a percent-level cor-
rection to the dephasing e↵ect. Such percent-level cor-
rections are important if we wish to model the IMRI
waveform to high precision. However, the overall size
of the dephasing e↵ect is much smaller, and di↵erence in
�Ncycles between the static and dynamic case is typically
smaller than our numerical accuracy of O(100) cycles.
Even so, such a small di↵erence is in line with our expec-
tations from right panel of Fig. 3, which shows that the
binding energy of the DM halo is typically larger than
the work done by dynamical friction, due to the larger
potential of the central IMBH. Further refinements to
our numerical procedure will be required to determine
the precise size of the dephasing e↵ect in this case.

As well as reducing the number of GW cycles, dynam-
ical friction is also expected to shorten the inspiral time
between two fixed frequencies [32] and change the density
profile of the DM mini-spike. In Fig. 10, we plot spec-
trograms, showing the frequency evolution of the GW
signal with time, starting from a fixed initial frequency.
For a mass ratio q = 10�3, the assumption of a static
DM spike implies that a 5-year inspiral in vacuum would
be shortened by more than 1 year in the presence of a
DM spike with �sp = 7/3. However, our self-consistent
model substantially reduces the size of the e↵ect, lead-
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Gravitational wave frequency of the binary as a function of
time, starting approximately 5 years before the merger. The
black curve shows the evolution in the absence of a DM spike,
while the colored curves show the evolution for spikes with
characteristic density ⇢sp = 226 M�/pc3 and di↵erent slopes
�sp. Note that 2.3 = 7/3. Top: mass ratio q = 10�3. Bot-
tom: mass ratio q = 10�4.

ing to an inspiral which is just 4 days shorter than the
vacuum case. We also see that the inspiral time is very
sensitive to the slope of the DM distribution, rapidly be-
coming undetectable for a mild slope of �sp = 3/2. For
a mass ratio q = 10�4, the impact of allowing for a dy-
namic spike is less extreme, though still gives an O(1)
change. The inspiral is shorter by around 53 days in the
static case, reduced to around 20 days in the dynamic
case.

Finally, we show in Fig. 11 the e↵ect of the inspiral
on the density profile of the DM mini-spike. Here, again
we assume a central IMBH mass of 103 M� and a fidu-
cial spike with ⇢sp = 226M�/pc3 and slope �sp = 7/3 =
2.333 . . . ⌘ 2.3. We notice that, after the inspiral, the
DM density at each radius is altered at most by a factor
of 2 with respect to the initial configuration (for a com-

Different slopes for the DM dress correspond to different dephasing!
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The “Dark Dress”
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Detecting the Dark Dress around IMBHs with GWsConclusions

IFIC 5/05/2020

• Different types of black holes (stellar-mass, supermassive) have been observed. 
Active searches for primordial black holes, intermediate-mass black holes. 

• Accretion of baryonic matter is an extraordinarily powerful mechanism to 
convert gravitational energy into heat and radiation. Both isolated astrophysical 
black holes and primordial black holes can be searched by studying X-ray and 
radio emission from the accreted matter. 

• Dark matter can accumulate and form sharp mini-spikes around stellar-mass, 
intermediate mass and supermassive black holes.  

• The DM dress in IMRI systems can induce a dephasing on the associated 
waveforms. Science case for LISA! May shed light on the nature of the dark 
matter.
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Thank you for your attention!

Daniele Gaggero
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FIG. 2. New constraints (red shaded regions) on DM models if a DM spike is detected with an EMRI. For ultralight bosons (panel a), fermionic
DM (panel b), and PBH DM (panel d), we exclude a region of the DM particle/PBH mass. The constraints depend on the mass of the detected
central black hole, MBH (the DM spike profile is uniquely predicted for given MBH using the M–� relation). For self-annihilating DM (panel
c), the constraint is on the cross section-DM mass plane, assuming MBH = 106 M�. If ultralight bosons exist in the mDM 2 [10�17, 10�14]
eV range, they could be identified through superradiant-induced clouds (see Ref. [32]; panel a, green region). If the EMRI event is sufficiently
nearby (' 90Mpc), as expected of the closest EMRIs [59], electromagnetic counterparts from DM annihilation may be possible in some
optimistic cases (panel c, green region). Previous lower limits (gray regions) on fermionic DM and upper limits on DM annihilation cross
section are from Refs. [60, 61]. For all panels, the thick solid lines and thin gray lines correspond to � = 2 and � = 1 initial DM halo slopes,
respectively. See text and Appendix for details.

less than the mean age of galaxies or stars, ⇠ 1010 yr), an
EMRI DM spike measurement sets a upper limit on the total
annihilation cross section,

�v . 3.17 ⇥ 10�32 cm3s�1

⇣
m�

100GeV

⌘

⇥

✓
1020 GeV/cm3

⇢obs

◆✓
106 yr
tBH

◆
.

(8)

Thus, any EMRI DM spike measurement will be in strong
tension with the simplest thermal relic DM hypothesis (Fig. 2,
panel c), currently an open window between 20GeV < m� <

100TeV [61]. We emphasize this is the total cross section,
thus includes the difficult-to-probe neutrino channels.

For other cases (p-wave annihilation, non-thermal mod-
els, and others), the cross-section could be significantly
lower [13]. In such scenarios, the EMRI event could have
a persistent electromagnetic counterpart due to DM annihi-
lation. We find that in the optimistic scenario, where � =
2, the BH is heavy MBH ⇠ 106 M� and nearby D ⇠

90Mpc, the electromagnetic counterpart is detectable with e-
ASTROGAM/Fermi/CTA (see the Appendix for details), as
shown in Fig. 2. However, within such a small volume, the
expected number of EMRI events is only of order one [59].
Thus, to see the electromagnetic counterpart, the fraction of
halos hosting spikes must be high, the DM spike must be rel-
atively young, and the event must be nearby.

Primordial black hole DM We consider the case that PBHs
dominates cosmic DM density (as long as the non-PBH com-
ponent of DM cannot mimic a spike as described above.) If
a DM spike is measured with EMRI, there must be at least
one PBH (N � 1) in the probed volume (8MBH < r <

300MBH). The mass of the of the PBH,mPBH, must then sat-
isfy

NmPBH 

Z
300MBH

8MBH

⇢obs(r)d
3
r . (9)

Consequently, the PBH mass range could be constrained to
mPBH . 10�7 M� (� = 1, Fig. 2, panel d). This sim-
ple PBH number argument offers an independent constraint
on the PBHs, complementary to various existing considera-
tions (e.g., Refs. [77–82]).

We note that the above N = 1 constraint is exceptionally
conservative. In the case of a spike detection, for the PBH
DM to mimic the dynamical friction effect, the spike must
have a large amount of PBHs N � 1, thus leading to more
stringent constraints. We leave the exploration of this effect
for the future.

In principle, one could also combine these spike measure-
ments with ground-based detectors that observe PBH merg-
ers within the spikes. Unfortunately, the fraction of mergers
within a single halo is Nsp . 10�2 yr�1 (Ref. [33]]), and thus

Hannuksela+ 1906.11845

• The effect is sensitive to the DM slope: we 
can learn about the nature of the DM
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can learn about the nature of the DM
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FIG. 2. New constraints (red shaded regions) on DM models if a DM spike is detected with an EMRI. For ultralight bosons (panel a), fermionic
DM (panel b), and PBH DM (panel d), we exclude a region of the DM particle/PBH mass. The constraints depend on the mass of the detected
central black hole, MBH (the DM spike profile is uniquely predicted for given MBH using the M–� relation). For self-annihilating DM (panel
c), the constraint is on the cross section-DM mass plane, assuming MBH = 106 M�. If ultralight bosons exist in the mDM 2 [10�17, 10�14]
eV range, they could be identified through superradiant-induced clouds (see Ref. [32]; panel a, green region). If the EMRI event is sufficiently
nearby (' 90Mpc), as expected of the closest EMRIs [59], electromagnetic counterparts from DM annihilation may be possible in some
optimistic cases (panel c, green region). Previous lower limits (gray regions) on fermionic DM and upper limits on DM annihilation cross
section are from Refs. [60, 61]. For all panels, the thick solid lines and thin gray lines correspond to � = 2 and � = 1 initial DM halo slopes,
respectively. See text and Appendix for details.

less than the mean age of galaxies or stars, ⇠ 1010 yr), an
EMRI DM spike measurement sets a upper limit on the total
annihilation cross section,

�v . 3.17 ⇥ 10�32 cm3s�1

⇣
m�

100GeV

⌘

⇥

✓
1020 GeV/cm3

⇢obs

◆✓
106 yr
tBH

◆
.

(8)

Thus, any EMRI DM spike measurement will be in strong
tension with the simplest thermal relic DM hypothesis (Fig. 2,
panel c), currently an open window between 20GeV < m� <

100TeV [61]. We emphasize this is the total cross section,
thus includes the difficult-to-probe neutrino channels.

For other cases (p-wave annihilation, non-thermal mod-
els, and others), the cross-section could be significantly
lower [13]. In such scenarios, the EMRI event could have
a persistent electromagnetic counterpart due to DM annihi-
lation. We find that in the optimistic scenario, where � =
2, the BH is heavy MBH ⇠ 106 M� and nearby D ⇠

90Mpc, the electromagnetic counterpart is detectable with e-
ASTROGAM/Fermi/CTA (see the Appendix for details), as
shown in Fig. 2. However, within such a small volume, the
expected number of EMRI events is only of order one [59].
Thus, to see the electromagnetic counterpart, the fraction of
halos hosting spikes must be high, the DM spike must be rel-
atively young, and the event must be nearby.

Primordial black hole DM We consider the case that PBHs
dominates cosmic DM density (as long as the non-PBH com-
ponent of DM cannot mimic a spike as described above.) If
a DM spike is measured with EMRI, there must be at least
one PBH (N � 1) in the probed volume (8MBH < r <

300MBH). The mass of the of the PBH,mPBH, must then sat-
isfy

NmPBH 

Z
300MBH

8MBH

⇢obs(r)d
3
r . (9)

Consequently, the PBH mass range could be constrained to
mPBH . 10�7 M� (� = 1, Fig. 2, panel d). This sim-
ple PBH number argument offers an independent constraint
on the PBHs, complementary to various existing considera-
tions (e.g., Refs. [77–82]).

We note that the above N = 1 constraint is exceptionally
conservative. In the case of a spike detection, for the PBH
DM to mimic the dynamical friction effect, the spike must
have a large amount of PBHs N � 1, thus leading to more
stringent constraints. We leave the exploration of this effect
for the future.

In principle, one could also combine these spike measure-
ments with ground-based detectors that observe PBH merg-
ers within the spikes. Unfortunately, the fraction of mergers
within a single halo is Nsp . 10�2 yr�1 (Ref. [33]]), and thus
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FIG. 2. New constraints (red shaded regions) on DM models if a DM spike is detected with an EMRI. For ultralight bosons (panel a), fermionic
DM (panel b), and PBH DM (panel d), we exclude a region of the DM particle/PBH mass. The constraints depend on the mass of the detected
central black hole, MBH (the DM spike profile is uniquely predicted for given MBH using the M–� relation). For self-annihilating DM (panel
c), the constraint is on the cross section-DM mass plane, assuming MBH = 106 M�. If ultralight bosons exist in the mDM 2 [10�17, 10�14]
eV range, they could be identified through superradiant-induced clouds (see Ref. [32]; panel a, green region). If the EMRI event is sufficiently
nearby (' 90Mpc), as expected of the closest EMRIs [59], electromagnetic counterparts from DM annihilation may be possible in some
optimistic cases (panel c, green region). Previous lower limits (gray regions) on fermionic DM and upper limits on DM annihilation cross
section are from Refs. [60, 61]. For all panels, the thick solid lines and thin gray lines correspond to � = 2 and � = 1 initial DM halo slopes,
respectively. See text and Appendix for details.

less than the mean age of galaxies or stars, ⇠ 1010 yr), an
EMRI DM spike measurement sets a upper limit on the total
annihilation cross section,

�v . 3.17 ⇥ 10�32 cm3s�1

⇣
m�

100GeV

⌘

⇥

✓
1020 GeV/cm3

⇢obs
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106 yr
tBH
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.

(8)

Thus, any EMRI DM spike measurement will be in strong
tension with the simplest thermal relic DM hypothesis (Fig. 2,
panel c), currently an open window between 20GeV < m� <

100TeV [61]. We emphasize this is the total cross section,
thus includes the difficult-to-probe neutrino channels.

For other cases (p-wave annihilation, non-thermal mod-
els, and others), the cross-section could be significantly
lower [13]. In such scenarios, the EMRI event could have
a persistent electromagnetic counterpart due to DM annihi-
lation. We find that in the optimistic scenario, where � =
2, the BH is heavy MBH ⇠ 106 M� and nearby D ⇠

90Mpc, the electromagnetic counterpart is detectable with e-
ASTROGAM/Fermi/CTA (see the Appendix for details), as
shown in Fig. 2. However, within such a small volume, the
expected number of EMRI events is only of order one [59].
Thus, to see the electromagnetic counterpart, the fraction of
halos hosting spikes must be high, the DM spike must be rel-
atively young, and the event must be nearby.

Primordial black hole DM We consider the case that PBHs
dominates cosmic DM density (as long as the non-PBH com-
ponent of DM cannot mimic a spike as described above.) If
a DM spike is measured with EMRI, there must be at least
one PBH (N � 1) in the probed volume (8MBH < r <

300MBH). The mass of the of the PBH,mPBH, must then sat-
isfy

NmPBH 

Z
300MBH

8MBH

⇢obs(r)d
3
r . (9)

Consequently, the PBH mass range could be constrained to
mPBH . 10�7 M� (� = 1, Fig. 2, panel d). This sim-
ple PBH number argument offers an independent constraint
on the PBHs, complementary to various existing considera-
tions (e.g., Refs. [77–82]).

We note that the above N = 1 constraint is exceptionally
conservative. In the case of a spike detection, for the PBH
DM to mimic the dynamical friction effect, the spike must
have a large amount of PBHs N � 1, thus leading to more
stringent constraints. We leave the exploration of this effect
for the future.

In principle, one could also combine these spike measure-
ments with ground-based detectors that observe PBH merg-
ers within the spikes. Unfortunately, the fraction of mergers
within a single halo is Nsp . 10�2 yr�1 (Ref. [33]]), and thus
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The role of radiation feedback
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• Radiative feedback: The accreted 
matter heats up and emits ionizing 
radiation. A ionization front is formed. 

Figure 2.5: Jump in steady-flow fluid variables across an ionization front, as seen by
an observer in the frame of the front (which moves to the right in the laboratory frame
in this diagram). Region 1 is the neutral ambient medium and region 2 is the ionized
postfront gas.

50

• Low BH velocity  —> D-type (dense) I-front 
• High BH velocity —> R-type (rarefied) I-front P can be eliminated in favor of C, the isothermal sound speed, in eq (2.19):

!2(v2
2 + C2

2) = !1(v1
2 + C1

2) (2.20)

Solving for v2, one finds

v2
2 !

!

v1 +
C1

2

v1

"

v2 + C2
2 = 0 (2.21)

for which real solutions exist only if

v1 +
C1

2

v1
> 2C2 (2.22)

or

v1
2 ! 2C2v1 + C1

2 = f(v1) > 0 (2.23)

f(v1) is a parabola in the v1–f plane with two roots:

vD = C2 ! (C2
2 ! C1

2)1/2 "
C1

2

2C2
(2.24)

and

vR = C2 + (C2
2 ! C1

2)1/2 " 2C2 (2.25)

f(v1) < 0 for vD < v1 < VR so real values of v2 are only possible if v1 (= vfront) > vR
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• D-type: v lower than 

• R-type: v lower than 
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(1807.11495, 1906.05950) 

• Can be probed by studying low-energy (MeV) gamma-ray data. PBHs can produce a 
detectable signal (Hawking radiation). Science case for future experiments  (AMEGO, 
e-ASTROGAM…)
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decades. We also estimate the expected improvement in
the bounds from a putative future experiment. We do so
by assuming that such a (more sensitive) experiment will
resolve a significantly larger number of individual AGNs
and blazars and will therefore provide a lower isotropic
unresolved background for energies above ⇠ 200 keV. We
show that, under this assumption, a significantly better
upper limit on the PBH abundance than the current one
may be placed in the future. This result motivates the
investment in future gamma- and X-ray experiments in
this range, as well as in further theoretical studies geared
towards a more precise modeling of astrophysical sources.

II. HAWKING RADIATION FROM PBHS

The photon emission from a population of PBHs of
mass M accounting for a fraction f = ⌦PBH/⌦DM of
the total DM density in the Universe is

�M =
dN

dE dt
= f
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4⇡M

Z
dz

e
�⌧(z)

H(z)
 M [(1 + z)E] , (1)

where ⇢ = 2.17⇥ 10�30g/cm3 is the current DM density
of the Universe [28], and H(z) is the Hubble rate of ex-
pansion as a function of redshift. The function  M [E]
denotes the di↵erential flux emitted by a single PBH, as
a function of the energy E, per unit of energy and time.
For PBHs of masses above 1016 g is well approximated
by the primary2 Hawking emission:

 M [E] = (2⇡~)�1�s/(exp(E/kBT )� 1) , (2)

where the so-called grey factor �s is a function of M and
E. In the high-energy limit E � kBT , the grey fac-
tor approximately satisfies �s / (M/mP )2(E/mP c

2)2;
whereas for E ⌧ kBT , �s / (M/mP )4(E/mP c

2)4 [22].
These expressions are insu�cient to render adequately
the peak height and position of  M [E], which is best
computed numerically. To do so we use the public code
BlackHawk [29], which also allows to include the (sub-
dominant) secondary emission. We find that the di↵er-
ential flux for BHs of mass between 1016g and 1020g can
be approximated by

 M [E] '
2.5⇥ 1021 GeV�1s�1

(M18 E/E0)�2.7 + (M18 E/E0)6.7
, (3)

where E0 = 6.54⇥ 10�5 GeV and M18 ⌘ M/1018g. This
approximation is accurate to better than ⇠ 1% around
the emission’s peak (until  M [E] decreases an order of
magnitude), which is enough for our purposes. Neverthe-
less, we obtain the bounds on the PBH abundance from
the instantaneous spectra given by BlackHawk.

2
The spectrum of BHs may feature a secondary emission compo-

nent, depending on their mass, which is due to the interactions

among the primary emitted particles, see e.g. [4].

FIG. 1. Cosmic X-ray background spectrum, as measured by
various experiments. Overimposed are the Ueda+14 model
(blue dashed line), the fit to a double power-law (black dashed
line) of Eq. 4, and the corrections to the latter due to two
hypothetical monochromatic PBH distributions with di↵erent
masses M and cosmological abundances f = ⌦PBH/⌦DM .

The factor (1+z) inside  M [(1+z)E] accounts for the
Doppler shift from the time of emission to the time of ar-
rival to the detector. The optical depth ⌧(z) describes the
attenuation due to the propagation of the signal over the
relevant cosmological redshifts. Unlike for hard gamma
rays, this is negligible for soft gamma-rays and X-rays.
The integrand in (1) decreases very rapidly with z and ac-
curate results are obtained integrating up to z ⇠ O(100).

III. THE X-RAY AND GAMMA-RAY AGN
BACKGROUND

There has been a considerable e↵ort dedicated to in-
terpreting the measurements of the X-ray and gamma-
ray background from keV energies all the way up to
⇠ 100 GeV in terms of a superposition of a large number
of unresolved extra-Galactic sources. In particular, the
data in the range ⇠ 5–200 keV observed by Swift/BAT
[30], MAXI [31], ASCA [32], XMM-Newton [33], Chan-
dra [34] and ROSAT [35] are well reproduced by a pop-
ulation synthesis model of active galactic nuclei (AGNs)
developed by Ueda et al. in [36] (see the blue dotted line
in Figure 1). AGNs are powered by gas accretion onto
a supermassive black hole and are very e�cient X-ray
emitters. The model of [36] is based on the extrapolation
of the luminosity functions of AGNs in di↵erent redshift
ranges inferred by a sample of 4039 AGNs in soft (up to
2 keV) and/or hard X-ray bands (>2 keV). The objects
in the sample include both Compton-thin and Compton-
thick AGNs (with the latter being heavily obscured by
dust). As can be seen if Figure 1, this AGN modeling
fails to describe adequately the SMM data.
Indeed, for energies above ⇠ 50 � 100 keV the contri-

bution from blazars is expected to become progressively
more important. These objects correspond to the AGNs
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FIG. 1. Cosmic X-ray background spectrum, as measured by
various experiments. Overimposed are the Ueda+14 model
(blue dashed line), the fit to a double power-law (black dashed
line) of Eq. 4, and the corrections to the latter due to two
hypothetical monochromatic PBH distributions with di↵erent
masses M and cosmological abundances f = ⌦PBH/⌦DM .

The factor (1+z) inside  M [(1+z)E] accounts for the
Doppler shift from the time of emission to the time of ar-
rival to the detector. The optical depth ⌧(z) describes the
attenuation due to the propagation of the signal over the
relevant cosmological redshifts. Unlike for hard gamma
rays, this is negligible for soft gamma-rays and X-rays.
The integrand in (1) decreases very rapidly with z and ac-
curate results are obtained integrating up to z ⇠ O(100).
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PBH constraints: planet mass range
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• A hint comes from 6 ultrashort-timescale 
events detected by Optical Gravitational 
Lensing Experiment for stars in the 
Galactic bulge (1901.07120) 

• “Unbounded” Earth-like planets or 
planet-mass PBHs? 

• Further data needed, e.g. from M31! 14
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FIG. 8: Shaded blue region is the 95% CL allowed region of PBH abundance, obtained by assuming that 6 ultrashort-timescale
microlensing events in the OGLE data are due to PBHs. Note that we assume a monochromatic mass scale for PBHs as given
in the x-axis. The allowed region is computed from the condition P (fPBH,MPBH)/Pmax > 0.046, which corresponds to 95% CL
if the surface of posterior distribution follows a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution (Pmax is the posterior distribution for
the best-fit model). Dark shaded region shows the result when combining the allowed region of the ultrashort-timescale events
with the upper bounds from the Subaru constraints and the longer timescale OGLE data.

DM, fPBH, is specified for an assumed PBH mass scale
(MPBH); N

PBH

exp
(E, i) / fPBH. As a conservative ap-

proach, we use the observed counts, Nobs(tE,i) for the
expectation value of microlensing events due to stellar
components. In the following, we assume that the MW
DM model for the spatial and velocity distributions for
PBH in Sections III, and we treat the PBH mass frac-
tion parameter, fPBH, as a free parameter for an assumed
PBH mass scale (MPBH). Namely we consider a single
model parameter for an assumed PBH mass scale (we will
discuss later for a possible extension of this assumption).
When fPBH = 0, i.e. N

PBH

exp
= 0, the maximum likeli-

hood is realized because of N
PBH

exp
� 0. The last term in

the above log likelihood is irrelevant for parameter infer-
ence, because it is a fixed number irrespectively of model
parameter (fPBH).

Given the likelihood function and the PBH model (de-
noted as M), the posterior distribution of model param-
eter, fPBH, is computed based on the Bayes’s theorem
as

P (fPBH|d, M) =
L(d|fPBH)⇧(fPBH)

P (d|M)
, (39)

where ⇧(fPBH) is a prior of fPBH and P (d|M) ⌘ E is the
evidence. In this paper, we assume a flat prior, fPBH  1;
the total PBH mass in the MW region cannot exceed
the DM mass. By computing the above equation with
varying the model parameter fPBH, we can obtain the
posterior distribution for an assumed mass scale of PBH.
Fig. 6 shows some examples for the posterior distribution
for a given PBH mass scale, obtained from the above
method.
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A) Binaries formed after 
close encounters

[Bird et al., 1603.00464]

Did LIGO detect dark matter?

Simeon Bird,⇤ Ilias Cholis, Julian B. Muñoz, Yacine Ali-Häımoud, Marc
Kamionkowski, Ely D. Kovetz, Alvise Raccanelli, and Adam G. Riess1

1
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Johns Hopkins University,

3400 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21218, USA

We consider the possibility that the black-hole (BH) binary detected by LIGO may be a signature
of dark matter. Interestingly enough, there remains a window for masses 20M� . Mbh . 100M�
where primordial black holes (PBHs) may constitute the dark matter. If two BHs in a galactic halo
pass su�ciently close, they radiate enough energy in gravitational waves to become gravitationally
bound. The bound BHs will rapidly spiral inward due to emission of gravitational radiation and
ultimately merge. Uncertainties in the rate for such events arise from our imprecise knowledge of the
phase-space structure of galactic halos on the smallest scales. Still, reasonable estimates span a range
that overlaps the 2 � 53 Gpc�3 yr�1 rate estimated from GW150914, thus raising the possibility
that LIGO has detected PBH dark matter. PBH mergers are likely to be distributed spatially
more like dark matter than luminous matter and have no optical nor neutrino counterparts. They
may be distinguished from mergers of BHs from more traditional astrophysical sources through the
observed mass spectrum, their high ellipticities, or their stochastic gravitational wave background.
Next generation experiments will be invaluable in performing these tests.

The nature of the dark matter (DM) is one of the
most longstanding and puzzling questions in physics.
Cosmological measurements have now determined with
exquisite precision the abundance of DM [1, 2], and from
both observations and numerical simulations we know
quite a bit about its distribution in Galactic halos. Still,
the nature of the DM remains a mystery. Given the ef-
ficacy with which weakly-interacting massive particles—
for many years the favored particle-theory explanation—
have eluded detection, it may be warranted to consider
other possibilities for DM. Primordial black holes (PBHs)
are one such possibility [3–6].

Here we consider whether the two ⇠ 30M� black holes
detected by LIGO [7] could plausibly be PBHs. There is
a window for PBHs to be DM if the BH mass is in the
range 20M� . M . 100M� [8, 9]. Lower masses are
excluded by microlensing surveys [10–12]. Higher masses
would disrupt wide binaries [9, 13, 14]. It has been ar-
gued that PBHs in this mass range are excluded by CMB
constraints [15, 16]. However, these constraints require
modeling of several complex physical processes, includ-
ing the accretion of gas onto a moving BH, the conversion
of the accreted mass to a luminosity, the self-consistent
feedback of the BH radiation on the accretion process,
and the deposition of the radiated energy as heat in the
photon-baryon plasma. A significant (and di�cult to
quantify) uncertainty should therefore be associated with
this upper limit [17], and it seems worthwhile to exam-
ine whether PBHs in this mass range could have other
observational consequences.

In this Letter, we show that if DM consists of ⇠ 30 M�
BHs, then the rate for mergers of such PBHs falls within
the merger rate inferred from GW150914. In any galactic
halo, there is a chance two BHs will undergo a hard scat-
ter, lose energy to a soft gravitational wave (GW) burst
and become gravitationally bound. This BH binary will

merge via emission of GWs in less than a Hubble time.1

Below we first estimate roughly the rate of such mergers
and then present the results of more detailed calcula-
tions. We discuss uncertainties in the calculation and
some possible ways to distinguish PBHs from BH bina-
ries from more traditional astrophysical sources.
Consider two PBHs approaching each other on a hy-

perbolic orbit with some impact parameter and relative
velocity vpbh. As the PBHs near each other, they pro-
duce a time-varying quadrupole moment and thus GW
emission. The PBH pair becomes gravitationally bound
if the GW emission exceeds the initial kinetic energy. The
cross section for this process is [19, 20],
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where Mpbh is the PBH mass, and M30 the PBH mass
in units of 30M�, Rs = 2GMpbh/c2 is its Schwarzschild
radius, vpbh is the relative velocity of two PBHs, and
vpbh�200 is this velocity in units of 200 km sec�1.
We begin with a rough but simple and illustrative es-

timate of the rate per unit volume of such mergers. Sup-
pose that all DM in the Universe resided in Milky-Way
like halos of mass M = M12 1012 M� and uniform mass
density ⇢ = 0.002 ⇢0.002 M� pc�3 with ⇢0.002 ⇠ 1. As-
suming a uniform-density halo of volume V = M/⇢, the
rate of mergers per halo would be

N ' (1/2)V (⇢/Mpbh)
2�v

' 3.10⇥ 10�12 M12 ⇢0.002 v
�11/7
pbh�200 yr

�1 . (2)

1
In our analysis, PBH binaries are formed inside halos at z = 0.

Ref. [18] considered instead binaries which form at early times

and merge over a Hubble time.
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Hubble flow

B) Binaries formed in the 
early Universe

MBHR�3 > �(z) before zeq
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A) Binaries formed after 
close encounters

[Bird et al., 1603.00464]

Did LIGO detect dark matter?

Simeon Bird,⇤ Ilias Cholis, Julian B. Muñoz, Yacine Ali-Häımoud, Marc
Kamionkowski, Ely D. Kovetz, Alvise Raccanelli, and Adam G. Riess1

1
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Johns Hopkins University,

3400 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21218, USA

We consider the possibility that the black-hole (BH) binary detected by LIGO may be a signature
of dark matter. Interestingly enough, there remains a window for masses 20M� . Mbh . 100M�
where primordial black holes (PBHs) may constitute the dark matter. If two BHs in a galactic halo
pass su�ciently close, they radiate enough energy in gravitational waves to become gravitationally
bound. The bound BHs will rapidly spiral inward due to emission of gravitational radiation and
ultimately merge. Uncertainties in the rate for such events arise from our imprecise knowledge of the
phase-space structure of galactic halos on the smallest scales. Still, reasonable estimates span a range
that overlaps the 2 � 53 Gpc�3 yr�1 rate estimated from GW150914, thus raising the possibility
that LIGO has detected PBH dark matter. PBH mergers are likely to be distributed spatially
more like dark matter than luminous matter and have no optical nor neutrino counterparts. They
may be distinguished from mergers of BHs from more traditional astrophysical sources through the
observed mass spectrum, their high ellipticities, or their stochastic gravitational wave background.
Next generation experiments will be invaluable in performing these tests.

The nature of the dark matter (DM) is one of the
most longstanding and puzzling questions in physics.
Cosmological measurements have now determined with
exquisite precision the abundance of DM [1, 2], and from
both observations and numerical simulations we know
quite a bit about its distribution in Galactic halos. Still,
the nature of the DM remains a mystery. Given the ef-
ficacy with which weakly-interacting massive particles—
for many years the favored particle-theory explanation—
have eluded detection, it may be warranted to consider
other possibilities for DM. Primordial black holes (PBHs)
are one such possibility [3–6].

Here we consider whether the two ⇠ 30M� black holes
detected by LIGO [7] could plausibly be PBHs. There is
a window for PBHs to be DM if the BH mass is in the
range 20M� . M . 100M� [8, 9]. Lower masses are
excluded by microlensing surveys [10–12]. Higher masses
would disrupt wide binaries [9, 13, 14]. It has been ar-
gued that PBHs in this mass range are excluded by CMB
constraints [15, 16]. However, these constraints require
modeling of several complex physical processes, includ-
ing the accretion of gas onto a moving BH, the conversion
of the accreted mass to a luminosity, the self-consistent
feedback of the BH radiation on the accretion process,
and the deposition of the radiated energy as heat in the
photon-baryon plasma. A significant (and di�cult to
quantify) uncertainty should therefore be associated with
this upper limit [17], and it seems worthwhile to exam-
ine whether PBHs in this mass range could have other
observational consequences.

In this Letter, we show that if DM consists of ⇠ 30 M�
BHs, then the rate for mergers of such PBHs falls within
the merger rate inferred from GW150914. In any galactic
halo, there is a chance two BHs will undergo a hard scat-
ter, lose energy to a soft gravitational wave (GW) burst
and become gravitationally bound. This BH binary will

merge via emission of GWs in less than a Hubble time.1

Below we first estimate roughly the rate of such mergers
and then present the results of more detailed calcula-
tions. We discuss uncertainties in the calculation and
some possible ways to distinguish PBHs from BH bina-
ries from more traditional astrophysical sources.
Consider two PBHs approaching each other on a hy-

perbolic orbit with some impact parameter and relative
velocity vpbh. As the PBHs near each other, they pro-
duce a time-varying quadrupole moment and thus GW
emission. The PBH pair becomes gravitationally bound
if the GW emission exceeds the initial kinetic energy. The
cross section for this process is [19, 20],
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where Mpbh is the PBH mass, and M30 the PBH mass
in units of 30M�, Rs = 2GMpbh/c2 is its Schwarzschild
radius, vpbh is the relative velocity of two PBHs, and
vpbh�200 is this velocity in units of 200 km sec�1.
We begin with a rough but simple and illustrative es-

timate of the rate per unit volume of such mergers. Sup-
pose that all DM in the Universe resided in Milky-Way
like halos of mass M = M12 1012 M� and uniform mass
density ⇢ = 0.002 ⇢0.002 M� pc�3 with ⇢0.002 ⇠ 1. As-
suming a uniform-density halo of volume V = M/⇢, the
rate of mergers per halo would be

N ' (1/2)V (⇢/Mpbh)
2�v

' 3.10⇥ 10�12 M12 ⇢0.002 v
�11/7
pbh�200 yr

�1 . (2)

1
In our analysis, PBH binaries are formed inside halos at z = 0.

Ref. [18] considered instead binaries which form at early times

and merge over a Hubble time.
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Hubble flow

B) Binaries formed in the 
early Universe

MBHR�3 > �(z) before zeq
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Require:

• If most of the DM is made of PBHs, most pairs 
decouple from the Hubble flow and form a 
binary deep in the radiation era. 

• If f < 0.01, only rare pairs with small 
separation form binary systems.

Sasaki+ PRL 2017
Ali-Haimoud+ 
2017

ICCUB 21/05/2019IFAE 24/05/2019Elusives webinar 28/05/2019Torino 2/07/2019Valencia 5/05/2020

The PBH merger rate

IFIC 5/05/2020IFIC 12/05/2020Padova 9/09/2020IBS-IFT-MultiDark workshop  14/10/2020



The merger rate of PBHs

Pisa 12/01/2017 LPTHE 14/02/2017 Padova 22/02/2017 Valencia 5/05/2020

• Probability distribution of PBH binaries that form deep in the radiation era from a 
randomly (unclustered) distribution of compact objects. 

• The probability distribution of PBHs and the merger rate today are the ingredients to 
compute the merger rate today 

Bradley J. Kavanagh (GRAPPA, Amsterdam) Black Holes’ Dark Dress: Dark Matter & Merging Black Holes
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e > 0.9999

[Ali-Haïmoud et al., 1709.06576, 
BJK, Gaggero & Bertone, 1805.09034]
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Randomly distributed  
(unclustered) PBHs
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where we computed the last integral numerically. The
reduced angular momentum j ⌘ `/

p
2Ma is therefore

j ⇡
0.3

p
0.1

�
1/2

✓
3

16⇡⇢eqM

◆1/2

x
3/2

x̂ ⇥ [Teq · x̂] ,

⇡ 0.5 x
3

x̂ ⇥


Teq

M
· x̂

�
(15)

where we used Eqs. (7) and (11) to simplify the expres-
sion.

1. Torques by other PBHs

Let us now specifically consider the tidal field gener-
ated by a point mass M at comoving separation y � x:

T
ij
eq

M
=

3ŷ
i
ŷ
j
� �

ij

y3
. (16)

This implies an angular momentum

j ⇡ 1.5
x
3

y3
(x̂ · ŷ)(x̂ ⇥ ŷ), (17)

with magnitude j ⇡ 0.8(x/y)3 sin(2✓), where ✓ is the
angle between x̂ and ŷ, consistent with the results of
Ref. [41].

The total reduced angular momentum resulting from
all other PBHs (at distance y � x) is hence given by

j ⇡ 1.5
X

p

x
3

y3
p

(x̂ · ŷp)(x̂ ⇥ ŷp). (18)

We compute explicitly the probability distribution of j

in the Appendix, where we find, for a given X,

j
dP

dj

���
X

= P(j/jX), P(�) ⌘
�
2

(1 + �2)3/2
, (19)

with jX ⌘ 0.5X. (20)

Note that this distribution extends to arbitrarily large
j, while physical values are limited to j  1. As long
as jX ⌧ 1, the contribution of unphysical values j > 1
is negligibly small. We emphasize that this probability
distribution accounts for torques by all PBHs. In con-
trast, Refs. [39, 41] only considered torques by the nearest
neighbor, which leads to the correct approximate char-
acteristic value of j, but does not allow to estimate its
exact probability distribution.

2. Torques by linear density perturbations

As pointed out in Refs. [44, 45], if the PBH frac-
tion is smaller than the characteristic large-scale mat-
ter density perturbation �m, then tidal torques are
dominated by large-scale linear perturbations, T

ij
eq =

�@i@j� = �4⇡⇢eq@i@j@
�2

�m. The resulting j is
Gaussian-distributed in the plane perpendicular to x̂,
with variance given by [see Appendix 2]

hj
2
i
1/2 =

r
3

10

�eq

f
X ⇡ 0.5

�eq

f
X. (21)

The relevant scales are those larger than the binary sep-
aration (perturbations on smaller scales are a↵ected in a
complex way by the binary orbit and would require to
be studied separately, as we discuss in Section III A 7).
Using Eq. (11), we find that the dark matter mass cor-
responding to the binary scale when it decouples from
the Hubble flow is of order Mdm ⇠ 0.1Msdec. As we will
see below, the typical decoupling scale factor for binaries
merging today is sdec ⇠ 10�2

� 1, so we conclude that
the scales to be included in �eq in Eq. (21) are those cor-
responding to a dark matter mass larger than ⇠ 10�3

M .
In principle the probability distribution for the total j,

which is the sum of two contributions (other PBHs and
linear perturbations), can be computed by convolving the
two probability distributions. This convolution is not
analytic, however, so for simplicity we assume that for a
given semi-major axis, the probability distribution of j

is given by Eq. (19), with the characteristic value

jX ⇡ 0.5
�
1 + �

2
eq/f

2
�1/2

X. (22)

D. Characteristic initial properties of binaries
merging today

For initial eccentricities close to unity, i.e. j ⌧ 1,
which, as we will see shortly, is the relevant regime, the
coalescence time through GW emission is given by [46]

t =
3

170

a
4

M3
j
7
. (23)

For a given X hence a, there is a unique j such that the
merger time is t; using Eq. (11), it is given by

j(t; X) ⌘

✓
170

3

tM
3
f
4

(0.1 x)4X16/3

◆1/7

. (24)

The di↵erential probability distribution of (X, t) is then
given by

d
2
P

dXdt
=

dP

dX

dP

dt

���
X

=
dP

dX
⇥


@j

@t

dP

dj

���
X

�

j(t;X)

. (25)

The probability distribution of the rescaled nearest-
neighbor separation is dP/dX = e�X (again, this as-
sumes a random distribution of PBHs, and may take
on di↵erent values in specific PBH formation models).
Given that j / t

1/7, @j/@t = j/(7t). Using Eq. (19) we
arrive at

d
2
P

dXdt
=

1

7t
e�X

P (�X) , �X ⌘
j(t; X)

jX
. (26)
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strong scaling of the merger time with a and j, the final
merger time will not be changed substantially by the DM
halo. Indeed, substituting Eq. (27) into Eq. (11), we find
that,

tf =
r

ai

af
ti , (28)

where ti and tf are the initial and final merger times of
the binary, before and after the impact of the DM halo
are taken into account. As we see in Fig. 9, the semi-
major axis is typically not reduced by more than a factor
of 10, meaning that the merger time is unlikely to be
reduced by more than a factor of a few.

IV. MERGER RATES AND CONSTRAINTS ON
THE PBH DENSITY

We can now combine the various findings described in
the previous sections in order to compute the impact of
DM mini-halos on the primordial BBH merger rate and
the corresponding LIGO limit on the PBH fraction.

Let us recap in detail the prescription we follow:

• We begin with the distribution of orbital elements
(a, e), or equivalently (a, j), for PBH binaries in the
early Universe, as described in Sec. II C.

• For a PBH binary with a given semi-major axis, we
estimate the redshift zdec at which the pair decou-
ples from the Hubble flow, and calculate the DM
halo mass accreted at that redshift.

• We compute the final semi-major axis and eccen-
tricity of the binary adopting the relations derived
above – summarized by Eqs. (24) and (27) – in
order to calculate the new distribution of orbital
elements (a, e).

• Once this remapping is performed, we calculate
the corresponding distribution of merger times and,
eventually, we obtain: 1) The merger rate today of
PBH binaries formed in the early Universe (to be
compared to the one derived by assuming the orig-
inal distribution of orbital elements derived in [17]
and given by Eq. (5)); 2) The corresponding limit
on the fraction of DM in PBHs.

Let us now present and discuss the details of this pro-
cedure, and the two main results of the calculation.

FIG. 10. Primordial Black Hole merger rate, averaged
between z = 0 and z = 1, as a function of the DM
fraction. Dotted lines: Merger rate for the “naked” PBH
binary distribution derived in [17]. Solid lines: Merger rate
for the “dressed” PBH binary distribution, with the e↵ect
of dynamical friction taken into account, as derived in the
present work. Gray band: Merger rate inferred by the LIGO
and Virgo collaboration, from [13].

A. Merger Rate Today

The merger rate of primordial BBHs at present time6

is given by:

R0 = nPBHP (tmerge = tuniv) , (29)

where nPBH is the comoving number density of PBHs and
tuniv ⇡ 13.7 Gyr is the age of the Universe. However,
since LIGO probes mergers approximately in the range
z 2 [0, 1], we consider the rate averaged over redshift:

hRi = nPBH

Z 1

0
P (t[z]) dz . (30)

We now compute the probability distribution of the
merger time for both the original PDF given by Eq. (5),
and for the remapped one, that takes into account the
impact of DM dresses.
In the former case, the computation can be carried

out analytically by performing a change of variables and
a marginalization over the semi-major axis as follows:

P (t) =

Z amax

amin

P (a, j(a, t))

✓
dj

dt

◆
da , (31)

6 Note that R is the comoving merger rate density in the source
frame.
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a = 0.01 pc

e = 0.995
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courtesy of B.J. Kavanagh
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Detecting the Dark Dress around IMBHs with GWs

Pisa 12/01/2017 LPTHE 14/02/2017 Padova 22/02/2017 Valencia 5/05/2020

… and the life of a “dressed” BBH system

Bradley J. Kavanagh (GRAPPA, Amsterdam) Black Holes’ Dark Dress: Dark Matter & Merging Black Holes
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ai = 0.01 pc

ei = 0.995
<latexit sha1_base64="GqbZagYaVvetNTjmmaeXIWmLGQs=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdelmsChdSElE0QpCwY3LCvYBTQiT6aQdOpOEmYlQQn/Bjb/ixoUibt2582+ctBG09cDA4ZxzmXtPkDAqlW1/GQuLS8srq6U1c31jc2vb2tltyTgVmDRxzGLRCZAkjEakqahipJMIgnjASDsYXud++54ISePoTo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8q0K8ik8uoJ21Xage+xypAaCZwkeu65Jfrxa7cy3yjozAZwnTkHKoEDDtz7dXoxTTiKFGZKy69iJ8jIkFMWMjE03lSRBeIj6pKtphDiRXja5aAwPtdKDYSz0ixScqL8nMsSlHPFAJ/ON5ayXi/953VSFF15GoyRVJMLTj8KUQRXDvB7Yo4JgxUaaICyo3hXiARIIK12iqUtwZk+eJ62TqqP57Wm5flnUUQL74ABUgAPOQR3cgAZoAgwewBN4Aa/Go/FsvBnv0+iCUczsgT8wPr4BluSZrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GqbZagYaVvetNTjmmaeXIWmLGQs=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdelmsChdSElE0QpCwY3LCvYBTQiT6aQdOpOEmYlQQn/Bjb/ixoUibt2582+ctBG09cDA4ZxzmXtPkDAqlW1/GQuLS8srq6U1c31jc2vb2tltyTgVmDRxzGLRCZAkjEakqahipJMIgnjASDsYXud++54ISePoTo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8q0K8ik8uoJ21Xage+xypAaCZwkeu65Jfrxa7cy3yjozAZwnTkHKoEDDtz7dXoxTTiKFGZKy69iJ8jIkFMWMjE03lSRBeIj6pKtphDiRXja5aAwPtdKDYSz0ixScqL8nMsSlHPFAJ/ON5ayXi/953VSFF15GoyRVJMLTj8KUQRXDvB7Yo4JgxUaaICyo3hXiARIIK12iqUtwZk+eJ62TqqP57Wm5flnUUQL74ABUgAPOQR3cgAZoAgwewBN4Aa/Go/FsvBnv0+iCUczsgT8wPr4BluSZrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GqbZagYaVvetNTjmmaeXIWmLGQs=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdelmsChdSElE0QpCwY3LCvYBTQiT6aQdOpOEmYlQQn/Bjb/ixoUibt2582+ctBG09cDA4ZxzmXtPkDAqlW1/GQuLS8srq6U1c31jc2vb2tltyTgVmDRxzGLRCZAkjEakqahipJMIgnjASDsYXud++54ISePoTo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8q0K8ik8uoJ21Xage+xypAaCZwkeu65Jfrxa7cy3yjozAZwnTkHKoEDDtz7dXoxTTiKFGZKy69iJ8jIkFMWMjE03lSRBeIj6pKtphDiRXja5aAwPtdKDYSz0ixScqL8nMsSlHPFAJ/ON5ayXi/953VSFF15GoyRVJMLTj8KUQRXDvB7Yo4JgxUaaICyo3hXiARIIK12iqUtwZk+eJ62TqqP57Wm5flnUUQL74ABUgAPOQR3cgAZoAgwewBN4Aa/Go/FsvBnv0+iCUczsgT8wPr4BluSZrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GqbZagYaVvetNTjmmaeXIWmLGQs=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdelmsChdSElE0QpCwY3LCvYBTQiT6aQdOpOEmYlQQn/Bjb/ixoUibt2582+ctBG09cDA4ZxzmXtPkDAqlW1/GQuLS8srq6U1c31jc2vb2tltyTgVmDRxzGLRCZAkjEakqahipJMIgnjASDsYXud++54ISePoTo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8q0K8ik8uoJ21Xage+xypAaCZwkeu65Jfrxa7cy3yjozAZwnTkHKoEDDtz7dXoxTTiKFGZKy69iJ8jIkFMWMjE03lSRBeIj6pKtphDiRXja5aAwPtdKDYSz0ixScqL8nMsSlHPFAJ/ON5ayXi/953VSFF15GoyRVJMLTj8KUQRXDvB7Yo4JgxUaaICyo3hXiARIIK12iqUtwZk+eJ62TqqP57Wm5flnUUQL74ABUgAPOQR3cgAZoAgwewBN4Aa/Go/FsvBnv0+iCUczsgT8wPr4BluSZrQ==</latexit>

courtesy of B.J. Kavanagh
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The “Dark Dress”

Pisa 12/01/2017 LPTHE 14/02/2017 Padova 22/02/2017 Valencia 5/05/2020

The merger rate with dark dress

Bradley J. Kavanagh (GRAPPA, Amsterdam) Black Holes’ Dark Dress: Dark Matter & Merging Black Holes

Calculating the final merger rate
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Draw PBH binaries from the distribution of (a, e)
<latexit sha1_base64="xtEA21gS39HDsDrfPpJr8Yj7ma8=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJKIoHgqePFYwX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut7Oyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4OmzpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3U791hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2VmhV6TvCsVyq7VXcGsky8nJQhR71X+ur2Y5ZGKA0TVOuO5ybGz6gynAmcFLupxoSyER1gx1JJI9R+Nrt2Qk6t0idhrGxJQ2bq74mMRlqPo8B2RtQM9aI3Ff/zOqkJr/2MyyQ1KNl8UZgKYmIyfZ30uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyYwMq2hC8xZeXSfOi6rlV7/6yXLvJ4yjAMZxABTy4ghrcQR0awOARnuEV3pzYeXHenY9564qTzxzBHzifPwQnjhE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xtEA21gS39HDsDrfPpJr8Yj7ma8=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJKIoHgqePFYwX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut7Oyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4OmzpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3U791hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2VmhV6TvCsVyq7VXcGsky8nJQhR71X+ur2Y5ZGKA0TVOuO5ybGz6gynAmcFLupxoSyER1gx1JJI9R+Nrt2Qk6t0idhrGxJQ2bq74mMRlqPo8B2RtQM9aI3Ff/zOqkJr/2MyyQ1KNl8UZgKYmIyfZ30uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyYwMq2hC8xZeXSfOi6rlV7/6yXLvJ4yjAMZxABTy4ghrcQR0awOARnuEV3pzYeXHenY9564qTzxzBHzifPwQnjhE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xtEA21gS39HDsDrfPpJr8Yj7ma8=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJKIoHgqePFYwX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut7Oyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4OmzpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3U791hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2VmhV6TvCsVyq7VXcGsky8nJQhR71X+ur2Y5ZGKA0TVOuO5ybGz6gynAmcFLupxoSyER1gx1JJI9R+Nrt2Qk6t0idhrGxJQ2bq74mMRlqPo8B2RtQM9aI3Ff/zOqkJr/2MyyQ1KNl8UZgKYmIyfZ30uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyYwMq2hC8xZeXSfOi6rlV7/6yXLvJ4yjAMZxABTy4ghrcQR0awOARnuEV3pzYeXHenY9564qTzxzBHzifPwQnjhE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xtEA21gS39HDsDrfPpJr8Yj7ma8=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJKIoHgqePFYwX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut7Oyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4OmzpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3U791hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2VmhV6TvCsVyq7VXcGsky8nJQhR71X+ur2Y5ZGKA0TVOuO5ybGz6gynAmcFLupxoSyER1gx1JJI9R+Nrt2Qk6t0idhrGxJQ2bq74mMRlqPo8B2RtQM9aI3Ff/zOqkJr/2MyyQ1KNl8UZgKYmIyfZ30uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyYwMq2hC8xZeXSfOi6rlV7/6yXLvJ4yjAMZxABTy4ghrcQR0awOARnuEV3pzYeXHenY9564qTzxzBHzifPwQnjhE=</latexit>

Guided by the simulations, map   (ai, ei) � (af , ef )
<latexit sha1_base64="g2uT2Al8OIAz54yzn1t3A40UhP4=">AAACCnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GS1CC1ISERRXBTcuK9gLtCGcTCft0MkkzEyUUrp246u4caGIW5/AnW/jpM1CW38Y+PnOOZw5f5BwprTjfFtLyyura+uFjeLm1vbOrr2331RxKgltkJjHsh2AopwJ2tBMc9pOJIUo4LQVDK+zeuueSsVicadHCfUi6AsWMgLaIN8+KoPPTjH1WQV3JesPNEgZP2CDwwyHFd8uOVVnKrxo3NyUUK66b391ezFJIyo04aBUx3US7Y1BakY4nRS7qaIJkCH0acdYARFV3nh6ygSfGNLDYSzNExpP6e+JMURKjaLAdEagB2q+lsH/ap1Uh5femIkk1VSQ2aIw5VjHOMsF95ikRPORMUAkM3/FZAASiDbpFU0I7vzJi6Z5VnWdqnt7Xqpd5XEU0CE6RmXkogtUQzeojhqIoEf0jF7Rm/VkvVjv1sesdcnKZw7QH1mfP0ffmLI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="g2uT2Al8OIAz54yzn1t3A40UhP4=">AAACCnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GS1CC1ISERRXBTcuK9gLtCGcTCft0MkkzEyUUrp246u4caGIW5/AnW/jpM1CW38Y+PnOOZw5f5BwprTjfFtLyyura+uFjeLm1vbOrr2331RxKgltkJjHsh2AopwJ2tBMc9pOJIUo4LQVDK+zeuueSsVicadHCfUi6AsWMgLaIN8+KoPPTjH1WQV3JesPNEgZP2CDwwyHFd8uOVVnKrxo3NyUUK66b391ezFJIyo04aBUx3US7Y1BakY4nRS7qaIJkCH0acdYARFV3nh6ygSfGNLDYSzNExpP6e+JMURKjaLAdEagB2q+lsH/ap1Uh5femIkk1VSQ2aIw5VjHOMsF95ikRPORMUAkM3/FZAASiDbpFU0I7vzJi6Z5VnWdqnt7Xqpd5XEU0CE6RmXkogtUQzeojhqIoEf0jF7Rm/VkvVjv1sesdcnKZw7QH1mfP0ffmLI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="g2uT2Al8OIAz54yzn1t3A40UhP4=">AAACCnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GS1CC1ISERRXBTcuK9gLtCGcTCft0MkkzEyUUrp246u4caGIW5/AnW/jpM1CW38Y+PnOOZw5f5BwprTjfFtLyyura+uFjeLm1vbOrr2331RxKgltkJjHsh2AopwJ2tBMc9pOJIUo4LQVDK+zeuueSsVicadHCfUi6AsWMgLaIN8+KoPPTjH1WQV3JesPNEgZP2CDwwyHFd8uOVVnKrxo3NyUUK66b391ezFJIyo04aBUx3US7Y1BakY4nRS7qaIJkCH0acdYARFV3nh6ygSfGNLDYSzNExpP6e+JMURKjaLAdEagB2q+lsH/ap1Uh5femIkk1VSQ2aIw5VjHOMsF95ikRPORMUAkM3/FZAASiDbpFU0I7vzJi6Z5VnWdqnt7Xqpd5XEU0CE6RmXkogtUQzeojhqIoEf0jF7Rm/VkvVjv1sesdcnKZw7QH1mfP0ffmLI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="g2uT2Al8OIAz54yzn1t3A40UhP4=">AAACCnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GS1CC1ISERRXBTcuK9gLtCGcTCft0MkkzEyUUrp246u4caGIW5/AnW/jpM1CW38Y+PnOOZw5f5BwprTjfFtLyyura+uFjeLm1vbOrr2331RxKgltkJjHsh2AopwJ2tBMc9pOJIUo4LQVDK+zeuueSsVicadHCfUi6AsWMgLaIN8+KoPPTjH1WQV3JesPNEgZP2CDwwyHFd8uOVVnKrxo3NyUUK66b391ezFJIyo04aBUx3US7Y1BakY4nRS7qaIJkCH0acdYARFV3nh6ygSfGNLDYSzNExpP6e+JMURKjaLAdEagB2q+lsH/ap1Uh5femIkk1VSQ2aIw5VjHOMsF95ikRPORMUAkM3/FZAASiDbpFU0I7vzJi6Z5VnWdqnt7Xqpd5XEU0CE6RmXkogtUQzeojhqIoEf0jF7Rm/VkvVjv1sesdcnKZw7QH1mfP0ffmLI=</latexit>

Merger time                                           is almost conserved: tf =
�

ai

af
ti

<latexit sha1_base64="o5nI/bqpeOuDVpLZhdDhfna0X5g=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmtAgupCQiKIJQcOOygn1AU8JkOmmHTiZx5kYoIWs3/oobF4q49Qvc+TdO2yy09cC9HM65l5l7gkRwDY7zbS0sLi2vrJbWyusbm1vb9s5uU8epoqxBYxGrdkA0E1yyBnAQrJ0oRqJAsFYwvB77rQemNI/lHYwS1o1IX/KQUwJG8u0D8EN8hT19ryDzQkVoRnyemxbmuXcCPvftilN1JsDzxC1IBRWo+/aX14tpGjEJVBCtO66TQDcjCjgVLC97qWYJoUPSZx1DJYmY7maTU3J8ZJQeDmNlSgKeqL83MhJpPYoCMxkRGOhZbyz+53VSCC+6GZdJCkzS6UNhKjDEeJwL7nHFKIiRIYQqbv6K6YCYPMCkVzYhuLMnz5PmadV1qu7tWaV2WcRRQvvoEB0jF52jGrpBddRAFD2iZ/SK3qwn68V6tz6mowtWsbOH/sD6/AF6G5q8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o5nI/bqpeOuDVpLZhdDhfna0X5g=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmtAgupCQiKIJQcOOygn1AU8JkOmmHTiZx5kYoIWs3/oobF4q49Qvc+TdO2yy09cC9HM65l5l7gkRwDY7zbS0sLi2vrJbWyusbm1vb9s5uU8epoqxBYxGrdkA0E1yyBnAQrJ0oRqJAsFYwvB77rQemNI/lHYwS1o1IX/KQUwJG8u0D8EN8hT19ryDzQkVoRnyemxbmuXcCPvftilN1JsDzxC1IBRWo+/aX14tpGjEJVBCtO66TQDcjCjgVLC97qWYJoUPSZx1DJYmY7maTU3J8ZJQeDmNlSgKeqL83MhJpPYoCMxkRGOhZbyz+53VSCC+6GZdJCkzS6UNhKjDEeJwL7nHFKIiRIYQqbv6K6YCYPMCkVzYhuLMnz5PmadV1qu7tWaV2WcRRQvvoEB0jF52jGrpBddRAFD2iZ/SK3qwn68V6tz6mowtWsbOH/sD6/AF6G5q8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o5nI/bqpeOuDVpLZhdDhfna0X5g=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmtAgupCQiKIJQcOOygn1AU8JkOmmHTiZx5kYoIWs3/oobF4q49Qvc+TdO2yy09cC9HM65l5l7gkRwDY7zbS0sLi2vrJbWyusbm1vb9s5uU8epoqxBYxGrdkA0E1yyBnAQrJ0oRqJAsFYwvB77rQemNI/lHYwS1o1IX/KQUwJG8u0D8EN8hT19ryDzQkVoRnyemxbmuXcCPvftilN1JsDzxC1IBRWo+/aX14tpGjEJVBCtO66TQDcjCjgVLC97qWYJoUPSZx1DJYmY7maTU3J8ZJQeDmNlSgKeqL83MhJpPYoCMxkRGOhZbyz+53VSCC+6GZdJCkzS6UNhKjDEeJwL7nHFKIiRIYQqbv6K6YCYPMCkVzYhuLMnz5PmadV1qu7tWaV2WcRRQvvoEB0jF52jGrpBddRAFD2iZ/SK3qwn68V6tz6mowtWsbOH/sD6/AF6G5q8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o5nI/bqpeOuDVpLZhdDhfna0X5g=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmtAgupCQiKIJQcOOygn1AU8JkOmmHTiZx5kYoIWs3/oobF4q49Qvc+TdO2yy09cC9HM65l5l7gkRwDY7zbS0sLi2vrJbWyusbm1vb9s5uU8epoqxBYxGrdkA0E1yyBnAQrJ0oRqJAsFYwvB77rQemNI/lHYwS1o1IX/KQUwJG8u0D8EN8hT19ryDzQkVoRnyemxbmuXcCPvftilN1JsDzxC1IBRWo+/aX14tpGjEJVBCtO66TQDcjCjgVLC97qWYJoUPSZx1DJYmY7maTU3J8ZJQeDmNlSgKeqL83MhJpPYoCMxkRGOhZbyz+53VSCC+6GZdJCkzS6UNhKjDEeJwL7nHFKIiRIYQqbv6K6YCYPMCkVzYhuLMnz5PmadV1qu7tWaV2WcRRQvvoEB0jF52jGrpBddRAFD2iZ/SK3qwn68V6tz6mowtWsbOH/sD6/AF6G5q8</latexit>

tmerge =
3 c5
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<latexit sha1_base64="C7SqiamL334hl+8ebIZq06/GcRw=">AAACPnicbVBLSysxGM14fdT6qtelm2ARXEiZ8UFFuFCuC90oFawKnXbIpN/UaDIzJJkLJcwvuxt/gzuXblzci7h1aabOwteBwMn5zkdyTphyprTr3jsTPyanpmcqs9W5+YXFpdryz3OVZJJChyY8kZchUcBZDB3NNIfLVAIRIYeL8OagmF/8AalYEp/pUQo9QYYxixgl2kpBraMDXxB9JYURIIeQY3/zl7+J/UgSarbtDdP+bm68plvww+Ckv114SgPp7+DrfjM3x4HxpcDt30e5NQS1uttwx8BfiVeSOirRDmp3/iChmYBYU06U6npuqnuGSM0oh7zqZwpSQm/IELqWxkSA6plx/ByvW2WAo0TaE2s8Vt9vGCKUGonQOouo6vOsEL+bdTMd7fUMi9NMQ0zfHooyjnWCiy7xgEmgmo8sIVQy+1dMr4jtRdvGq7YE73Pkr+R8q+G5De90p97aL+uooFW0hjaQh5qohY5QG3UQRX/RA/qH/ju3zqPz5Dy/WSeccmcFfYDz8gpf2Kws</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C7SqiamL334hl+8ebIZq06/GcRw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C7SqiamL334hl+8ebIZq06/GcRw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C7SqiamL334hl+8ebIZq06/GcRw=">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</latexit>
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ries merging today would require around 2 orders of mag-
nitude improvement in spatial resolution in the DM halo
(owing to the much smaller close passage distances). As
we outline in Appendix A, performing large numbers
of such simulations would be computationally infeasible.
Instead, in the next section, we use analytic arguments
to understand the behaviour of binaries merging today.

B. Analytic results

Guided by the results of our numerical simulations,
we now present analytic estimates which capture the key
features. As we will see, the resulting expressions are
rather simple, but are not trivial to derive without input
and validation from N-body simulations (as presented in
Sec. III A).

1. Semi-major axis

First, we consider the evolution of the semi-major axis
of the BBH orbits, incorporating the e↵ects of the DM
halos surrounding them using simple energy conservation
arguments. Initially, the total orbital energy of the sys-
tem is given by:

E
orb
i = �

GNM
2
tot

2ai
, (20)

where Mtot = MPBH + Mhalo and we have treated each
PBH and its halo as a point object. The binding energy
of each DM halo, including all DM particles at a distance
greater than rin from the PBH, is given by:

E
bind(rin) = �4⇡GN

Z 1

rin

Menc(r)

r
r
2
⇢DM(r) dr . (21)

From the simulations, we see that the work done by
dynamical friction unbinds the DM halo, with more of the
halo unbound as the distance of closest approach rperi =
ai(1�ei) decreases. We assume that each PBH maintains
a halo of radius rmin/2, with DM particles further away
than this being completely unbound. The final orbital
energy of the binary is then given by:

E
orb
f = �

GNM
2
f

2af
, (22)

where Mf = MPBH+Mhalo(r < rmin/2). The final semi-
major axis af is then obtained (for a given rmin and there-

fore a given ji =
p

1 � e
2
i ) from energy conservation,

E
orb
i + 2Ebind(rmin/2) = E

orb
f . (23)

The final semi-major axis calculated in this way can be
written explicitly as follows:

af (ai) =
GNM

2
f ai

GNM
2
tot + 4aiEbind(rin)

. (24)

We show this result in the left panel of Fig. 8 as solid
lines for the three di↵erent scenarios. For circular orbits
(ji ! 1) there is little change in the semi-major axis as
the PBHs do not pass within each other’s DM halos5.
For increasingly eccentric binaries, more and more of the
DM halo is stripped, reducing the final orbital energy of
the PBH pair and therefore the final semi-major axis. At
high eccentricity (ji ⌧ 1), almost all of mass of each DM
halo is stripped; almost all of the halo binding energy is
converted to orbital energy and decreasing ji further has
no impact on the final semi-major axis.
In Fig. 9, we show the analytic estimate of af as a

function of ai for binaries with PBH masses of 1 M�,
30 M� and 1000 M�. In this case, we assume a DM
density profile given by Eq. (13) and assume that the
entire DM halo of each PBH is stripped, which is valid
for highly eccentric orbits. For small orbits (ai . 10�4

�

10�3 pc) we find little change in the semi-major axis.
This is because these binaries decouple from the Hubble
flow early and have not had time to grow a substantial
DM halo. The impact of the DM halo increases with
increasing semi-major axis, as the binary decouples later
and the size of the halo at decoupling grows.

2. Angular Momentum

As in the case of the semi-major axis, we can use con-
servation arguments to estimate the final dimensionless
angular momentum j of the orbits after the e↵ects of the
DM halo have been taken into account.
The dimensionful angular momentum L for a binary

of two point masses M is given by:

L
2 =

1

2
GNM

3
a j

2
. (25)

As we have seen from the N-body simulations in the pre-
vious section (in particular Fig. 7), for very eccentric or-
bits there is very little exchange of angular momentum
between the PBHs and the DM particles. This can be
understood from the fact that for large eccentricity the
orbits are almost radial. This means that there is very lit-
tle torque acting on the PBHs, despite the large dynami-
cal friction force. At the distance of closest approach, the
PBH velocity is perpendicular to PBH separation and the
DM density is highest, in which case we might expect a
large torque. However, this is also the point in the orbit
where the PBHs have the highest velocity, suppressing
the dynamical friction force [24]. As we see from our N-
body results, the latter e↵ect dominates and very little
angular momentum is exchanged.
As discussed in Sec. II, we are interested in highly ec-

centric binaries j . 10�2 (corresponding to e & 0.9999)

5 Note that over longer periods, tidal e↵ects would be expected to
disrupt the two halos. We are interested in much more eccentric
binaries and so we do not consider this e↵ect further.
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where we computed the last integral numerically. The
reduced angular momentum j ⌘ `/

p
2Ma is therefore

j ⇡
0.3

p
0.1

�
1/2

✓
3

16⇡⇢eqM

◆1/2

x
3/2

x̂ ⇥ [Teq · x̂] ,

⇡ 0.5 x
3

x̂ ⇥


Teq

M
· x̂

�
(15)

where we used Eqs. (7) and (11) to simplify the expres-
sion.

1. Torques by other PBHs

Let us now specifically consider the tidal field gener-
ated by a point mass M at comoving separation y � x:

T
ij
eq

M
=

3ŷ
i
ŷ
j
� �

ij

y3
. (16)

This implies an angular momentum

j ⇡ 1.5
x
3

y3
(x̂ · ŷ)(x̂ ⇥ ŷ), (17)

with magnitude j ⇡ 0.8(x/y)3 sin(2✓), where ✓ is the
angle between x̂ and ŷ, consistent with the results of
Ref. [41].

The total reduced angular momentum resulting from
all other PBHs (at distance y � x) is hence given by

j ⇡ 1.5
X

p

x
3

y3
p

(x̂ · ŷp)(x̂ ⇥ ŷp). (18)

We compute explicitly the probability distribution of j

in the Appendix, where we find, for a given X,

j
dP

dj

���
X

= P(j/jX), P(�) ⌘
�
2

(1 + �2)3/2
, (19)

with jX ⌘ 0.5X. (20)

Note that this distribution extends to arbitrarily large
j, while physical values are limited to j  1. As long
as jX ⌧ 1, the contribution of unphysical values j > 1
is negligibly small. We emphasize that this probability
distribution accounts for torques by all PBHs. In con-
trast, Refs. [39, 41] only considered torques by the nearest
neighbor, which leads to the correct approximate char-
acteristic value of j, but does not allow to estimate its
exact probability distribution.

2. Torques by linear density perturbations

As pointed out in Refs. [44, 45], if the PBH frac-
tion is smaller than the characteristic large-scale mat-
ter density perturbation �m, then tidal torques are
dominated by large-scale linear perturbations, T

ij
eq =

�@i@j� = �4⇡⇢eq@i@j@
�2

�m. The resulting j is
Gaussian-distributed in the plane perpendicular to x̂,
with variance given by [see Appendix 2]

hj
2
i
1/2 =

r
3

10

�eq

f
X ⇡ 0.5

�eq

f
X. (21)

The relevant scales are those larger than the binary sep-
aration (perturbations on smaller scales are a↵ected in a
complex way by the binary orbit and would require to
be studied separately, as we discuss in Section III A 7).
Using Eq. (11), we find that the dark matter mass cor-
responding to the binary scale when it decouples from
the Hubble flow is of order Mdm ⇠ 0.1Msdec. As we will
see below, the typical decoupling scale factor for binaries
merging today is sdec ⇠ 10�2

� 1, so we conclude that
the scales to be included in �eq in Eq. (21) are those cor-
responding to a dark matter mass larger than ⇠ 10�3

M .
In principle the probability distribution for the total j,

which is the sum of two contributions (other PBHs and
linear perturbations), can be computed by convolving the
two probability distributions. This convolution is not
analytic, however, so for simplicity we assume that for a
given semi-major axis, the probability distribution of j

is given by Eq. (19), with the characteristic value

jX ⇡ 0.5
�
1 + �

2
eq/f

2
�1/2

X. (22)

D. Characteristic initial properties of binaries
merging today

For initial eccentricities close to unity, i.e. j ⌧ 1,
which, as we will see shortly, is the relevant regime, the
coalescence time through GW emission is given by [46]

t =
3

170

a
4

M3
j
7
. (23)

For a given X hence a, there is a unique j such that the
merger time is t; using Eq. (11), it is given by

j(t; X) ⌘

✓
170

3

tM
3
f
4

(0.1 x)4X16/3

◆1/7

. (24)

The di↵erential probability distribution of (X, t) is then
given by

d
2
P

dXdt
=

dP

dX

dP

dt

���
X

=
dP

dX
⇥


@j

@t

dP

dj

���
X

�

j(t;X)

. (25)

The probability distribution of the rescaled nearest-
neighbor separation is dP/dX = e�X (again, this as-
sumes a random distribution of PBHs, and may take
on di↵erent values in specific PBH formation models).
Given that j / t

1/7, @j/@t = j/(7t). Using Eq. (19) we
arrive at

d
2
P

dXdt
=

1

7t
e�X

P (�X) , �X ⌘
j(t; X)

jX
. (26)
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FIG. 8. Impact of Dark Matter halos on the orbital elements of PBH binaries. We show the final semi-major axis af

(left) and final angular momentum jf (right) of the PBH binaries at the end of our N-body simulations, as a function of the
initial angular momentum ji. Each point corresponds to the result of a single simulation run while the solid lines correspond to
the analytic estimates which we describe in Sec. III B (these curves are not fit to the data). We show results for three di↵erent
PBH masses, in each case with a di↵erent initial semi-major axis ai. The grey shaded region illustrates typical values of j for
which the binaries are expected to merge on timescales of order the age of the Universe.

FIG. 9. Impact of DM halos on the semi-major axis of
highly eccentric PBH binaries. Final semi-major axis of
PBH binaries after their local DM halos have been disrupted
and unbound, following the analytic prescription of Sec. III B.
We show results for 3 di↵erent PBH masses and assume the
DM density profile given in Eq. (13). The black dashed line
corresponds to af = ai.

which are expected to merge today. In this case then,
we may assume that there is no angular momentum ex-
change, in which case the angular momentum of both the
PBHs and the DM halos are separately conserved. From

this, it holds that

L
2 =

1

2
GNM

3
PBH a j

2
, (26)

is conserved and therefore that:

jf =
r

ai

af
ji for j ⌧ 1 . (27)

Combined with the prescription for calculating the final
semi-major axis, this allows us to calculate the final an-
gular momentum of the PBH binaries.
In the right panel of Fig. 8, we plot as solid lines the es-

timates of jf (given by Eq. (27)), which agree well with
the N-body simulation results at small ji. For large j,
the final angular momentum is smaller than this estimate
would suggest. In this case, the more circular orbits lead
to angular momentum exchange between the PBHs and
their DM halos; the torque from dynamical friction re-
duces the angular momentum of the PBH binary. The
conservation of angular momentum of the PBH binary is
not an intrinsic property of the system then, but only a
special quality of the most eccentric orbits, relevant for
mergers today.

3. Merger times

With the results of the previous sections at hand, we
can now calculate the final merger time for a binary
(Eq. (11)), given its initial orbital elements.
We note here that the merger time scales tmerge / a

4
j
7,

while the conserved angular momentum of the PBH bi-
nary scales as L2

/ aj
2: This indicates that, despite the
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strong scaling of the merger time with a and j, the final
merger time will not be changed substantially by the DM
halo. Indeed, substituting Eq. (27) into Eq. (11), we find
that,

tf =
r

ai

af
ti , (28)

where ti and tf are the initial and final merger times of
the binary, before and after the impact of the DM halo
are taken into account. As we see in Fig. 9, the semi-
major axis is typically not reduced by more than a factor
of 10, meaning that the merger time is unlikely to be
reduced by more than a factor of a few.

IV. MERGER RATES AND CONSTRAINTS ON
THE PBH DENSITY

We can now combine the various findings described in
the previous sections in order to compute the impact of
DM mini-halos on the primordial BBH merger rate and
the corresponding LIGO limit on the PBH fraction.

Let us recap in detail the prescription we follow:

• We begin with the distribution of orbital elements
(a, e), or equivalently (a, j), for PBH binaries in the
early Universe, as described in Sec. II C.

• For a PBH binary with a given semi-major axis, we
estimate the redshift zdec at which the pair decou-
ples from the Hubble flow, and calculate the DM
halo mass accreted at that redshift.

• We compute the final semi-major axis and eccen-
tricity of the binary adopting the relations derived
above – summarized by Eqs. (24) and (27) – in
order to calculate the new distribution of orbital
elements (a, e).

• Once this remapping is performed, we calculate
the corresponding distribution of merger times and,
eventually, we obtain: 1) The merger rate today of
PBH binaries formed in the early Universe (to be
compared to the one derived by assuming the orig-
inal distribution of orbital elements derived in [17]
and given by Eq. (5)); 2) The corresponding limit
on the fraction of DM in PBHs.

Let us now present and discuss the details of this pro-
cedure, and the two main results of the calculation.

FIG. 10. Primordial Black Hole merger rate, averaged
between z = 0 and z = 1, as a function of the DM
fraction. Dotted lines: Merger rate for the “naked” PBH
binary distribution derived in [17]. Solid lines: Merger rate
for the “dressed” PBH binary distribution, with the e↵ect
of dynamical friction taken into account, as derived in the
present work. Gray band: Merger rate inferred by the LIGO
and Virgo collaboration, from [13].

A. Merger Rate Today

The merger rate of primordial BBHs at present time6

is given by:

R0 = nPBHP (tmerge = tuniv) , (29)

where nPBH is the comoving number density of PBHs and
tuniv ⇡ 13.7 Gyr is the age of the Universe. However,
since LIGO probes mergers approximately in the range
z 2 [0, 1], we consider the rate averaged over redshift:

hRi = nPBH

Z 1

0
P (t[z]) dz . (30)

We now compute the probability distribution of the
merger time for both the original PDF given by Eq. (5),
and for the remapped one, that takes into account the
impact of DM dresses.
In the former case, the computation can be carried

out analytically by performing a change of variables and
a marginalization over the semi-major axis as follows:

P (t) =

Z amax

amin

P (a, j(a, t))

✓
dj

dt

◆
da , (31)

6 Note that R is the comoving merger rate density in the source
frame.
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A solid limit on the PBH abundance
• What is the impact of the Dark 

Dress on the merger rate? The 
rate is almost conserved! 

• The binary shrinks and hardens 

• The work done by dynamical 
friction heats and unbinds the 
DM halo
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ries merging today would require around 2 orders of mag-
nitude improvement in spatial resolution in the DM halo
(owing to the much smaller close passage distances). As
we outline in Appendix A, performing large numbers
of such simulations would be computationally infeasible.
Instead, in the next section, we use analytic arguments
to understand the behaviour of binaries merging today.

B. Analytic results

Guided by the results of our numerical simulations,
we now present analytic estimates which capture the key
features. As we will see, the resulting expressions are
rather simple, but are not trivial to derive without input
and validation from N-body simulations (as presented in
Sec. III A).

1. Semi-major axis

First, we consider the evolution of the semi-major axis
of the BBH orbits, incorporating the e↵ects of the DM
halos surrounding them using simple energy conservation
arguments. Initially, the total orbital energy of the sys-
tem is given by:

E
orb
i = �

GNM
2
tot

2ai
, (20)

where Mtot = MPBH + Mhalo and we have treated each
PBH and its halo as a point object. The binding energy
of each DM halo, including all DM particles at a distance
greater than rin from the PBH, is given by:

E
bind(rin) = �4⇡GN

Z 1

rin

Menc(r)

r
r
2
⇢DM(r) dr . (21)

From the simulations, we see that the work done by
dynamical friction unbinds the DM halo, with more of the
halo unbound as the distance of closest approach rperi =
ai(1�ei) decreases. We assume that each PBH maintains
a halo of radius rmin/2, with DM particles further away
than this being completely unbound. The final orbital
energy of the binary is then given by:

E
orb
f = �

GNM
2
f

2af
, (22)

where Mf = MPBH+Mhalo(r < rmin/2). The final semi-
major axis af is then obtained (for a given rmin and there-

fore a given ji =
p

1 � e
2
i ) from energy conservation,

E
orb
i + 2Ebind(rmin/2) = E

orb
f . (23)

The final semi-major axis calculated in this way can be
written explicitly as follows:

af (ai) =
GNM

2
f ai

GNM
2
tot + 4aiEbind(rin)

. (24)

We show this result in the left panel of Fig. 8 as solid
lines for the three di↵erent scenarios. For circular orbits
(ji ! 1) there is little change in the semi-major axis as
the PBHs do not pass within each other’s DM halos5.
For increasingly eccentric binaries, more and more of the
DM halo is stripped, reducing the final orbital energy of
the PBH pair and therefore the final semi-major axis. At
high eccentricity (ji ⌧ 1), almost all of mass of each DM
halo is stripped; almost all of the halo binding energy is
converted to orbital energy and decreasing ji further has
no impact on the final semi-major axis.
In Fig. 9, we show the analytic estimate of af as a

function of ai for binaries with PBH masses of 1 M�,
30 M� and 1000 M�. In this case, we assume a DM
density profile given by Eq. (13) and assume that the
entire DM halo of each PBH is stripped, which is valid
for highly eccentric orbits. For small orbits (ai . 10�4

�

10�3 pc) we find little change in the semi-major axis.
This is because these binaries decouple from the Hubble
flow early and have not had time to grow a substantial
DM halo. The impact of the DM halo increases with
increasing semi-major axis, as the binary decouples later
and the size of the halo at decoupling grows.

2. Angular Momentum

As in the case of the semi-major axis, we can use con-
servation arguments to estimate the final dimensionless
angular momentum j of the orbits after the e↵ects of the
DM halo have been taken into account.
The dimensionful angular momentum L for a binary

of two point masses M is given by:

L
2 =

1

2
GNM

3
a j

2
. (25)

As we have seen from the N-body simulations in the pre-
vious section (in particular Fig. 7), for very eccentric or-
bits there is very little exchange of angular momentum
between the PBHs and the DM particles. This can be
understood from the fact that for large eccentricity the
orbits are almost radial. This means that there is very lit-
tle torque acting on the PBHs, despite the large dynami-
cal friction force. At the distance of closest approach, the
PBH velocity is perpendicular to PBH separation and the
DM density is highest, in which case we might expect a
large torque. However, this is also the point in the orbit
where the PBHs have the highest velocity, suppressing
the dynamical friction force [24]. As we see from our N-
body results, the latter e↵ect dominates and very little
angular momentum is exchanged.
As discussed in Sec. II, we are interested in highly ec-

centric binaries j . 10�2 (corresponding to e & 0.9999)

5 Note that over longer periods, tidal e↵ects would be expected to
disrupt the two halos. We are interested in much more eccentric
binaries and so we do not consider this e↵ect further.
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FIG. 8. Impact of Dark Matter halos on the orbital elements of PBH binaries. We show the final semi-major axis af

(left) and final angular momentum jf (right) of the PBH binaries at the end of our N-body simulations, as a function of the
initial angular momentum ji. Each point corresponds to the result of a single simulation run while the solid lines correspond to
the analytic estimates which we describe in Sec. III B (these curves are not fit to the data). We show results for three di↵erent
PBH masses, in each case with a di↵erent initial semi-major axis ai. The grey shaded region illustrates typical values of j for
which the binaries are expected to merge on timescales of order the age of the Universe.

FIG. 9. Impact of DM halos on the semi-major axis of
highly eccentric PBH binaries. Final semi-major axis of
PBH binaries after their local DM halos have been disrupted
and unbound, following the analytic prescription of Sec. III B.
We show results for 3 di↵erent PBH masses and assume the
DM density profile given in Eq. (13). The black dashed line
corresponds to af = ai.

which are expected to merge today. In this case then,
we may assume that there is no angular momentum ex-
change, in which case the angular momentum of both the
PBHs and the DM halos are separately conserved. From

this, it holds that

L
2 =

1

2
GNM

3
PBH a j

2
, (26)

is conserved and therefore that:

jf =
r

ai

af
ji for j ⌧ 1 . (27)

Combined with the prescription for calculating the final
semi-major axis, this allows us to calculate the final an-
gular momentum of the PBH binaries.
In the right panel of Fig. 8, we plot as solid lines the es-

timates of jf (given by Eq. (27)), which agree well with
the N-body simulation results at small ji. For large j,
the final angular momentum is smaller than this estimate
would suggest. In this case, the more circular orbits lead
to angular momentum exchange between the PBHs and
their DM halos; the torque from dynamical friction re-
duces the angular momentum of the PBH binary. The
conservation of angular momentum of the PBH binary is
not an intrinsic property of the system then, but only a
special quality of the most eccentric orbits, relevant for
mergers today.

3. Merger times

With the results of the previous sections at hand, we
can now calculate the final merger time for a binary
(Eq. (11)), given its initial orbital elements.
We note here that the merger time scales tmerge / a

4
j
7,

while the conserved angular momentum of the PBH bi-
nary scales as L2

/ aj
2: This indicates that, despite the

9

strong scaling of the merger time with a and j, the final
merger time will not be changed substantially by the DM
halo. Indeed, substituting Eq. (27) into Eq. (11), we find
that,

tf =
r

ai

af
ti , (28)

where ti and tf are the initial and final merger times of
the binary, before and after the impact of the DM halo
are taken into account. As we see in Fig. 9, the semi-
major axis is typically not reduced by more than a factor
of 10, meaning that the merger time is unlikely to be
reduced by more than a factor of a few.

IV. MERGER RATES AND CONSTRAINTS ON
THE PBH DENSITY

We can now combine the various findings described in
the previous sections in order to compute the impact of
DM mini-halos on the primordial BBH merger rate and
the corresponding LIGO limit on the PBH fraction.

Let us recap in detail the prescription we follow:

• We begin with the distribution of orbital elements
(a, e), or equivalently (a, j), for PBH binaries in the
early Universe, as described in Sec. II C.

• For a PBH binary with a given semi-major axis, we
estimate the redshift zdec at which the pair decou-
ples from the Hubble flow, and calculate the DM
halo mass accreted at that redshift.

• We compute the final semi-major axis and eccen-
tricity of the binary adopting the relations derived
above – summarized by Eqs. (24) and (27) – in
order to calculate the new distribution of orbital
elements (a, e).

• Once this remapping is performed, we calculate
the corresponding distribution of merger times and,
eventually, we obtain: 1) The merger rate today of
PBH binaries formed in the early Universe (to be
compared to the one derived by assuming the orig-
inal distribution of orbital elements derived in [17]
and given by Eq. (5)); 2) The corresponding limit
on the fraction of DM in PBHs.

Let us now present and discuss the details of this pro-
cedure, and the two main results of the calculation.

FIG. 10. Primordial Black Hole merger rate, averaged
between z = 0 and z = 1, as a function of the DM
fraction. Dotted lines: Merger rate for the “naked” PBH
binary distribution derived in [17]. Solid lines: Merger rate
for the “dressed” PBH binary distribution, with the e↵ect
of dynamical friction taken into account, as derived in the
present work. Gray band: Merger rate inferred by the LIGO
and Virgo collaboration, from [13].

A. Merger Rate Today

The merger rate of primordial BBHs at present time6

is given by:

R0 = nPBHP (tmerge = tuniv) , (29)

where nPBH is the comoving number density of PBHs and
tuniv ⇡ 13.7 Gyr is the age of the Universe. However,
since LIGO probes mergers approximately in the range
z 2 [0, 1], we consider the rate averaged over redshift:

hRi = nPBH

Z 1

0
P (t[z]) dz . (30)

We now compute the probability distribution of the
merger time for both the original PDF given by Eq. (5),
and for the remapped one, that takes into account the
impact of DM dresses.
In the former case, the computation can be carried

out analytically by performing a change of variables and
a marginalization over the semi-major axis as follows:

P (t) =

Z amax

amin

P (a, j(a, t))

✓
dj

dt

◆
da , (31)

6 Note that R is the comoving merger rate density in the source
frame.
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range considered for fP BH , so observations at these redshifts will be extremely powerful.
Specially, we remark the case of M = 100M§, where the astrophysical contribution is
practically negligible in all cases. Finally, the two star formation models considered lead
to a di�erent ABH binary merger rate only at z œ [10, 100], so we can see other potential
of the gravitational-wave detections at high redshifts.

Figure 16: Predictions for the merger rate measured by Einstein Telescope and Cosmic
Explorer in the redshift ranges z œ [2, 10] and z œ [10, 100]. Solid lines: merger rate of
PBH binaries. Dashed lines: merger rate of ABH binaries using the SFR model WWp.
Dotted lines: merger rate of ABH binaries using the SFR model WWp + GRB.
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A road to detection of PBHs for 1 - 100 MSun

• High-redshift merger events may reveal the presence of a (possibly sub-dominant) 
population of PBHs. I developed a tool designed to characterize this observable. 

• A science case for Einstein Telescope and Cosmic Explorer 
• Effect of clustering, broad mass function, astrophysical background to be analyzed 

in full detail 
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PBHs as “silver bullets” for new physics at weak scale
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Observational constraints on gamma rays produced by the annihilation of weakly interacting

massive particles around primordial black holes (PBHs) imply that these two classes of Dark Matter

candidates cannot coexist. We show here that the successful detection of one or more PBHs by radio

searches (with the Square Kilometer Array) and gravitational waves searches (with LIGO/Virgo and

the upcoming Einstein Telescope) would set extraordinarily stringent constraints on virtually all

weak-scale extensions of the Standard Model with stable relics, including those predicting a WIMP

abundance much smaller than that of Dark Matter. Upcoming PBHs searches have in particular

the potential to rule out almost the
entire

parameter space of popular theories such as the minimal

supersymmetric standard model and scalar singlet Dark Matter. � �

Introdu
ction.

The formation and growth of black

holes (BHs) inevitably modifies the Dark Matter (DM)

distribution around them. If DM is in the form of

weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) which self-

annihilate, the increase in DM density can significantly

boost the annihilation rate. This process has been dis-

cussed in the context of supermassive BHs at the center

of galaxies [1–7] and intermediate-mass BHs [8–10]. The

argument has been more recently extended to the case

of primordial black holes (PBHs), which can form before

Big Bang nucleosynthesis [11, 12] and could constitute

a significant, yet subdominant, fraction of DM. In this

case, the WIMP annihilation rate around PBHs would

lead to a gamma-ray background exceeding the one ob-

served by the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT), leading

to stringent constraints on the relative PBH abundance

fPBH
= ⌦PBH/⌦DM

[13–16].

In this letter, we explore the compatibility of PBHs and

WIMP DM from the opposite viewpoint. We focus on

the prospects for discovering PBHs with upcoming radio

and gravitational wave (GW) searches, and on the impli-

cations such a discovery would have on even a small relic

density of WIMPs in the Universe. Specifically, we con-

sider three discovery scenarios: i) The detection of GWs

produced by the merger of BHs with mass M . 1M�

with LIGO/Virgo; ii) The detection of GWs produced by

the merger of O(10M�) BHs at redshift z > 40 with the

Einstein Telescope; iii) The detection of the radio emis-

sion produced by the accretion of gas onto 1–1000 M�

BHs with the planned Square Kilometer Array (SKA).

The scenarios we consider are summarized in Table I.

We estimate the abundance of PBHs in each scenario,

given a number of detections (Fig. 1) and, from that,
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orange, we assume BH mergers with component masses of

10 M� are observed at redshift z � 40 during 1 year of oper-

ation of Einstein Telescope. In green, we assume the obser-

vation of 100 M� PBHs in the Milky Way in radio and X-ray

searches. The grey hatched boundaries show the current 95%

upper limit on fPBH
for each PBH mass. �

we calculate the gamma-ray luminosity of WIMP over-

densities around PBHs in the Universe. By comparing

this with the observed di↵use extragalactic
gamma-ray

flux and with unidentified gamma-ray point sources in

the 3FGL Fermi -LAT catalogue, we show that a posi-

tive detection of even a small number of PBHs in any

of the above scenarios would set extraordinarily strin-

gent constraints on weak-scale extensions of the Stan-
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WIMP dark dresses: “almost all or almost nothing”

Pisa 12/01/2017 LPTHE 14/02/2017 Padova 22/02/2017 Nijmegen 21/02/2019Nijmegen 22/02/2019

• “Almost all or almost nothing argument” [Lacki and Beacom 2010, Adamek+ 
2019]

• If a small fraction of the DM consists of PBHs,  DM “dark dresses” with steep 
density profiles are expected to form around them

• If the rest of the dark matter consists of weakly interacting massive particles 
(WIMPs), a very strong gamma-ray signal is expected to be produced (exceptions: 
e.g. supersymmetric models where the LSP is a gravitino)

• If DM was made of WIMPs, the PBH density would be highly constrained.
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“almost all or almost nothing”: The opposite viewpoint

Pisa 12/01/2017 LPTHE 14/02/2017 Padova 22/02/2017 Nijmegen 21/02/2019Nijmegen 22/02/2019IFT Madrid 4/03/2019ICCUB 21/05/2019

If we discovered PBHs and quantified the fraction of the DM in PBHs, we could 
set the most stringent constraints on the abundance of WIMPs

Point source constraints: 
A large number of Galactic PBHs with WIMP dresses
would shine in gamma rays: more unID γ-ray 
sources (19 unID Fermi-LAT sources are 
DM halo candidates, ongoing work within Fermi-LAT collab.)

Diffuse constraints: 
A large number of extra-Galactic PBHs would
produce a large integrated gamma-ray emission
over all redshifts.
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be e�ciently sampled because its PDF is a gamma
distribution with scale ✓r = ↵r

↵
s /2 and shape kr = 3/↵;

the PBH’s Galactic longitude and sine of its latitude are
sampled uniformly.

Next, we assume that any PBH with su�ciently large
integrated flux above 1 GeV lying far enough outside the
Galactic plane appears in the unassociated point source
catalogue [61]:

|b| > 20�
, �>1 GeV > 7 ⇥ 10�10 cm�2 s�1

. (A7)

Using the annihilation rate defined above, the di↵erential
gamma-ray flux from the PBH is

�
point

PBH
(E) =

�

4⇡d2

dN�

dE
(E) (A8)

where dN/dE is the energy spectrum of photons per DM
annihilation, which is easily integrated over energy. The
final MC estimate for p� is obtained by repeating this
procedure and multiplying the fraction of sampled PBHs
passing the detectability cuts by NMW.

Since there are roughly NMW = 1⇥105
�2⇥1011 PBHs

in the Milky Way (depending on NPBH and MPBH),
(�vrel)0 and thus p� must be very small to give fewer than
NU = 19 point sources. A naive Monte Carlo simulation
is extremely ine�cient for such small cross sections, but
with importance sampling we can obtain more accurate
results for lower computational cost. In detail, Eq. A8
and the flux threshold from Eq. A7 define the maximum
distance dmax at which a PBH is detectable, which means
we should only sample PBHs within this distance of
Earth. Denoting the distance from the Galactic Center to
Earth as d�, we sample the PBH galactic longitude uni-
formly from [� arcsin dmax

d�
, arcsin dmax

d�
] and the sine of its

galactic latitude uniformly from [�dmax/d�, dmax/d�].
Furthermore, inverse CDF sampling allows us to sample
r from the interval [d� � dmax, d� + dmax]. The Monte
Carlo samples must be reweighted to account for the re-
stricted sampling volume.

2. Di↵use gamma rays from PBHs

The photons emitted from DM halos around PBHs lo-
cated across all redshifts contribute to the extragalactic
gamma-ray background (EGB). Taking the gamma-ray
flux in each of the 26 energy bins Fermi uses for their
EGB analysis to be normally distributed, the sum of the
squared, standardized fluxes follows a �

2 distribution,
motivating the use of this quantity as the test statistic:

�
2 =

26X

i=1

✓
�

ex

obs
(Ei) � [�ex

PBH
(Ei) + �

ex

bg
(Ei)]

�i

◆2

. (A9)

The ith bin energies and error bars are denoted by Ei

and �i and the di↵erential fluxes in the numerator are
the observed flux, flux from UCMHs surrounding PBHs
and background flux respectively.

The PBH flux depends on the PBH and Dark Matter
parameters and is well-known: [15, 80, 81]

�
ex

PBH
(E) =

�

4⇡

f̂PBH ⇢DM

MPBH

Z z

0

dz
e
�⌧(E,z)

H(z)

dN�

dE
((1 + z)E) .

(A10)

The optical depth ⌧(E, z) accounts for attenuation of
gamma rays emitted from redshift z and observed with
energy E due primarily to pair production on baryonic
matter and scattering o↵ the extragalactic background
light, for which we use the tables from [80]. The cosmo-
logically averaged DM density is ⇢DM ⇡ 30 M�/kpc3.

Instead of modeling the astrophysical contributions
to the EGB from e.g. blazars, star-forming galaxies
and misaligned active galactic nuclei, we set �

ex

bg
(Ei) =

�
ex

obs
(Ei). This yields less stringent limits than Ref. [81]

and subsequent mixed DM-PBH analyses utilizing their
results [15, 16] since their fiducial EGB background
model is in tension with the Fermi observations. With
this simplification the observed test statistic reduces to
�

2

obs
=

P
26

i=1
[�ex

PBH
(Ei)/�i]

2.
To set a limit at the level ↵ = 0.95 requires setting the

probability of the test statistic exceeding the observed
value to the corresponding p-value of 0.05:

Pr(�2
� �

2

obs
) =

Z 1

�2
obs

P (�2) d�
2 = 0.05. (A11)

This implies �
2

obs
= 38.9, the relevant critical value for

26 degrees of freedom. Substituting Eq. A10 into the
definition of �

2

obs
yields the bound on (�vrel)0.

In Fig. 3, we show separately the di↵use and point
source constraints arising in each of the detection sce-
narios we have considered.

The point source constraints are most important for
small NPBH while the di↵use constraints dominate for
the values of Nmax in Table I. The di↵erence in scaling is
because the number of PBHs passing the integrated flux
cut is proportional to fPBH times p� (the probability of a
PBH lying in the tail of the integrated flux distribution),

which is a very sensitive function of � / (�vrel)
1/3

0
since

the distribution is roughly log-normal. This means that
holding N� fixed while increasing fPBH translates into a
small decrease in (�vrel)0. In contrast, the di↵use extra-
galactic flux from PBHs scales less strongly with (�vrel)0
as �

ex

PBH
/ fPBH(�vrel)

1/3

0
, so the cross section constraint

scales as f
3

PBH
. These di↵erent scalings for the di↵use

and point-source cross section bounds are exhibited in
Fig. 3.

3. Dependence of results on priors

In Fig. 3, we also show the projected constraints on
(�vrel)0 for two di↵erent choices of prior on the mean

5

FIG. 3. The gamma-ray spectra from 9 of the brightest (F� > 2⇥ 10�9 cm�2 s�1, E� > 1 GeV) non-variable (variability index
< 80), unassociated 3FGL sources located outside of the Galactic Plane (|b| > 5�). Each of these 9 sources are reasonably well
fit (�2 < 25) by dark matter annihilating to bb̄, and the dashed curves represent this prediction for the best-fit value of the
dark matter mass.
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Searching for a (sub-dominant?) population of PBHs
• Goal: discover a population of PBHs in the 1 - 100 MSun window, even if sub-dominant with 

respect to the bulk of the Dark Matter.

• Synergies between gravitational wave data and electromagnetic data

Possible roads towards a discovery:

• Detection of gravitational waves produced by the merger of O(10) MSun BHs at large 
redshifts (z > 40) with the Einstein telescope

• Detection of GWs produced by the merger of BHs with mass M < 1 MSun with LIGO/Virgo

• Detection of the radio emission produced by the accretion of gas onto 1–1000 M BHs 
with current and future radio facilities (particular focus on the Square Kilometer Array) and 
X-ray experiments
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Observational constraints on gamma rays produced by the annihilation of weakly interacting
massive particles around primordial black holes (PBHs) imply that these two classes of Dark Matter
candidates cannot coexist. We show here that the successful detection of one or more PBHs by radio
searches (with the Square Kilometer Array) and gravitational waves searches (with LIGO/Virgo and
the upcoming Einstein Telescope) would set extraordinarily stringent constraints on virtually all
weak-scale extensions of the Standard Model with stable relics, including those predicting a WIMP
abundance much smaller than that of Dark Matter. Upcoming PBHs searches have in particular
the potential to rule out almost the entire parameter space of popular theories such as the minimal
supersymmetric standard model and scalar singlet Dark Matter. � �

Introduction. The formation and growth of black
holes (BHs) inevitably modifies the Dark Matter (DM)
distribution around them. If DM is in the form of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) which self-
annihilate, the increase in DM density can significantly
boost the annihilation rate. This process has been dis-
cussed in the context of supermassive BHs at the center
of galaxies [1–7] and intermediate-mass BHs [8–10]. The
argument has been more recently extended to the case
of primordial black holes (PBHs), which can form before
Big Bang nucleosynthesis [11, 12] and could constitute
a significant, yet subdominant, fraction of DM. In this
case, the WIMP annihilation rate around PBHs would
lead to a gamma-ray background exceeding the one ob-
served by the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT), leading
to stringent constraints on the relative PBH abundance
fPBH = ⌦PBH/⌦DM [13–16].

In this letter, we explore the compatibility of PBHs and
WIMP DM from the opposite viewpoint. We focus on
the prospects for discovering PBHs with upcoming radio
and gravitational wave (GW) searches, and on the impli-
cations such a discovery would have on even a small relic
density of WIMPs in the Universe. Specifically, we con-
sider three discovery scenarios: i) The detection of GWs
produced by the merger of BHs with mass M . 1 M�
with LIGO/Virgo; ii) The detection of GWs produced by
the merger of O(10 M�) BHs at redshift z > 40 with the
Einstein Telescope; iii) The detection of the radio emis-
sion produced by the accretion of gas onto 1–1000 M�
BHs with the planned Square Kilometer Array (SKA).
The scenarios we consider are summarized in Table I.

We estimate the abundance of PBHs in each scenario,
given a number of detections (Fig. 1) and, from that,
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FIG. 1. Constraints on the PBH fraction from fu-

ture observations of PBHs. Median value (solid line)
and symmetric 90% credible intervals [17] (shaded region) of
fPBH = ⌦PBH/⌦DM, assuming the observation of N PBH
candidates. In blue, we assume the observation of BH merg-
ers with component masses of 0.5 M� during LIGO O3. In
orange, we assume BH mergers with component masses of
10 M� are observed at redshift z � 40 during 1 year of oper-
ation of Einstein Telescope. In green, we assume the obser-
vation of 100 M� PBHs in the Milky Way in radio and X-ray
searches. The grey hatched boundaries show the current 95%
upper limit on fPBH for each PBH mass. �

we calculate the gamma-ray luminosity of WIMP over-
densities around PBHs in the Universe. By comparing
this with the observed di↵use extragalactic gamma-ray
flux and with unidentified gamma-ray point sources in
the 3FGL Fermi -LAT catalogue, we show that a posi-
tive detection of even a small number of PBHs in any
of the above scenarios would set extraordinarily strin-
gent constraints on weak-scale extensions of the Stan-
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We performed a Bayesian analysis to estimate the PDF of the PBH density 
given a number of detections in the three channels under consideration 
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dard Model with stable relics, including those predicting
a WIMP abundance much smaller than that of the total
Dark Matter.

Our code is available on GitHub �, and a link below
each figure (�) provides the python code with which it
was generated. An archived version is available on Zen-
odo �.

Discovering PBHs with Gravitational Waves. Up-
coming GW observations have the potential to unequiv-
ocally detect PBHs. We consider two main detection
scenarios based on this channel. The first case is the ob-
servation of nearby mergers of sub-solar mass BHs. The
lightest known BH is in the X-ray binary XTE J1650-
500, with a mass of 5.1 M� [18] or perhaps larger [19].
In standard theories of stellar evolution, compact objects
do not form below the Chandrasekhar mass of ⇠ 1.4 M�
[20–22]. As a result, the detection of sub-solar mass
BHs would strongly suggest a primordial origin (though
see Refs. [23, 24] for alternative exotic formation mech-
anisms). The second case is the observation of BH-BH
mergers at high redshift with proposed detectors such as
Einstein Telescope (ET) [25] and Cosmic Explorer (CE)
[26]. At low redshift, mergers of astrophysical BHs are
commonplace, but at earlier times BHs have typically
not had su�cient time to collapse and form binaries [27].
Above around z ⇠ 40, the merger rate of astrophysi-
cal BHs should be negligible [28]. High-redshift merg-
ers therefore point towards a primordial BH population
which formed much earlier [29].

PBH Merger Rates: Setting the stage. To calculate
the PBH merger rate as function of the PBH abundance,
we follow Refs. [30, 31] (though see also Refs. [32–37]).
In this scenario, pairs of PBHs decouple from the Hubble
flow and form binaries before matter-radiation equality
[38–40]. For a given value of (fPBH, MPBH), we calculate
the comoving PBH merger rate (in the source frame) as
a function of redshift as:

R(z) =
1

2
nPBHP (tmerge = t[z]) . (1)

Here, nPBH = fPBH⌦DM⇢c,0/MPBH is the comoving num-
ber density of PBHs in terms of the critical density today
⇢c,0. The merger time distribution is P (tmerge), which we
evaluate at tmerge = t[z], the age of the Universe at red-
shift z. The merger time depends on the semi-major axis
a and eccentricity e of the binary orbit [41]. The distri-
bution P (tmerge) is thus obtained from the distribution
of P (a, e|MPBH), calculated assuming a uniform initial
distribution of PBHs and accounting for torques due to
all other PBHs and smooth density perturbations [30].
We also account for the impact of local DM halos on the
binary properties [31], for which we assume a DM density
profile with slope � = 9/4 [16], leading to a roughly 30%
enhancement in the merger rate.

To obtain projected constraints on R (or equivalently
fPBH) from future GW observation campaigns, we follow

Sub-solar (O3) High redshift (ET) SKA

MPBH [M�] 0.5 10 100

Nmin 1 1 10

Nmax 80 24000 80

TABLE I. PBH Detection Scenarios. For each of the three
detection scenarios we consider, we show the benchmark PBH
mass M� which we assume, as well as Nmin and Nmax, the
smallest and largest number of detections we consider. Note
that Nmax is the largest number of detections which would be
compatible with current PBH constraints.

LIGO/Virgo [42, 43] and perform a Bayesian analysis1.
We assume that the number of observed mergers is Pois-
son distributed, P (N |⇤) = Poiss(⇤), with mean:

⇤ =

Z z2

z1

R(z)
dhV T i

dz
dz ⌘ RhV T i , (2)

where dhV T i/dz = T
1

1+z
dVc
dz f(z) is the di↵erential time-

volume sensitivity for an observation time T [42, 43]. We
calculate the comoving volume as a function of redshift
dVc/dz [44] assuming the Planck 2018 best fit cosmolog-
ical parameters [45]. The selection function f(z) encodes
the detection probability for a given source at redshift z.

As in Refs. [42, 43], we assume a Je↵reys’ prior2 on
⇤ (though see Appendix A3 for a more detailed discus-
sion of the prior dependence of our results). Using Bayes’
Theorem [47], the resulting posterior on ⇤, given N ob-
servations, is:

P (⇤|N) / P (⇤)P (N |⇤) /
1

⇤1/2
⇤N exp (�⇤) . (3)

The corresponding posterior on the redshift-averaged
merger rate R = ⇤/hV T i is then:

P (R|N, hV T i) / hV T i
�
RhV T i

�N�1/2

exp
�
�RhV T i

�
.

(4)

We also incorporate a log-normal prior on the total time-
volume sensitivity hV T i, with a 30% relative uncertainty
in order to account for possible calibration uncertainties
[43]. We marginalize over hV T i to obtain the marginal
posterior for R, which can be transformed into a poste-
rior on fPBH:

P (fPBH|N) = P (R|N)
@R

@fPBH

. (5)

We now apply this formalism to the specific cases of
sub-solar mass PBHs observed with LIGO and high-
redshift mergers observed with ET.

1 We will assume that the threshold for detection of mergers is high
enough that there is no contamination from terrestrial ‘events’
(i.e. pastro ' 1 for all observations).

2 The Je↵reys prior is an uninformative prior which is invariant
under reparametrization of the parameter of interest [46].
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Here, nPBH = fPBH⌦DM⇢c,0/MPBH is the comoving num-
ber density of PBHs in terms of the critical density today
⇢c,0. The merger time distribution is P (tmerge), which we
evaluate at tmerge = t[z], the age of the Universe at red-
shift z. The merger time depends on the semi-major axis
a and eccentricity e of the binary orbit [41]. The distri-
bution P (tmerge) is thus obtained from the distribution
of P (a, e|MPBH), calculated assuming a uniform initial
distribution of PBHs and accounting for torques due to
all other PBHs and smooth density perturbations [30].
We also account for the impact of local DM halos on the
binary properties [31], for which we assume a DM density
profile with slope � = 9/4 [16], leading to a roughly 30%
enhancement in the merger rate.

To obtain projected constraints on R (or equivalently
fPBH) from future GW observation campaigns, we follow
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LIGO/Virgo [42, 43] and perform a Bayesian analysis1.
We assume that the number of observed mergers is Pois-
son distributed, P (N |⇤) = Poiss(⇤), with mean:
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1+z
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volume sensitivity for an observation time T [42, 43]. We
calculate the comoving volume as a function of redshift
dVc/dz [44] assuming the Planck 2018 best fit cosmolog-
ical parameters [45]. The selection function f(z) encodes
the detection probability for a given source at redshift z.

As in Refs. [42, 43], we assume a Je↵reys’ prior2 on
⇤ (though see Appendix A3 for a more detailed discus-
sion of the prior dependence of our results). Using Bayes’
Theorem [47], the resulting posterior on ⇤, given N ob-
servations, is:

P (⇤|N) / P (⇤)P (N |⇤) /
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The corresponding posterior on the redshift-averaged
merger rate R = ⇤/hV T i is then:
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�
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We also incorporate a log-normal prior on the total time-
volume sensitivity hV T i, with a 30% relative uncertainty
in order to account for possible calibration uncertainties
[43]. We marginalize over hV T i to obtain the marginal
posterior for R, which can be transformed into a poste-
rior on fPBH:

P (fPBH|N) = P (R|N)
@R

@fPBH

. (5)

We now apply this formalism to the specific cases of
sub-solar mass PBHs observed with LIGO and high-
redshift mergers observed with ET.

1 We will assume that the threshold for detection of mergers is high
enough that there is no contamination from terrestrial ‘events’
(i.e. pastro ' 1 for all observations).

2 The Je↵reys prior is an uninformative prior which is invariant
under reparametrization of the parameter of interest [46].
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(UCMHs) have ⇢(r) / r
�9/4 density profiles, which has

been confirmed by recent 3D simulations [16]. Since fPBH

is at or well below the percent-level in all but one of our
detection scenarios, we can assume that UCMHs form in
isolation, so we neglect the e↵ects of PBH-PBH interac-
tions on the UCMH profile.

Due to the steepness of the profile the DM density
reaches a maximum value at the “annihilation plateau”,
where the DM annihilation rate becomes equal to the
Hubble rate. Due to the large resulting gamma-ray lu-
minosities, UCMHs in the Milky Way would appear as
bright point sources with no counterparts in other wave-
lengths. Previous analyses searching the 3FGL for DM
subhalos [60–62] have identified 19 bright, high-latitude,
non-variable unassociated point sources that are spec-
trally compatible with annihilating DM. As described in
detail in Appendix A, we perform a Monte Carlo simula-
tion to assess the observability of UCMHs by Fermi. We
then use this to determine the 95% confidence level (CL)
upper bound on the WIMP annihilation cross-section in
the zero-velocity limit (�vrel)0. This upper limit depends
on the PBHs’ spatial distribution which we assume tracks
the Milky Way DM distribution. We fix fPBH to the 5th
percentile of the posterior P (fPBH|N), derived in the pre-
vious sections for the detection of N PBH candidates.
We conservatively assume that all 19 compatible unasso-
ciated point sources are UCMHs and set the upper limit
on (�vrel)0 by comparing with the expected number of
UCMHs passing cuts on their integrated gamma-ray flux
and galactic latitude (given MPBH, m� and N).

Annihilation in UCMHs outside the Milky Way over all
redshifts contributes to the di↵use, isotropic extragalac-
tic background (EGB) [63–65], which has been measured
by Fermi [66]. This provides an additional very robust
constraint on the DM self-annihilation cross section since
it requires no assumptions about the PBH spatial distri-
bution. To set a conservative bound we do not assume a
particular background model. Instead, we compute the
expected gamma-ray flux from UCMHs in each of Fermi’s
energy bins, and calculate the likelihood of such an excess
above the observed flux using the statistical and system-
atic uncertainties. As for the point source constraints,
we fix fPBH to the 5th percentile for a given detection
scenario.

An important di↵erence with regard to standard indi-
rect detection analyses is the scaling of signals with the
fractional WIMP abundance f� = ⌦�/⌦DM for under-
abundant thermal relics. Typically, the DM annihilation
rate depends on the combination f�

2(�vrel)0 since it fac-
tors into terms dependent on the integrated DM density
profile squared (J-factor) and the self-annihilation cross
section. In the PBH scenario, the DM density profile it-
self depends on (�vrel)0 since this sets the radius of the
annihilation plateau. As a result, the DM annihilation
rate (and thus the extragalactic di↵use flux from PBHs
and expected number of unassociated point sources) de-
pends on the combination f�

4(�vrel)0; this is derived in
Appendix A.
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FIG. 2. Constraints on DM self-annihilation cross sec-

tion. The solid lines correspond to the 95% CL upper limits
obtained assuming a small number of PBH detections with
LIGO/Virgo O3 (blue), Einstein Telescope (ET, orange) and
SKA (green). The lower dashed lines correspond to con-
straints which would be obtained if the number of PBH ob-
servations are as large as allowed by current limits. The dark
grey region is the envelope of 95% CL profile likelihood con-
tours for several supersymmetric models, while the light grey
region is for singlet scalar scenarios. The horizontal dotted
black line indicates the standard thermal relic cross section
3⇥10�26 cm3/s. The angled dotted black line shows the lower
bound from unitarity for s-wave annihilation. �

Results and discussion. For each detection scenario in
Table I we show as function of WIMP mass the 95% CL
upper limit on f

4

�(�vrel)0 in Fig. 2, where f� = ⌦�/⌦DM

is the fractional contribution of a particle species to the
cosmic DM density. This allows us to compare our pro-
jections with the theoretical predictions in cases where
new particles constitute only a subdominant component
of DM. The colored curves show the most stringent con-
straint arising from gamma-ray observations at a given
WIMP mass, assuming annihilation into b̄b. For our pro-
jected limits assuming a small number of PBH detections
(solid lines), point source constraints dominate at low
WIMP mass, while di↵use constraints are more relevant
at high mass. This can be seen as a ‘kink’ in each of
the solid lines, above which di↵use constraints dominate.
For larger numbers of PBH detections (dashed lines), dif-
fuse constraints generally dominate (see Appendix A for
a more detailed comparison of the limits).

We find that a detection of O(10) PBHs with any of the
methods described above would rule out large ranges of
standard-model extensions with stable relics at the elec-
troweak scale. To illustrate this, we show in dark grey the
envelope of the 95% CL profile-likelihood contours for the
MSSM7 [67] and various GUT-scale SUSY models [68]
obtained by the GAMBIT collaboration. In light grey,
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• Dark grey contours: 
envelope of 95% CL profi le 
likelihood contours for 
pMSSM7 models 
(1705.07917) and CMSSM 
(1705.07935) derived with 
GAMBIT

• Light grey contours: 
envelope of 95% CL profi le 
likelihood contours for scalar 
singlet DM (1705.07931) 
derived with GAMBIT
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